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Abstract
Massive open online classes (MOOCs) offer an opportunity to dramatically broaden
access to education. However, dramatically broadened access also creates challenges.
Classes enroll tens of thousands of students, all of whom participate remotely and
asynchronously based on their own schedule. This large, asynchronous and remote
access in turn makes it challenging to scale effective teaching techniques that rely on
personal interactions between teacher and student, such as open-ended assessment and
discussion, and rapid formative feedback.
This dissertation brings the benefits of effective teaching techniques to massive online
classes, by introducing computational systems that replace hard-to-scale teacherstudent interactions with peer interactions. Because peer interactions rely on interactions between students, they can potentially scale to any classroom size. In this dissertation first, I first study the causal mechanisms that lead to the learning benefits of
classroom techniques like feedback and discussion. Then, I introduce interfaces that
combine these operative mechanisms with the properties of online classes, such as
mediated communication and the large number of students.
This dissertation develops these ideas through two large-scale systems, PeerStudio and
Talkabout, which target fast, revision-oriented feedback, and global-scale student discussions, respectively. This dissertation also includes the first large-scale evaluation
of a global peer-assessment system.
PeerStudio uses the temporal overlap in student schedules at large scale so that students receive fast, revision oriented feedback from classmates at any time of day.
Talkabout leverages the globally distributed student participation to create discussions
where students speak with peers with diverse experience and viewpoints. Controlled
experiments show both systems improve both students’ learning experience and their
grades.
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These systems, and the large-scale evaluations that led to their design, point to a future
in which classrooms rely on the collective experiences of their students, and students
around the world have access to education that is as effective as it is accessible.
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Chapter 1
Massive-scale education:
Challenges and opportunities
Massive online classes offer an opportunity to dramatically expand access to education. Today, millions of students from all over the world participate in these classes to
learn a vast array of topics and skills, such as machine learning, interaction design,
modern music, and international relations. Students in these classes watch prerecorded lectures (Figure 1), discuss questions from class in online forums (Figure 2),
and work on assignments assessed by automated systems, all of which are accessible
through a web browser.
However, the same broad access that makes MOOCs powerful also creates challenges
for traditional teaching methods. The most effective teaching in the physical classroom has relied on personal interactions of students with the teacher and with each
other, seeking and providing feedback on open-ended work [1][2], and discussing material [3]. However, in a large online class, tens of thousands of students enroll at once,
and they participate in the class remotely and asynchronously based on their own

Figure 1: a typical video lecture from an online class, including slides and a professors' explanation.
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schedule. This large, asynchronous and remote access makes it challenging to scale
effective teaching techniques that rely on personal interactions between teachers and
students.
Peer interactions offer a promising alternative to teacher-student interactions. Because
peer interactions rely on interactions between students, they are not bottlenecked by
the number of teachers, and can potentially scale to any classroom size. Furthermore,
interactions between peers improve student motivation; both when interactions are
informal and unstructured [4], and when they are formal and structured, such as debate
or collaboration [5]. They also lead to greater student inquiry [6] and deeper learning
(see Chapter 6). Similarly, open-ended work is crucial for learning in creative domains
where students ask their own questions, create their own solutions, and receive feedback from peers and instructors [7].

Figure 2: Online classes also often include threaded forums for student questions and discussion.
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However, peer interactions, as they occur in the physical classroom, are also challenging to scale. These peer interactions usually occur at small scales, synchronously, and
with the active involvement of the teacher. How could we scale these effective peerlearning methods from the small classroom to the broad reach and access of an online
class?
To effectively scale peer learning to an online classroom, we must solve two challenges. First, students in online classes participate on their own schedule; therefore students should be able to participate asynchronously, while still interacting with peers.
Asynchronous access makes broad access possible, but it also makes classroom techniques such as discussion challenging: students in online classes often learn in isolation with class forums representing students’ only portal into their global peer group
(See Chapter 7). Second, because students participate in online classes remotely, peer
interactions must be scaffolded remotely as well. For example, assessing open-ended
work requires expertise and training [7]–[9], that has traditionally relied on interacting
with teachers directly. In an online class, interfaces need to provide such scaffolding,
such as assessing open-ended work and suggesting ways to improve it (Chapter 3).
Motivated by the broad reach and promise of massive online education, this dissertation asks: how might computational systems help solve the two challenges of supporting asynchronous participation and remote scaffolding, to enable large numbers of
students to participate in pedagogically useful peer interactions? Furthermore, it asks,
could we leverage particular properties of this new environment to create entirely new
learning opportunities?
I focus on two particular properties of online classes that may enable us to build largescale peer interaction systems: computer-mediated peer interactions and global scale.
In an online classroom, any collection of peers can interact with each other in realtime regardless of geographical separation. These peer interactions can allows students
to learn from peers not in their immediate vicinity Furthermore, interactions can be
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monitored and structured more precisely than in the physical classroom. With global
scale, large numbers of students from around the world participate in the same class at
nearly the same time [10]. This large number of globally distributed students allows
computational systems that support asynchronous access. Furthermore, global scale
leads to a geographically diverse classroom; allowing systems to use global diversity
as a pedagogical asset.
Thus, this thesis leverages computer-mediated communications and global scale to
create new interactive systems and pedagogical methods. To do so, however, it only
scales the mechanisms that lead to peer interactions being effective in the physical
classroom, not their specific form. For example, it creates systems for rapid feedback
on open-ended work, similar to a design studio, but students receive feedback on a
website bearing little resemblance to a design studio (Chapter 5). Preserving the operative mechanisms but redesigning interaction systems and methods allows systems to
use the properties of scale as an asset, not just a hindrance.
To understand the mechanisms of peer learning, this dissertation relies heavily on research about how people learn through peer interactions in the small classroom environment (e.g. from prior work in learning science and psychology). This literature
informs a recurring theme in this dissertation: the notion of developing pedagogy and
software in synchrony. In particular, this thesis develops pedagogy that leverages the
massive scale of the online class in structuring peer interactions, and software that
thousands of students can reliably use to participate in these structured interactions.
For example, this thesis introduces pedagogical techniques that leverage the enormous
geographic diversity in an online class through peer discussion. It also introduces
Talkabout (software) that chooses maximally diverse participants for such discussion
groups, and enables students to interact via video chat.
More than 100,000 students in more than a hundred online classes have used the software systems introduced in this thesis. This corresponds roughly to 50 person-years of
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non-stop utilization. This wide usage has also allowed me in this thesis to conduct
large-scale, online, controlled experiments that extend our knowledge of learning both
at large global scales and small local scales.
Below, I describe the main contributions of this thesis organized by the learning interactions they target.

Scaling open-ended assessment
Open-ended work is key to learning in creative domains such as engineering, design,
and the arts [7]. Open-ended work requires students to construct a solution, and often
to also construct their own problems. For example, students might design a
smartphone app in a Human-Computer Interaction class (if students must also decide
what application to build, they construct both the problem and the solution); or they
might create a threading system in an Operating Systems class. Constructing solutions,
rather than simply recognizing correct answers (e.g. with multiple choice questions),
enables students to practice complex skills and creativity [7].
Assessing open-ended assignments at large scale is challenging. Open-ended work has
many good solutions, and evaluating quality often requires interpretation and judgment. Returning of our examples, teachers might assess if the smartphone app is well
designed, or if the threading code is modularized well. This assessment requires both
common-sense knowledge to understand student work and the expertise to assess tacit
criteria such as “well-designed” or “well-modularized” that cannot be completely articulated. Indeed, teaching such tacit criteria is an important goal in open-ended domains like design [11].
Online classes have thousands of students submitting solutions, but because acquiring
broad expertise in most fields takes many years [12], the staff resources for assessing
these submissions are limited. Consequently, large classes (especially online, but in-
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person too) limit themselves to easily verifiable assessments like multiple-choice
questions.
This dissertation introduces methods by which peers can assess and give feedback on
open-ended work at a large scale. One thing that scales naturally with the number of
students is the number of classmates who could act as peer raters. But how can peers
acquire the necessary expertise in judgment? Informed by systems like FoldIt [13],
this thesis leverages the insight that peer assessment could scale by creating microexpertise: students might lack the broad expertise of teaching staff, but equipped with
structured rubrics, well-placed examples, and just-in-time assessment training, students could expertly critique a particular assignment.
In this thesis, I describe how I and my collaborators at Coursera created the first
MOOC-scale peer assessment platform. Our peer assessment system has enabled assessment of open-ended work in more than a hundred massive classes on Coursera.
Students have used it to critique work in disciplines as varied as programming, design,
poetry, and finance (Figure 3). In all, more than 100,000 students have used this as-

Figure 3: An example student project assessed by peers. Here, peers evaluate the design of a proposed
mobile phone application.
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sessment system.
In this thesis, I also contribute the first evaluation of massive-scale peer feedback. A
study with approximately 10,000 students found that this system yields accurate grading—97.5% of students who would earn certificates with staff assessment did so,
while only 1.2% of students were awarded certificates in error. Furthermore, students
reported that peer assessment provided diverse feedback, inspiration, and reflective
opportunities.
Since our system was released, many others have built on the concept of online peer
assessment. My work assumes that students all assess similarly; by explicitly modeling student biases and uncertainties, others have trained machine-learning models that
improve grade agreement with staff [14]. Researchers have also applied the techniques introduced in this thesis for systems that enable designers to seek feedback on
prototypes on crowd-sourcing markets like Mechanical Turk [15]. Our datasets of peer
assessment have also been used to evaluate algorithms for cost minimization of
crowd-sourced rating [16], and for quality control of crowd work [17].

How can machines help minimize grading
effort?
Data from our peer assessment system indicated it was accurate, but that assessment
required a large amount of student effort. For instance, assessing a single assignment
in the human-computer interaction class required 15,000 hours of effort from 4,000
students. Could we structure online interactions so student effort is directed where it
matters most?
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This chapter demonstrates how to direct students to the peer work that would benefit
most from their feedback. To find student work that would benefit most from their
feedback, we observe that some student submissions exhibit obvious errors or poor
quality, and might need fewer raters to provide useful feedback. Conversely, more
raters might be necessary for a novel response. To allocate peer effort, we combined
peer assessment with logistic text-classifier models. These models were trained on
TA-graded student answers using grades as labels. Since these regression models used
simple keyword features, they are accurate for the most common student responses,
but not for responses that are novel, and use few keywords present in training data.
Thus, the distance of a student’s response from the decision boundary (which is dependent on the keywords present) yields an approximate measure of grade uncertainty.
We found that compared to spreading reviewer effort evenly, recruiting more peers for

Figure 4: When students assessed short-answer submissions, they labeled aspects of the answer that were
correct and incorrect. This information can be used to provide students early, automated feedback.
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answers with uncertain grades and fewer otherwise cut the student effort in half, and
still yields grades that are 80-90% as accuracy.
Second, we also used text-classification models to provide students early, machinegenerated feedback. When students assessed short-answer submissions, they labeled
aspects of the answer that were correct and incorrect (Figure 4). We then built a classifier system trained on these labels that could provide students early feedback.
Overall, our experience suggests that artificial intelligence systems can be beneficially
combined with peer interactions, in particular to yield low-accuracy feedback quickly,
and to direct peer efforts so high-accuracy feedback is less expensive.

How can peers help students revise and attain mastery?
To gain mastery, students must practice, receive feedback, and revise work [18].
However, in practice, revision is rare both in online classes and in universities. Students need reliably rapid feedback to plan for revisions and have adequate time to revise, which are both typically unavailable. For instance, it can easily take a week to

Figure 5: PeerStudio provides rapid peer feedback in MOOCs. The median student receives feedback in 20
minutes after submission
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receive instructor or peer feedback on work. Feedback is also often coupled with a
summative grade, and classes move to new topics faster than feedback arrives. The
result is that many opportunities to develop mastery are lost, as students have little
opportunity and no incentive to revise work. Could the scale of an online class enable
new opportunities for revision? Furthermore, could students learn from the experience
of offering each other feedback?
This thesis introduces PeerStudio (www.peerstudio.org), a feedback system built on
the insight that in a global classroom, at most times of day, at least a few students are
online. This enables students to solicit and receive fast feedback at any time of day,
thereby creating opportunities for revision. Unlike our prior work with Coursera,
PeerStudio focuses on formative feedback before an assignment is due. Students can
submit an assignment draft for feedback at any time. By trading their evaluation for
two peers’ drafts, students receive rubric-based feedback on their own draft. Students
can repeat this process as often as necessary. In a typical online class, the median student using PeerStudio receives feedback within just twenty minutes of submission,
and 90% of students receive feedback within an hour.
PeerStudio’s key insight is to leverage the temporal overlap between students: as
classrooms scale, the expected time delay between requests shrinks to the point of
being brief and predictable. PeerStudio augments this natural overlap by selectively
emailing students to recruit raters if enough aren’t already online. (In practice, around
28% of reviewers are recruited via email.) A controlled experiment in a MOOC found
that students who received fast feedback wrote better final essays than students who
received feedback delayed by 24 hours, or those who didn’t get early feedback at all
[19]. Two MOOCs, and several in-person classes in three universities have now deployed PeerStudio to provide students fast in-progress feedback. These deployments
have also enabled us to refine its design at multiple scales. Future work could also use
similar deployments to understand the causal mechanisms that lead to these
improvements.
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How can we enrich classroom discussion
with massive scale diversity?
Could structured peer interactions enable classrooms to leverage global diversity? And
could programmatic control of these interactions encourage students to overcome potential homophily that prevents them from interacting with peers unlike themselves?
What if students talked to their global peers in real-time, and learned first-hand from
their global perspectives? Could class discussions in a human rights class then become
an actual “mini United Nations,” as one of our users called it, with students discussing
how their countries’ policies affect their lives?
Talkabout is a small-group video discussion system that recognizes that the differing
experiences and viewpoints of global classmates can help students understand complex topics more deeply.

Figure 6: Talkabout, our global small-group discussion platform leverages the geographic diversity in
MOOCs.
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The Talkabout system uses Google Hangouts to host globally distributed discussions.
Talkabout creates several discussion times that students can choose from. When students arrive, Talkabout groups them with a small number of global peers. Instructors
can guide and structure these discussions with a script that Talkabout embeds in every
discussion. Our work also developed strategies to create discussion scripts that better
utilize diversity. For instance, scripts that ask students to discuss how they related
course concepts to their everyday lives improve retention of concepts, and allow them
to contrast their thinking with that of peers around the world.
Over 5,000 students from 135 countries and fifteen MOOCs have used Talkabout to
discuss topics as varied as organizational behavior, psychology, philanthropy, women’s health rights, creativity, and designing effective experiments. Talkabout discussions reflect the global diversity of online classes: the median pairwise distance between participants in discussions is 4,100 miles, approximately the distance between
New York and St. Petersburg, Russia.
An experiment with 3,500 students in two massive classes found that geographically
diverse group discussions are pedagogically valuable. In both classes, students that
participated in more geographically distributed discussions had larger improvements
in future grades. Such improvements are likely because talking with diverse peers
shifts students from automatic thinking to more active, effortful, conscious thinking.

Unintended effects in global scale peer
systems
The preceding chapters describe how software and pedagogy can be co-designed to
achieve a desired learning goal. This chapter aims to build theory for learning at scale
design praxis by discussing three examples of unintended side effects in our systems.
The first is patriotic grading: when we deployed our peer assessment system from
Chapter 3 to a global classroom, we found that students rated work from their own
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country higher than work from other countries. We describe a series of experiments
that suggest that this effect may be due to students being unfamiliar with work from
distant classmates, or because of an implicit bias that favors work from “in-group”
peers. Second, we describe an experimental system we designed to increase students’
commitment to completing assignments. However, we found that the system had the
unintended consequence of reducing the fraction of students who completed assignments. We hypothesize that this is because the experimental manipulation crowded out
students’ intrinsic motivations with weaker extrinsic motivation. Finally, inspired by
project classes where instructors motivate students with examples of excellent student
work, we showed students using our peer assessment system examples of excellent
work from classmates. Contrary to our expectations, a randomized controlled experiment showed that students who saw such examples actually performed worse on future assignments in the class. We hypothesize this is because while our system showed
examples, it did not provide the scaffolding instructors did to help students adopt ideas
from such examples. This experience suggests that merely designing software without
attending to the underlying learning mechanisms may be ineffective or even harmful.

Large-scale validation of social and learning theory
This dissertation is the result of approximately 40 randomized controlled experiments
in large online classes, with the average experiment enlisting just under a thousand
students. These experiments create opportunities to validate and extend learning theory “in the wild”.
Table 1: Controlled experiments in this dissertation. Average N=1302.

Research question

Result

Student engagement
Do checklists help students complete assignments?

Yes

Does showing growth-mindset based messages improve engagement?

No (ns)

Does sending students personalized re-engagement messages improve engagement?

No (ns)
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Does showing activity by friends enrolled in the same class improve engagement?

No (ns)

Do more students respond to authority (instructor asked) or explanation of benefits

Authority

(for using a new tool)?
Does reminding students about upcoming deadlines improve retention?

Yes (short-term
only)

Does providing students a pro-social reason to help others improve engagement?

Yes

Does receiving a “thank you” note improve student engagement?

Yes

Accuracy in assessment
Does feedback on accuracy enable students to grade more accurately

Yes

Does asking students to commit to completing work improve engagement?

No, reduces

Do students perceive grades generated from a model that accounts for individual

No, unless told

raters’ biases and variances to be more accurate?

about model

Does explaining a grade correction in greater detail improve students’ perceptions

No (ns)

of accuracy?
Can students more reliably compute a score provided an interactive checklist in-

Yes

stead of free-form prompt?
Can students verify others’ assessment faster than assessing themselves?

Yes

Do students grade peers from other countries lower if submitters are not identified?

Yes

Is students’ grading bias affected by linguistic cues?

Yes

Is students’ grading bias reduced by better rubrics?

Yes

Discussions and groups
Does allowing students to participate in discussions improve course outcomes?

Yes

Does geographic diversity in discussions improve course outcomes?

Yes

Does gender balance in discussions affect course outcomes?

No

Can groups more reliably gain critical mass if they require reservations than if

Yes

available anytime?
Are ad-hoc groups as successful as groups that allow students to meet with the same

Yes

group?
Do assigned moderators improve discussion quality in a Talkabout group?

No

Does showing tips for moderation improve discussion quality?

No (ns)

Does enforcing a discussion script improve discussion quality?

No, reduces

Does showing the results of a “360-degree” discussion review improve engage-

No, reduces

ment?
Does showing aggregate suggestions for improving discussion style improve student engagement?
Improving future learning
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No, reduces

Figure 7: Higher education has an increasingly important role in economic success. Compared to those with
a high-school diploma, those with bachelor's degrees earn 18% more than they would have in 1975.

Does showing examples of great/approachable work improve students’ future

Reduces with

work?

excellent

Does fast feedback improve grades more than slow feedback?

Yes

Does early feedback improve grades?

Yes

Going forward, this dissertation points to a future where the greatly expanded access
afforded by online classes combined with scalable teaching methods can solve largescale, societal challenges. The greatly expanded access has the potential especially to

Figure 8: MOOCs attract students across a wider range of ages. Left: enrollment in a typical MOOC
(HCI, Fall 2012). Right: Age of college enrollment in the United States, 2012; from [293].
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benefit students outside the traditional college demographic. For example, already the
median learner in online classes is much older, and is more likely fully employed (see
Figure 8 and Chapter 3).
MOOCs could also expand access to higher education beyond the “college demographic” that most universities cater to. Universities are designed for students with
minimal employment experience, little familial responsibility, predominantly work
full-time on their education [20]. And while the skills and knowledge that students
acquire in college lead to their social growth, make them more civic-minded [21], and
play an increasingly important role in their overall economic success (see Figure 7),
40% of all high-school graduates in the US still don’t enroll in college [22]. As the
demand for specialized, higher education continues to rise [23], massive online classes
could allow students to acquire these skills later in life.
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Chapter 2
Related work
This chapter provides an overview of related work in education, social computing, and
psychology that informs the design of systems introduced in this thesis. This prior
work clarifies the benefits that peer interactions bring to the classroom, and suggests
the mechanisms that lead to these benefits. We then consider the barriers to scaling
peer interactions to the massive scale of an online class. Finally, we discuss work that
describes how online communities are designed, and how that informs the design of
our systems. While this chapter provides an overview of related research; additional
research that informs the design of particular systems is discussed in chapters dedicated to those systems.

The classroom benefits of peer interactions
In the physical classroom, peer interactions have profound benefits. In fact, when students merely believe they are interacting with another person, they recall more of what
they are taught, even when the actual interaction may be with a computer agent [24].
The benefits of actual, rich peer interactions are much larger:
Learning benefits of peer assessment, tutoring, and discussion: Peers assessing
each other using well-defined criteria result in an audience that provides honest feedback and multiple perspectives [25]. Evaluating peers’ work exposes students to solutions, strategies, and insights that they otherwise would likely not see [25], [26], and
provides learning gains not seen with external evaluation [27]. Peer assessment also
increases student involvement and maturity, and enhances classroom discussion [28].
In addition, it makes classrooms more efficient by lowering the grading burden on
staff [9].
Peer tutoring creates an efficient method of instruction, and it also encourages listening and engagement [5]. Peer tutoring can be implemented as, for example, the Jigsaw
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method [29] of creating “experts” by assigning different sub-topics to each student in a
team. These experts then teach other students in the group.
Motivational and metacognitive benefits of peer interactions Peer interactions also
improve students’ sense of belonging, and positive interactions with peers (especially
in younger students) are correlated with a stronger motivation to engage in pro-social
and academic activities [30]. In addition, less competent peers improve communication skills and have more collaborative and more positive social interactions in general
[4].
Informal interactions with peers can also lead to metacognitive changes, changing
students’ perceived motivations for undertaking activities. For example, students perceiving that their peers expected them to prioritize education and behave pro-socially,
participated in academic activities because they thought these activities were enjoyable and important, rather than being required tasks [31].
Given the large benefits of peer interactions, as well as their potential to create a more
efficient classroom, practices of collaborative and peer learning are widespread in the
physical classroom—81% of US schoolteachers report using it every day [32].

Barriers to scaling peer interactions to an
online class
The main barriers to scaling peer interactions to an online class stem from challenges
in remotely scaffolding interactions, and in supporting asynchronous, and sometimes
hard-to-predict access. In general, the large size of the classroom makes it impossible
for instructors to monitor interactions; therefore interactions must be designed so they
are beneficial even without close supervision. Furthermore, the large diversity in the
class restricts assumptions in how students might participate in these unsupervised
interactions. We discuss each of these barriers in turn.
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Classroom interactions rely on close supervision
In physical classrooms, peer interactions rely crucially on instructor supervision and
guidance. For example, when students informally teach each other, they are likely to
lecture to their partner, rarely elaborating on their explanations or allowing their partner to apply information on their own [33], which reduces the effectiveness of their
tutoring. Teachers can train students to engage in more productive tutoring behavior
[33]. For example, dyadic collaborations improve when one student walks their partner to apply concepts to example problems [34]. It is challenging to scale such close
supervision to an online class, as instructors cannot monitor the thousands of simultaneous interactions manually, nor can they intervene.

Students have less predictable engagement online
Many classroom peer interactions are designed assuming all students who are required
to participate in an activity will do so. For example, when students are assigned to be
“experts” in a jigsaw session, the entire team’s learning of the topic is dependent on
their participation. However, as Kizilcec and Shneider note [35], students may interact with an online class as they might with a social networking website: “As one of
many options on the Web for finding information, socializing, or collaborating, these
environments [online classes] are as amenable to casual engagement with content as
they are to the focused, ongoing activity characteristic of a student in a traditional
course.” Therefore, to increase engagement, peer interactions should be designed to
either accommodate casual learners, or they must accurately filter for students who
will engage as required.
Casual engagement also affects how consistently students engage in the class over
time. For example, fewer than 10% of students who are active in an online class during its first week remain active until the last lecture [36], [37]. Many models of classroom peer interactions, such as Student Team Learning [38], suggest that team rewards should be based on improvements in teams’ prior performance. However, if the
majority of the team does not participate consistently, this reward structure is difficult
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to operationalize, and may be perceived as unfair, reducing its effectiveness [39]. We
discuss how to design online peer interactions for unpredictable participation in Chapter 6.

Students have more diverse motivations online
A common classroom technique for ensuring student participation is making participation necessary for grades, course credits or other credentials. However, only around
45% the students in online classes are motivated by certificates of accomplishment
(the equivalent to credentials), about a quarter of students are motivated by the desire
to meet new people, while others are motivated by simple curiosity, a chance to improve their language skills, or the prestige of the professor or institution offering the
course. A large fraction (56%) are motivated by job prospects [40], which are extrinsic motivations, but less easily operationalized as grades. This means that simple interventions, which offer grades as the only reward may not sufficiently motivate students. We discuss alternate motivation strategies in Chapter 7.

Students are not collocated, participate asynchronously
Most students in MOOCs are not collocated; typically no country represents more than
a quarter of participating learners (Chapter 6). One approach to solving the challenges
of asynchronous peer interactions at large scale is to break the online classroom into
smaller groups that are collocated and synchronous, and then adopt techniques from
physical classrooms [41]. While intuitively appealing as a way to reuse the decades of
research into developing classroom techniques, this approach still suffers from the
problems of minimal supervision, unpredictable engagement, and diverse student motivations. Therefore, this thesis proposes an alternative approach to go “beyond being
there” [42]—examine why classroom peer interactions are pedagogically valuable,
and then design new online interactions that are suited to the online environment and
provide similar benefits.

Scaling peer interactions
20

This section discusses related research that informs the design of peer interactions in
our systems. In designing new peer interactions, we have found research in online
communities to be particularly valuable. Recall from the previous section that many
students may only engage casually with an online class, similar to how they might use
a social network (e.g. Facebook). Furthermore, online communities serve large numbers of members with minimal administrative oversight.

Creating peer interactions that require minimal supervision
If instructors can’t monitor interactions closely, could we create norms that lead to
productive peer interactions? Descriptive norms (seeing what most people do) are
generally more effective than prescriptive norms (such as rules) [43]. In addition, students may consider norms to be fairer than automated corrective action [44]. To create
positive descriptive norms about what behavior is acceptable, systems can filter what
students see. For example, people are more likely to litter if they saw someone do so
in an already littered environment, but less likely to do so if they saw someone littering in a clean environment [45].

Creating peer interactions that increase engagement predictability
Recall that participation in online class activities is largely voluntary and difficult to
enforce. However, peer interactions could be more predictable if even a fraction of
students are committed to participating. Prior work suggests three reasons why people
are committed to participating in an online community even when doing so incurs
effort, time, or money: affective commitment (because they like the community and
identify with it), norm-based commitment (because they think it is the right thing to
do), and need-based commitment (they derive a benefit larger than the cost of participation) [46].
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These commitment mechanisms suggest that systems can encourage need-based commitment by making the potential educational benefits salient, potentially with the involvement of the instructors. Instructors can also play a pivotal role in creating normbased commitment, by making peer-learning opportunities a core part of the class
(creating a norm of participation). We discuss these strategies in detail in Chapter 7.
Finally, they can improve affective commitment. Prior work suggests a particularly
powerful way to do so when there is a large turnover in participants as in an online
class is to encourage participants to identify with the community as a whole, rather
than with particular members of the community [47], [48].

Creating peer interactions that leverage diversity
This dissertation takes the view that diverse motivations and experiences of participants can be a valuable asset. Interactions designed with diversity in mind could use
prior work on how workplaces and schools welcome diverse participants. In particular,
students benefit most from their classroom’s diversity when the numeric representation of diverse groups is large (structural diversity); and the number of settings that
students interact in is large (experiential diversity) [49]. Ideally, students must meet
frequently, and with equal status, in situations where collaboration is necessary and
stereotypes are disconfirmed [50], and where differing views are welcomed [51].
Together, this prior work suggests that it may be possible to design new peer interactions in online classes in which a large number of diverse students are committed to
participate. It also suggests that the design of interactions may not mirror interactions
in physical classrooms. To design interactions that still provide the benefits of classroom peer interactions, we turn to how classroom interactions yield pedagogical benefits next.

Mechanisms for the classroom benefits of
peer interactions
Why do peer interactions improve learning? If systems can be designed with these
mechanisms in mind, they could more effectively scale these learning benefits. Prior
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work provides evidence for three causal paths that explain the benefits of peer interactions: motivation, social cohesion, and cognition. Each causal path has strong supporting evidence, and recent work suggests that all three pathways may work synergistically [5].
Motivation: Peer interactions are an effective way to improve motivation. Some early
work went so far as to posit that the entire benefit of peer interactions was motivational [38]. To improve motivation, interactions may be structured to have team goals and
reward structures that encourage pro-social contributions. For example, the Student
Team Learning model [38] suggests that tasks should have a goal that requires contributions from every member for success, such as making each student’s grade the mean
of grades of all students in their group. Within this extrinsic reward framework, it also
suggests that teams are rewarded for improvements over their own past performance,
so even the weakest teams can be rewarded for their effort.
Social cohesion/interdependence: Peer interactions may help students learn from
each other in groups by making them like the group members, and by tying their own
self-identity to group membership [52]. This suggests that interactions that enable students to develop a stronger sense of group belonging will improve the benefits of peer
learning. For example, by creating “experts” who are assigned different sub-topics, the
Jigsaw method creates a sense of interdependence in a team, leading to strong cohesion.
Cognition: Peer interactions cause cognitive changes that enable learning. In adults,
cognitive changes are primarily a result of elaboration [53]. Peer interactions enable
elaboration, the process by which learners create more detailed representations of concepts in memory. Elaboration improves the recall of concepts [54], [55]. Amongst peer
interactions, the largest gains in elaboration are through explaining to a peer, though
listening to elaborated peer explanations help as well [56]. To encourage elaboration,
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teachers might ask students to take turns, with one student describing a concept or
making an argument, and the other asking for and interpreting evidence [57].
These Causal Pathways Interact: To achieve their potential benefits, peer interactions that are designed to primarily employ one pathway need to also pay attention to
others. For example, in controlled lab studies, jigsaw teams perform well without any
extrinsic motivation [6]. However, in classroom studies (with extrinsic motivations
like grades), jigsaw methods only increase learning if they incentivize students to learn
collaboratively, for example by awarding every student in a team the average grade
[5].
Together, this prior work suggests that it may be possible to design new peer interactions that capture the benefits of popular small-classroom interactions, and these interactions may succeed if they target student motivation, cohesion and cognition.
A final question we consider in this chapter is how these scalable peer interactions
might compare with other models of scalable education, such as modeling student
learning computationally and providing automated tutoring assistance, and improving
how students learn in isolation.

The relation between peer interactions and
other computational learning support
Are the cognitive benefits of peer interactions merely a solution for domains where
computational systems that more explicitly model learning and provide students automated support are still unavailable? Kumar and Rose find that on the contrary, peer
support and automated tutoring systems can be mutually reinforcing [58]. Having students discuss their homework problems in a structured group can approach the effectiveness of providing individual students with sophisticated computer-generated hints
using intelligent tutoring systems. Furthermore, systems that provide hints for how to
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discuss productively can improve the effectiveness of these interactions even further,
without a sophisticated understanding of the domain students are learning.
These results suggest that peer interactions will valuable even when automated support
is present. They also present a promising alternative at large scale. Even if systems
cannot fully model student learning, they could still find peers with just the right levels of understanding and provide them support to discuss productively [59].

The relation between peer interactions and
data-enriched solitary learning
Large classes can also employ data-driven systems that improve a student’s solitary
learning experience. Unlike the focus of this dissertation, these techniques focus on
improving the experience of a student using class resources alone, and are largely
complementary to the peer-interactions presented in this dissertation. In general, these
techniques leverage redundancy in how students interact with class resources.
Redundancy enables interfaces that summarize and visualize student behavior. For
example, students re-watch parts of videos that are confusing, important, or relevant to
questions on a test more frequently. Furthermore, students from countries with smaller
classrooms watch videos non-linearly more frequently [60]. Lectures cape introduces
techniques that use these observations to create visualizations of student interest and
confusion [60]. Similarly, Over Code introduces techniques for visualizing students’
programming solutions [61]. Clustering student submissions enables instructors to see
common student errors, and enables them to comment on a large number of solutions
at once [61]–[63].
This thesis leverages redundancy to improve peer interactions. Redundancy in student
submissions to short-answer questions is used to reduce the number of peer raters who
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assess it; more raters are assigned to a novel response, fewer to responses that are similar to many others (Chapter 4).
Future work could also leverage redundancy more directly in peer communication. For
example, a system could synthesize a student discussion in a quasi-interactive manner,
with the student’s responses replaying common fragments of previous student discussions on the topic. Perhaps such simulated conversation could provide some of the
benefits of a real discussion [24], while a student waits for the system to find a real
conversation partner.
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Chapter 3
Peer assessment in massive online
classes1
Over the past few years, more than a hundred thousand students have earned certificates in large online classes—on topics from Databases to Sociology to World Music—and millions have signed up [64]. These MOOCs provide students on-demand
video lectures, often along with automated quizzes and homework, and class forums
that allow students to interact with each other.
Many such classes use automated assessment (e.g. [65]), which precludes the openended work that is a hallmark of education in creative fields like design [66]. Furthermore, viewing and critiquing others’ work plays a key pedagogical role in these domains [11]. Fields like design have also traditionally relied on intimate co-location to
enable these activities and to confer values and norms [11]. However, in a global,
online classroom, students lack the shared context co-location provides. How can we
scale both evaluation and peer learning in creative domains online?
One approach for scaling assessment and peer learning would be for students to evaluate their peers’ work. Peer assessment potentially enables large classes to offer assignments that are impractical to grade automatically. Furthermore, human grading
more easily provides context-appropriate responses and better handles ill-specified
constraints [67]. But, how can students who are novices themselves be motivated and
trained to perform peer assessment well? This chapter reports on our experiences with
the first use of peer assessment in a massive online class. It is the largest use of peer

1

A version of this chapter was originally published as an article in the ACM Transactions of Computer
Human Interaction as [37].
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assessment to date. As of June 2013, this technique has since been adopted in many
other classes, including 79 MOOCs on the Coursera2 platform alone.

The design studio as an inspiration
For over a century, the studio has been a dominant model for architecture and design
education, and has expanded into fields including product design [68], HCI [69], [70],
and software design [71]. This chapter considers the studio as an inspiration for online
design education.
The studio model of education was formalized in the Cole de Beaux-Arts [72]. Studios
provide an open, shared environment for students to work. This co-presence provides
social motivation and facilitates peer learning through visibility of work [73]. Formal
and informal studio critique helps students iteratively improve their work [11].
Public visibility of self and peer work provides students with a nuanced understanding
of design. In particular, seeing their peers’ work along with their own work through its
evolution allows students to understand decisions and tradeoffs both in their own designs, and in those of their peers [25].
Formative studio feedback further engages students in reflective practice [11]. Informal, formative feedback is often through oral critiques or “crates” by teachers or other
experts [74]. Such informal, qualitative feedback is essential, because it encourages
iterative practice [75]. Because crates are often delivered in public, students also learn
from observing peer work as well as by working on their own [76].
Expert critiques also serve as summative assessment. Experts often assess design
based on trained but tacit criteria [77]. Amiable et	
  al	
  demonstrate that expert consensus is a reliable measure of the quality of creative work [78]. Their Consensual As2

https://www.coursera.org/
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sessment Technique asks experts to rate artifacts on a scale, and provides no rubrics
and does not ask raters to justify their rating. Other techniques provide an assessment
process to observe, interpret and evaluate work [79].
The design studio suggests three requirements for successful design education online.
First, it must support open-ended design work with multiple correct solutions. Such
work is especially important in design education because successful design often requires generating and reflecting on multiple ideas [66], [80], and on exploration and
iteration [81]. Second, assessment must allow students to learn the tacit criteria of
good design. Criteria for good design are often not explicitly defined [82]. For instance, interactive interfaces may be subjectively evaluated for whether they are learnable and appropriate [83], criteria that require tacit interpretation. Third, assessment
must provide students both qualitative formative feedback, and summative feedback.

The promise of peer assessment
Open-ended assignments generally rely on human graders. The inherent variability of
open-ended solutions and lack of defined evaluation criteria for design makes automatically assessing open-ended work challenging [84]. In addition, automated systems
frequently cannot capture the semantic meaning of answers, which limits the feedback
that they can provide to help students improve [67], [85].
The time-intensive, personalized assessment of grading sketches, designs, and other
open-ended assignments requires a small student-to-grader ratio [86], [87]. This staff
effort is prohibitive for large classes: staff grading simply doesn’t scale.
Peer and self-assessment is a promising alternative. It not only provides grades, it also
importantly helps students see work from an assessor’s perspective. Peer feedback in
design classes also creates an audience that provides honest feedback and multiple
perspectives [25]. Evaluating peers’ work also exposes students to solutions, strategies, and insights that they otherwise would likely not see [25], [26]. Similarly, self-
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assessment helps students reflect on gaps in their understanding, making them more
resourceful, confident, and higher achievers [30], [88], [89] and provides learning
gains not seen with external evaluation [27].
Peer assessment can increase student involvement and maturity, lower the grading
burden on staff, and enhance classroom discussion [28]. Peer assessment has been
used in co-located classroom settings for many different kinds of assignments [90],
including design [25], [91], programming [26] and essays [92]. How can we make this
classroom technique scale to a large online class?

Scaling peer assessment
In-class peers can assess each other well [93]–[95], suggesting the viability of the
technique, at least with in-person training. To effectively scale peer assessment, we
can learn several lessons from crowdsourcing [96]. First, crowd workers perform better when they are intrinsically motivated by the task’s importance [97]. Second, consensus among raters serves as a useful indicator of quality [98]. Third, interfaces like
FoldIt [13] and NASA Clickworkers [99] demonstrate that short, well-crafted training
exercises can enable legions of motivated amateurs to perform work previously
thought to require years of training. These peer-sourced systems introduce new challenges and opportunities beyond crowd sourcing. For example, students using peer
assessment both create the work to be assessed and	
  perform the assessment. One
theme this chapter will explore is the learning benefits	
  that arise from those dual roles.
Massive online classes provide a valuable living lab [100], [101] for exploring peersourcing approaches, and our hope is that peer-sourcing insights from massive classes
will contribute techniques that apply more broadly (this has since come true, as we
shall see in later chapters).

Contributions
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This chapter reports on our experiences with peer assessment over two iterations in the
first large-scale class to use it (http://www.hci-class.org). Since our adaptation of peer
assessment to MOOCs, variations of the system described here have since been used
in dozens of other large online classes, including Mathematical Thinking, Programming Python, Listening to World Music, Fantasy and Science Fiction, and Sociology.
Over both iterations of the class, 5876 students submitted at least one assignment and
participated in peer assessment. Overall, the correlation between peer grades and staff
assigned grade was r	
  = 0.73, and the average absolute difference between peer and
staff grades was 3% (positive and negative errors were approximately balanced).
In end-of-course surveys, students reported both receiving peer feedback and performing peer assessment to be valuable learning experiences. On a seven-point Likert
scale, the median rating was 6 (7=very valuable). Surprisingly, 20% of students voluntarily assessed more submissions than required.
We explored several techniques to improve assessment accuracy and encourage qualitative feedback. First, we found that giving students feedback about whether they
scored peers high or low increased their subsequent accuracy. A between-subjects
experiment found a 0.97% decrease in mean error (6.77% in the experimental group,
vs. 7.74% in the control group). Second, to help students provide peers with highquality personalized feedback, we introduce short, customizable feedback snippets that
address common issues with assignments. 67% of students obtained open-ended peer
feedback using this method. Third, we introduce a data-driven approach for improving
rubric descriptions. We distinguish items with high student: staff correlation from
those with low correlation, and observed the ways they differ to improve the lowcorrelation ones. After making these changes, the mean error on grades decreased
from 12.4% to 9.9%.

The educational environment of a massive online class
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This online class is an introduction to human-centered interaction design. The class is
offered free of charge, and is open to any interested student. Material covered in class
is based on an introductory HCI course at Stanford University. Over the class duration,
students watch lectures, answer short quizzes and complete weekly assignments. In a
typical week, students watch four videos of 12-15 min each. Videos total approximately 450 minutes across the class, and contain embedded multiple-choice questions.
Multiple choice quizzes tested students’ knowledge of material covered in videos.
Most significantly, students completed five design assignments. Each assignment covered a step in a course-long design project where students design a Web site inspired
by one of three design briefs (Figure 11).
Students who complete the course with an average assignment score of 80% or above
earn an electronic “Statement of Achievement” for a Studio track (but no university
credit). 501 students earned this statement in the first iteration, and 595 did in the second. 1,573 received a statement of achievement for the Apprentice track comprising
watching videos and quiz performance in the first iteration, and 1,923 did in the second.

By the numbers
Similar to other online classes [102], the online HCI class attracted numerous and diverse participants. 30,630 students watched videos in the first iteration, and 35,081 did
in the second (32.5% of students in each iteration were female). 55% of students reported they had full time jobs (in both iterations). The median age range in both iterations was 25-34, with a broad spread (Figure 9). In both iterations, students from 124
countries registered for the class and roughly 71% were from outside the United
States. Students transcribed lectures in 13 languages: English, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Russian, Bulgarian, Japanese, Korean, Slovak, Vietnamese, Chinese (Simplified), Chinese (Traditional), Persian, and Catalan.
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Figure 9: Online classes attract students who cannot use traditional universities, such as those working
fulltime. The age distribution of the class is remarkably similar across both iterations. (a) Spring 2012
(iteration 1), 10,190 participants, (b) Fall 2012 (iteration 2), 17,915 participants.

In all, 2,673 students submitted assignments in the first iteration, and 3,203 in the second (Figure 10). The second iteration also allowed students to submit assignments in
Spanish; 223 students did so. Student questions were answered exclusively through
the online class forum. Across the course, the forum had 1,657 threads in the first iteration, and 2,212 in the second.

Figure 10: Number of students who submitted each assignment, in iteration 1 on left, iteration 2 on
right.
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Assignments
All assignments were submitted online, and graded with calibrated peer assessment.
Three of the five assignments asked students to create physical artifacts like paper
prototypes and upload photographs of their work.
Each assignment included a rubric that described assessment criteria [8]. Rubrics
comprised guiding questions or dimensions that student work was graded on, and gradations of quality for each dimension, from poor to excellent. Rubrics were released
with the assignment, so students could refer to them while working. Table I shows a
part of the rubric for the User Testing assignment, another rubric is shown in Table
V.3
Peers assessed using the rubric, and students were informed that peers could see all
submitted work while grading. Students could also share their peers’ work via class
forums after grading was complete and staff used examples of student work in class
announcements and lectures. Students could optionally mark their submissions as private to prevent such sharing outside the peer assessment system: over both iterations
combined, 13.5% of students chose to do so.
All assignments and rubrics were based on corresponding materials from the introductory HCI class at Stanford.4 The in-person Stanford class uses self-assessment and
staff grading, but not peer assessment.

3

All assessment materials are also available in full at http://hci.st/assess

4

https://cs147.stanford.edu/
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Peer Assessment
Assessment used Calibrated Peer Review [94]. Calibrated peer review helps students
learn to grade by first practicing grading on sample submissions.

Figure 11: Example prototypes from student projects in the online class (top: early prototype of a social
dining app; bottom: a tracker for professional certification at the end of the class.
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Immediately after each submission deadline, staff evaluated about a dozen submissions– eight were used to train students; the rest were used to estimate accuracy of
assessment. The next day, peer assessment opened for students who submitted assignments. Students had four days to complete peer assessment.
Peer grading for each assignment had two phases: calibration and assessment. During
the first, calibration, phase, students see the staff grade for a submission they grade,
along with an explanation. If the student and staff grades are close, students move to
the assessment phase. Otherwise, students grade another staff-graded assignment. This
process is repeated until student and staff grades match closely, with up to five such
training assignments. After five submissions, students moved to the assessment phase
regardless of how well they matched staff grades.
Then, students assessed five peer submissions. Unbeknownst to the students, one
submission was also graded by staff to provide a measure of assessment accuracy. By
symmetry, this means that at least four randomly selected raters saw each student’s
submission, and that each student saw one staff-assessed submission per assignment.
Immediately after assessing peers, students assessed their own work. Self-assessment
and peer assessment used identical interfaces.
Time spent on assessment varied by assignment. Depending on assignment, 75% of
assessments were completed in less than 9.5 minutes to 17.3 minutes. On the median
assignment, 75% of assessments took less than 13.1 minutes.
One pedagogical goal of the class was to have students understand and have some
influence on their grades. At the same time, we didn’t want to reward dishonesty or
delusions. To balance these goals, when the self-assessed score and the median peer
score differed by less than 5%, the student got the higher score. If the difference was
larger, the student received the median peer-assessed score. This policy acknowledges
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5% to be a margin of error and gives the student the benefit of doubt. Peer grades were
anonymous; students saw all rater-assigned scores, but not raters’ identities. Similarly,
submitters’ names were not shown to raters during assessment, i.e. the assessment
system was double blind.
Because assignments built on each other, it was especially important to get timely
feedback. Grades and feedback were released four days after the submission deadline
(the subsequent assignment was due at least three days after students received feedback). Students who didn’t complete either the self assessment or peer assessment by
grade-release time were penalized 20% of the assignment grade. Students were allowed to assess more than five submissions if they wanted to (Figure 7 shows the distribution of assessments completed). These additional submissions were also chosen
randomly, exactly like the first five submissions.

How accurate was peer assessment?
Methods
To establish a ground-truth comparison of self and staff grades, each assignment included 4 to 10 staff-graded submissions in the peer assessment pool, selected randomly. Across both iterations, staff graded 99 ground-truth submissions. Each student
graded at least one ground-truth submission per assignment; a ground-truth assignment had a median of 160 assessments. (Some students graded more than one groundtruth submission per assignment because the system would give them a fresh groundtruth assignment when they logged-out without finishing assessment and returned to
the website after a long time).
This chapter’s grading procedure assigns the median grade from a small number of
randomly selected peers (e.g. 4-5). We evaluated the accuracy of this grading process
using the 99 assignments with a staff grade. To simulate the median-grade approach,
we randomly sampled (with replacement) five student assessments for each ground-
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truth submission, and compared the sample’s median to the staff grade5. We present
results for 1,000 samples of five assessments per submission. This sampling method is
essentially a bootstrapped statistical analysis [103]. It allows staff to only evaluate a
small set of randomly selected submissions, and still provides an estimate for every
peer-rater’s agreement with their grade (since all peers see at least one staff-graded
submission.) Repeatedly sampling five grades from the pool of peer grades provides
an approximate distribution of agreement between staff and peer grades.
We also compared students’ self grade with their median peer grade to measure
whether students rate themselves differently than their peers.
To enable comparisons, we present results for both iterations separately. The second
iteration of the course had grading rubrics improved using data from the first iteration
(discussed in Section 6.1). The general similarity in accuracy across both iterations
(with improvements in the second) suggests that the peer assessment process produces
robust results. The second iteration also allowed students to submit assignments in
Spanish. For consistency, our analysis does not include those submissions.
At the end of the class, students were invited to participate in a survey; 3,550 students
participated in all. Participation was voluntary, students were not compensated, and
the survey did not count towards course credit.

Results: Grading agreement
Here, we present percentage differences between peer and staff grades (summarized in
Table 2). Most assignments in this class were out of 35 points. Therefore, a 5% difference represents 1.5 points (grades could only be awarded in multiples of half a point).

5

Staff comprised graduate students from Stanford. The second iteration had Commu-

nity TAs chosen among top-performing students in the previous iteration in addition to
Stanford staff.
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For the first iteration, 34.0% of submissions had a median peer grade within 5% of the
staff grade, and 56.9% within 10% (Figure 12). The second iteration improved to
42.9% within 5% of the staff grade, and 65.5% within 10%. In the first iteration of the
class, 48.2% of samples had a peer median lower than staff grade, 40.2% had it higher.
The second iteration had 36% of samples had a peer median lower than staff grade,
46.4% had it higher. Students tended to get better at grading over time (See Section
3.8).

Figure 12: Accuracy of peer assessment for submissions that were graded independently by teaching
staff and peer assessors (all five assignments). Graph accuracy of random sample of 5 graders against
staff. (left) Iteration 1: 34.0% of samples within 5% of the staff grade, and 56.9% within 10%. (right)
Iteration 2:. 42.0% of samples within 5% of the staff grade, and 65% within 10%.

Table 2: Summary of grade agreement. In the second iteration of the class, peer-staff agreement increased, while peer-self agreement decreased.

Metric
Peer-staff agreement (within 5%)
Peer-staff agreement (within 10%)
Peer <	
  Staff
Peer >	
  Staff
Peer-self agreement (within 5%)
Peer-self agreement (within 10%)

Iteration 1
34.0%
56.9%
48.2%
40.2%
28.7%
44.9%

Iteration 2
42.9%
65.5%
36.0%
46.4%
24.0%
40.6%

In the first iteration of the class, 28.7% of submissions had their median peer grade
within 5% of the self-assessed grade, and 44.9% within 10% (Figure 13). The median
submission had a self-grade 6% higher than the median peer grade. In the second itera-
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Figure 13: (a) Comparison of median peer grades against self grades. In the first iteration 28.7% of
such samples were within 5% of the staff grade, and 44.9% within 10%. (b) Same graph for second
iteration of the class. 24.0% of such samples were within 5% of the staff grade, and 40.63% within 10%.

tion, 24.0% of submissions had their median peer grade within 5% of the self-assessed
grade, 40.63% had the median peer-grade within 10%. The median submission had a
self-grade 7.5% higher than the median peer grade. (We discuss possible reasons for
this lowered agreement in Section 6.3.)

Results: Grading agreement between staff
The first two iterations of the class had only one staff member grading each groundtruth submission. To get an idea of how well staff grades agree amongst themselves, in
the third iteration of the class we asked multiple staff members to rate each submission.
Submissions were randomly assigned to three staff members (there are six staff members in all). Staff rated 50 submissions over the course.
For these submissions, the average disagreement between staff raters (defined as the
median difference between a staff grade, and the mean staff grade) was 6.7%. Of submissions, 28% had all staff grades within 5% of the assignment grade, and 42% within
10%. In contrast, over the second iteration of the class, the average disagreement between peer raters was 25.0%. Only 4.0% of submissions had all peer grades agreeing
within 5%, and 16.9% within 10%.
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These results suggest that correlation amongst staff grades is many times higher than
agreement amongst peer raters. They also suggest that aggregating peer grades leads to
a remarkable increase in agreement with staff grades (Section 3.2).
Staff differences in grading were usually due to differing judgments or interpretation.
For example, an early assignment asked students to create storyboards of user needs
without constraining to a particular design. Staff members differed in how constraining they thought storyboards were.
Such differences suggest the inherent limitations of independent assessment via rubrics due to differences in judgment. Consensus-based mechanisms that encourage
sharing perspectives may improve agreement [78].

Comparison to in-person classes
These accuracy numbers also compare well to accuracy in in-person classes. The Fall
2012 version of the in-person class (CS 147) that this class is based on used selfassessment, but not peer assessment. The in-person class had 32.8% of submissions
with a self-grade within 5% of staff grade, and 60.8% of submissions within 10%
(Figure 14).

Results: Student reactions

Figure 14: Agreement of self and staff grades in an in-person class.
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Table 3: The most frequent trigrams (three word phrases) in students’ self-report (over both iterations of
class): Students reported both peer and self assessment to be valuable for different reasons.

to see other

114

my own work

how other people

175

your own work

see how other(s)
other’s work/other people’s
point(s) of view

36

compare my work

50

I could compare
compare

12

I didn’t/did not

31

helped me understand

12

what I did

19

point of view

15

“In what ways was assessing others’ work

“In what ways was assessing your own work

useful?” Students frequently cited inspiration,

useful?” Students frequently cited new perspec-

finding example work to critique, and seeing

tives on revisiting work, comparing work to

different points of view.

peers’, and better identifying their mistakes

Student reactions to the peer assessment system were generally positive, and 20% of
students completed more peer assessments than the class required them to (Figure 15).
We infer from this that students found rating their peers valuable or enjoyable, and/or
they believed it would help their peers.
Of all students, 42% cited seeing other students’ work as the biggest benefit of peer
assessment, 31% reported learning how to communicate their ideas as a benefit. Students reported both self assessment and peer assessment to be valuable, and that they
played different roles. Evaluating peers was useful for inspiration and to see other perspectives. Self assessment provided students an opportunity to look at their own work
again, and encouraged comparing it with others’ work they had assessed. It was also
useful for identifying mistakes and reflection (Table 3). Overall, students reported
learning more by assessing their peers than by assessing themselves: mean ratings
were 4.97 and 4.51 respectively for peer and self assessment (6-point Likert scale, 6:
“agree strongly (sufficient effort)”), on a Mann-Whitney U-test (U = 580, 562, p <
0.001.)
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However, students also reported that they felt their peers put in less effort into peer
assessment than they did (Table 4). On a Mann-Whitney U-test, mean ratings were
4.57 for peer-effort and 5.46 for their own effort (6-point Likert scale, 6: “learnt a
lot”), U = 610, 728, p < 0.001. Reasons for this bias are probably similar to the illusory superiority effect [104]. Designing peer assessment interfaces that emphasize reciprocity and minimize this bias remains future work.

Does a different weighting of peer grades help?
Using the median of peer grades is simple, easily explainable, and robust to outliers.
Would a different weighting of peer grades more accurately mimic staff grades?
Method: To find the best linear combination of weights, we built a linear regression on
the staff grade with five peer grades in increasing order as the predictors, and with no
intercept. This regression seeks weights on peer grades that maximally predict the staff
grade.
Results: The best linear regression doesn’t materially improve accuracy. The linear
model weighted the five peer grades from lowest to highest at 15.6%, 13.6%, 21.3%,
27.6%, 18.3%. Holding out 10% of ground truth grades, and testing on samples drawn
from them, the regression model yields an accuracy of 35.8% of samples within 5%,
and 58.8% within 10%. In contrast, using the median yields an accuracy of 35% of

Figure 15: Average number of submissions assessed per assignment (both iterations). Students were
required to assess five, and 20% of students evaluated more than required.
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samples within 5%, and 58.7% within 10%.
Similarly, the arithmetic mean, geometric mean, and a clipped arithmetic mean (that
only considers the middle three grades) all do worse than the median. In addition, errors are approximately evenly spread across the median, so adding a constant correction term to the median grade does not significantly improve accuracy either.
In summary, the simple median strategy seems to be surprisingly effective at identifying the most plausible grade. Is this accuracy sufficient? For a class with letter grades,
greater accuracy is needed (because currently about 40% of assignments are a full
letter grade away). However, a student’s grade for the entire course is generally more
accurate due to positive and negative errors canceling out. Using repeated sampling,
we estimate more than 75% of students got a course grade within 5% of staff grade
(assuming grades in different assignments are uncorrelated). Consequently, for a
pass/fail class (such as many current MOOCs, including ours), this accuracy is sufficient for the vast majority of students. We estimate that fewer than 45 students (approx. 6%) were affected by grading errors in each iteration of the class.

Would more raters help?
Increasing the number of raters per submission helps accuracy, but quickly yields diminishing returns (Figure 16). A large number of students rated staff-graded assign-

Figure 16: Increasing the number of raters quickly yields diminishing returns.
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ments. These allow us to simulate the effect of having more raters. Increasing the
number of assessments per submission from 5 to 11 increases the number of assignments that were graded within 5% of the staff grade by 3.8%, and those graded within
10% by 3.6%. Increasing the number of assessments to an (unreasonable) 101 per
submission increases the number of submissions graded within 10% of the staff grade
by 8.1%.
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Table 4: End course survey results (n=3,550) about student perceptions on peer assessment. Students
reported learning from assessing others’ work than their own, and putting effort into grading fairly.

Learned from assessing your own work?
(Nothing … A lot)

Learned from assessing others’ work?
(Nothing … A lot)

The peer assessment process was easy to
understand (Disagree … Agree)

I assessed myself fairly and accurately
(Disagree… Agree)

I put sufficient effort into grading peers
(Disagree. . . Agree)

Peers put sufficient effort into grading me
(Disagree. . . Agree)

My peer graders did not understand my
work
(Disagree. . . Agree)
Rubrics helped me understand exactly what
assignments required me to do
(Disagree. . . Agree)
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Do students become better graders over time?
Agreement of peer grades with staff grades generally increases across the class. This
increase is seen both for the class as a whole, and for students who submit all assignments, i.e. excluding students that drop out. This suggests that, regardless of individual differences in perseverance and motivation, familiarity and practice with peer assessment leads to more accurate assessments.
Using the repeated sampling scheme described in Section 3.1, five assignments had
26.4%, 36.2%, 36.9%, 43.9%, and 36.8% of submissions estimated within 5% of the
staff grade. Within a 10% range, the assignments had respectively 49.1%, 53.6%,
60.9%, 68.5%, and 64.3% within 10% (Figure 17(a)). If we only consider raters that
finished the class (and exclude those that dropped out), we see that staff agreement
increases as well. The five assignments in order had 23.7%, 29.4%, 38.4%, 39.5%,
37.1% within 5% of staff, and 47.4%, 63.8%, 61.8%, 63.3%, 64.2% (Figure 17(b)).
Note that both these numbers are based on repeated sampling from a smaller number
of staff-graded assignments. As such, they are more susceptible to variations in staff
grades for a particular submission.

What is the right granularity of grades?
The previous sections show that the grading agreement between staff members, and
between staff and students in an in-person class are similar. These differences may
approximately represent the smallest discernible differences in quality.
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Recall that a 5% difference in grades is 1.5 points in a 35 point assignment, i.e., three
times a “just-noticeable” difference in quality (0.5 points, the minimum granularity of
grades). Indeed, the in-person version of the class adopted the current 35 point grading
scheme (replacing its 100 point scheme from prior years) to better balance accuracy
with meaningful differences in quality.
(a) All raters

(b) Only raters who finished the class

Figure 17: Agreement of median peer grades and staff grades across different assignments. (These
agreement distributions are more susceptible to variations in staff grades for a particular submission
because they are based on repeated sampling from a smaller number of staff-graded assignments.)
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Figure 18: Students improved grading when provided accuracy feedback. (Screenshot shows feedback
displayed when the raters’ grade agree well with staff grades.)

Providing students feedback on grading accuracy improves their subsequent performance
So far, this chapter has characterized the accuracy of large-scale calibrated peer assessment. This section explores a feedback intervention to improve graders’ accuracy.
Prior work has demonstrated that feedback improves the quality of crowd work [105],
but can it help raters overcome their (possibly unintentional) grading bias? This section describes an experiment that provided students feedback whether they were grading either “too high,” “too low,” or “just right,” based on how well their grade agreed
with staff grades for the previous assignment. We hypothesized that providing students grading feedback would help improve accuracy. We conducted a controlled experiment on the course website that measured the impact of this feedback on accuracy.

Participants and setup
We randomly sampled 756 participants from students who had completed the second
assignment of the second iteration of the class.
The between-subjects experimental setup had two conditions: a no-‐feedback	
  control
condition where students received no feedback on the accuracy of their grading, and a
feedback	
  condition that provided feedback on their grading bias: too high, too low, or
just right (Figure 20).
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To generate bias feedback, the system compared the participant’s rating and the staff
rating of the previous assignment’s ground-truth submission.
If the rating differed by more than 10%, then feedback was shown as too high/too low;
otherwise the feedback was “just right.” In the feedback condition, high/low/just right
feedback appeared just above the grading sheet (Figure 18). In the control condition
this space was blank.

Results: Feedback reduces grading errors
Using a repeated sampling analysis (as in Section 3), we compared staff grades to a
random sampling of peer grades from participants in each condition for ground-truth
submissions. The difference between the median peer grade obtained by sampling
from the feedback condition and the staff-grade was 6.77%, compared to 7.74% in the
no-feedback condition (Figure 13). We built a linear model that predicts grading error
using experimental condition as fixed effect, and each rater as a fixed-intercept random effect.

Figure 19: Feedback on grading accuracy reduced the overall error in assessment and made the range
of errors smaller.
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Figure 20: In the feedback condition, students received feedback about how well they were grading.

The effect of the presence of feedback is significant: t(4998) = -‐3.38,	
  p	
  <	
  0.01. 4.4%
more samples in the feedback condition obtained a grade within 5% of the staff grade
than those without feedback. Notably, 55 students left comments expressing their appreciation or receptiveness to this feedback; none expressed resentment.
This experiment tested the mere presence of accuracy feedback. Future work can assess the effects of richer feedback, such as the amount of bias or change over time. It
can also explore bi-directional communication between the submitter and the assessor.

Providing personalized, qualitative feedback on assignments
Accurate, actionable feedback helps students improve their work [106]. Actionable
feedback is most useful if it is personalized, and targets the student’s recent work
[107].
Rubrics provide feedback through quality gradations for each dimension. For instance,
students can look at rubric items they did poorly on to find areas for improvement.
However, using rubric item scores as feedback has two important limitations. First,
students must reflect on why they did poorly on some topic. Unfortunately, these are
often topics the student understood poorly in the first place. Second, rubrics only point
out areas for improvement, not how	
  to improve.
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Can peers provide actionable, personalized feedback? We introduce one method that
captures broadly applicable yet specific feedback in short snippets. On the assessment
form, raters select which snippets apply to the current assignment, and optionally fill
in a “because. . . ” prompt (Figure 21). Inspired by [108], we call the result “fortunecookie feedback” for its brevity and general applicability. Table IV shows some examples.

Methods: Creating fortune cookies
We wanted fortune cookies to help with two common patterns in student performance.
First, we wanted to find places where committed students did poorly, and retroactively
generate useful advice. To find committed students (and keep the number of submissions manageable), we restricted our analysis to students whose initial performance
was above the 90th percentile. Then, we compared students who subsequently got the
median grade to those that got grades above the 90th percentile.
Second, we wanted to highlight strategies that students used to improve. We compared
submissions from students that improved their performance from median grade to excellent (above 90th percentile) on a subsequent assignment against those that obtained

Figure 21: Students copied snippets of feedback (fortune cookies), pasted them in a textbox and optionally added an explanation.
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median grades on both assignments.
We then manually wrote feedback for each submission separately. For each assignment, we looked at an average of 15 submissions; five each that showed improved,
reduced and steady performance. Combining related feedback from different submissions led to our final list of warning signs and improvement strategies. Creating fortune cookies took a teaching assistant 3-4 hours per assignment.
We created fortune cookies based on submissions in the first iteration of the class, and
tested them in the second iteration. As the last question on the grading sheet, we
asked, “which of these suggestions would improve this submission the most?” Students copied appropriate fortune cookies from a list and pasted it in to a textbox below. Students were not required to use these snippets for feedback—they could type in
their feedback into the textbox as well.

Results: How well do fortune cookies work?
Overall, 36.2% of assessments included feedback (compared to 36.4% in the previous
iteration without cookies). A chi-square test on the number of assessments that contained feedback suggests that fortune cookies do not encourage more students to leave
feedback (_2	
  = 0.1,	
  p	
  = 0.75). Because submissions were assessed by multiple students,

Table 5: Example fortune cookie feedback

Assignment

Fortune Cookie

Needfinding

Brainstorm more diverse needs

Needfinding

Brainstorm more specific needs

Needfinding

Develop a more specific point of view [for
proposed solution to need]

User testing plan

Clarify the concerns, goals, and expectations
of user tests

User testing plan

Make the prototype more interactive so the test
represents a more life-like interaction.
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Figure 22: Most students received at least one piece of textual feedback. Most fortune cookie feedback
was personalized.

94.9% of submissions received at least one piece of written feedback (compared to
83% without cookies); 67.2% of students received at least one “fortune cookie”; and
65% of students received one or more fortune-cookies with a “because. . .” explanation (Figure 22).
Raters typed the same amount of feedback whether or not an assignment contained
fortune cookies. If we subtract the text of the cookie itself, there was no significant
difference in comment lengths whether or not cookies were used (t(10673) = 0.44,	
  
p>0.6). If the text is included, comments that used fortune cookies were longer
(t(10673) =3.61,	
  p	
  <	
  0.05). This suggests that students expend the same amount of
effort writing feedback, and using fortune cookies allows this effort to be used to add
to the fortune cookie text.

Discussion
Reusable pre-canned prompts encourage students to direct their effort to providing
feedback beyond the cookie text. While we do not demonstrate this improves feedback, we see three reasons why fortune cookies may provide better quality feedback
than non-cued feedback. First, providing raters a list of potential feedback items
changes a recall/identification task into a recognition task. This reduces the cost of
giving feedback [109], [110]. Second, showing a list of common, assignment-specific
problems that the submission could have potentially reduces inhibition, and encourages peers to think critically [111]. Third, because fortune cookies sometimes used
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terminology learned in class, they may have triggered cued-recall of these concepts
[112], leading to more conceptual comments.
Future research could investigate this idea further. In addition, it could also explore if
fortune cookies confer differential benefits to different students and how best to leverage this.

Overall discussion
Using data to improve assessment materials
Iterative design often pays big dividends [113], and assessment systems are no exception. The large scale of online classes allows data-driven iterative improvements of
classroom materials in ways that small classes may not. Below, we describe some data-driven changes we made.

Figure 23: Comparing variance of rubric items can help teaching staff find areas that may need improvement. For example, this figure shows the variance for four assignments of the HCI course between
staff grade and median peer grade. A narrow, dense band indicates higher agreement. For example,
Assignment 4 (blue) has generally higher agreement.
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One can use low rater agreement to find questions that might benefit from revisions.
We found that peer and staff raters agreed far more on some questions than others
(Figure 23), and that questions with low staff agreement also had low peer agreement
(r	
  = 0.97, t(24) = 19.9,	
  p	
  <	
  0.05). We reviewed such questions and revised them with
feedback from the forum. Most rubric revisions centered on making rubrics more easily readable.
Improving readability: Some rubrics sometimes used a non-parallel grammatical
structure across sentences. This is not uncommon: even examples in prior work on
using rubrics suffer from this problem (e.g. [9]). We hypothesized that using a parallel
sentence structure would better help students understand conceptual differences [114].
We found that rubric items with parallel sentence structure in the first iteration had
lower disagreement scores (F(1,39) = 2.07,	
  p	
  <	
  0.05) (Figure 24). We revised all rubrics to use parallel sentence structure. We also made other changes to improve readability, such as removing duplicate information from assignments, and splitting up rubric items that asked students to make a complex judgment (e.g. “Is the prototype
complete and functional?” to “Is the prototype complete?” and “Is the prototype func-

Figure 24: In iteration 1, questions with parallel structure had lesser disagreement, both amongst peer
graders, and between the median grade and the self-assessed grade. We changed all assignments to use
parallel structure across rubric items.
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tional?”).
Word Choice: Although the rubrics had been revised for three years in the in-person
class, many forum posts asked for clarifications of ambiguous words. Words like
“trivial”, “interesting”, “functional”, and “shoddy” may be correctly interpreted by the
on-campus student with a lot of shared context, but are ambiguous online. The revised
version replaces these words with more specific ones (which may help on-campus
students as well).
The revised rubrics were used in the second iteration of the class. Overall, the peerstaff agreement was 2.5% higher than the previous iteration.

Going beyond pass/fail
Peer assessment as described in this chapter works reasonably for a pass/fail class.
How	
  might peer assessment be used in classes that award more fine-grained grades?
Beyond	
  having iteratively-refined rubrics (as above), one possibility is to involve
community	
  TAs in grading submissions that are estimated to have low grading accuracy	
  (e.g. with large differences between self and peer grades). In addition, our early
experiments	
  suggest that greater accuracy is possible by weighting different raters’
grades differently, an important topic for future work. Lastly, our experiments suggest
that machine-grading approaches (such as those for essay grading) may be combined
with peer assessment to provide accurate assessment. Later chapters in this dissertation provide an overview of such methods.

Inflating self-grades and other gaming
Many types of cheating are currently possible and unchecked in online classes. For
example, someone else could simply take a course on your behalf. To the extent that
participation in the online classroom is based on intrinsic motivations (such as a desire
to learn), students rarely blatantly cheat [115]. (Anecdotally, several instructors in
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early online classes have reported that some students appear to be cheating, but that it
doesn’t currently appear to be widespread.)
To date, large-scale online classes, including our own, have primarily emphasized
learning, rather than certification [65]. Students do not receive much in the way of
credit. (Though on social media like Facebook and LinkedIn, some students report
having “attended” Stanford.) Still, some students probably attempted to game their
score by strategically over-reporting their grade (Figure 25). As online classes count
for more benefits, such gaming may increase.
Gaming also has a silver lining. A valuable skill for success is the theory of mind to
intuit how others perceive one’s performance [28], and gaming may help students develop this skill. Cheating may also arise if the value of officially recorded performance
in these classes increases (e.g. [102], [116]). To combat this, several organizations
have proposed solutions like in-person testing facilities (e.g. [64]), or verified-identity
certification [117]. Others remain focused on teaching for students who want to learn
[65].

Figure 25: Students in the second (Fall 2012) iteration of the class reported a self grade > 5% higher
than peer grade more frequently, and so got their self grade less frequently.
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Limitations of peer assessment
While peer assessment offers several benefits, it also has limitations. First, peers and
experts (e.g. staff) may interpret work differently (see Appendix A.2). Such differences are well-known in related fields: Experts and novices both robustly reach consensus about creativity, but their consensual judgments differ from each other [118].
This may be because novices and experts differ in their tacit understanding of value
[119]. Peer assessment addresses this problem by providing raters with expert-made
rubrics, but some differences may persist. In addition, independent assessment via
rubrics and subsequent aggregation may not assess “controversial” work well.
Second, peer assessment imposes a particular schedule on class, and limits student
flexibility. In our class, several students complained in class forums about being unable to complete peer assessments in time. Lastly, while peer assessment works well for
the large majority of students, students who receive an unfair assessment may lose
motivation. Anecdotally, we have noticed that students are generally satisfied with
their overall grade, but are frustrated by inaccurate qualitative feedback from some
peers. Addressing these motivational aspects remains future work.

The changing role of teachers
Peer assessment fundamentally changes the role of staff. When peer assessment provides the primary evaluative function, the staff role shifts to emphasize coaching
[120]. Students sometimes believe that teachers grade on personal taste, and focus on
currying favor. By contrast, when teachers coach but do not grade, students focus
more on conceptual understanding [121]. Also, providing explicit grading criteria (especially in advance) helps convey to students that grading is fair, consistent, and based
on the quality of their work.
Peer assessment also changes how instructors spend their time. When staff assess student work, their effort is focused on doing	
  the grading. By contrast, with peer assessment, the instructor’s main task is articulating	
  assessment criteria for others to use.
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Because of the diversity of submissions, this can be extremely difficult to do a priori.
Teachers should plan on revising rubrics as they come across unexpected types of
strong and weak work. After revision, these rubrics can scale well for both students
and other teachers to use. For online education to blossom, it will be important to
teach the teachers best practices for rubric creation, and to create effective design
principles and patterns for creating assessments.
While the scale and medium of online education poses new challenges, it also offers
new solutions. In key areas, online education encodes pedagogy into software, which
increases consistency and supports reuse – and defaults have a powerful impact on
behavior [122].
The role of teaching staff (TAs) changes too. Instead of spending a majority of their
time grading, they spend a large fraction of their time fielding student questions, mentoring students, boosting student morale and autonomous perspective, and making
data-driven revisions to class materials.

The changing roles of students
One of the most remarkable results from our experience was that students reported that
assessing others’ work was an extremely valuable learning activity. Can online classes
provide an avenue not just for peer assessment, but for peer learning as well?
The second iteration introduced Community TAs recruited among students from the
first iteration (Armando Fox and David Patterson’s Software-as-a-Service online class
used a similar program [123]). We invited students who did well in class, assessed
many submissions voluntarily, and participated actively in class to become Community TAs. Community TAs volunteered their time, and were not paid. Their duties comprised grading assignments, answering student questions, and helping iteratively improve assignments. Five students from across the world participated. Together, community TAs answered 547 questions on the forum; staff (3 local TAs and the instructor) answered 582 questions. In addition to providing factual answers and assignment
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clarifications, Community TAs also leveraged their personal experience to offer advice and cheerleading.
We hypothesize that Community TAs are effective for the same reasons as undergraduate teaching-assistants at a university [124]. First, because community TAs had done
well in the class, they possessed enough knowledge to effectively offer information
and guidance. Second, because they had taken the class recently, they could easily
empathize with issues students faced and also could effectively offer social support.
Massive online classes also offer individual students an opportunity to have largescale positive impact. For example, when the first assignment of the Spring 2012 class
had fewer peer assessments than needed, one student rallied her peers to finish a large
number of assessments over a single day (the top ten students assessed an average of
48 submissions: nearly ten times their required number) so that students could get
feedback in time. She also participated heavily in the forums, and gathered staff-like
respect from her peers.

The changing classroom
The online classroom is distinctly different from its in-person counterpart. Recent research has discovered some of these differences: students in online classrooms are
much more diverse both demographically, and in their objectives in taking the class,
and platforms make some kinds of data, such as engagement with course material,
more plentiful and finer grained, while making other information, such as facial expressions of confusion, completely inaccessible [125].
These differences require rethinking the design of the classroom. For instance, students often have work commitments, and holidays are at different times around the
world. This reflects in class scheduling: the first iteration of the class spanned seven
weeks, mirroring the time these topics take in the Stanford course. Although university-like deadlines helped generate interest in online classes, we found that campus-
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paced deadlines are too rigid online. Consequently, the second iteration spanned nine
weeks to give students more time and flexibility.
While class diversity requires adaptations, it also inspires new opportunities. How can
teachers support student leadership and community learning more directly in the
online classroom? Again, the design studio offers inspiration [2], [11]. By making not
only the results of work, but also the process of creation highly visible, it helps students learn and build awareness through observation [126]. In addition, a studio facilitates dialogue between students, instructors and artifacts that help students collaboratively learn difficult concepts and solve problems [11].
The opportunity here is two-fold. First, online learning can be blended with co-located
learning. Even though this was a completely online class, students self-organized to
meet up in ten locations around the world including London, San Francisco, New
York City, Buenos Aires, Aachen (Germany), and Dhaka (Bangladesh).
Second, we can build online experiences that are inspired by the physical studio. By
removing the constraints of the physical classroom, online classes have made education accessible to many new kinds of students—the new mother, the full-time professional, and the retiree. Preserving this accessibility, while providing the benefits of the
in-person classroom online offer a promising area for future work.
More generally, online education requires us to re-conceptualize what it means to be a
student in many ways. One has to do with enrollment and retention [35]. Typing one’s
email address into a webpage is not the same as showing up for the first day of a registrar-enrolled class. It’s more like peeking through the window, and what the large
number of signups tells us is that lots of people are curious. How can we convert this
curiosity into meaningful learning opportunities for more students?

Conclusions and future work
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This chapter described our experiences with the largest use of peer assessment to date.
This chapter also introduced the “fortune cookie” method for peers to provide each
other with qualitative, personalized feedback. We demonstrated that providing students feedback about their rating bias improves subsequent accuracy. There are many
exciting opportunities for future work.
First, systems could allocate raters and aggregate their results more intelligently to
increase accuracy and decrease work. Crowdsourcing techniques suggest initial steps.
After assessment is complete, systems could differentially weight grades based on
raters’ past performance, for instance, extending approaches like [127]. Also, the
number of raters could be dynamically assigned to be the minimum required for consensus, extending e.g.	
  [128]. Furthermore, an algorithm could adaptively select particular raters based on estimated quality, focusing high quality work where it’s most
needed, as in [129]. Finally, as with standardized essay grading [67], peers could be
used together with automated grading algorithms (such as [130], [131]). This hybrid
approach can achieve consensus while minimizing duplicated effort. Ideally, these
grading schemes should be understandable as well as accurate. Should the system
show students how their grade was generated? And if so, how?
Second, current online learning platforms suffer from sensory deprivation relative to a
human teacher. They receive final work products, but have no knowledge of students’
process. Cognitive tutoring software has shown that attending to students’ process can
improve learning through personalization—adapting questions, pacing, and guidance
[132]. Integrating rich learner models with peer assessment offers many exciting opportunities.
Third, physical universities employ many structural levers to keep students motivated
and engaged. In our experience, only a quarter of approximately 3000 students who
completed a time-intensive first assignment did all five assignments. Needless to say,
at a physical university the completion rate for an equivalent class is much higher.
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How can online settings provide greater motivation support? Future work could draw
both on research on commitment strategies in online communities (e.g. [133]) and
resources used at physical universities, such as mentoring and orientation courses
[134]. More generally, online learning platforms could benefit students by incorporating known best practices about learning and moving to a more evidence-based approach.
Fourth, peers can help instruction itself. One promising approach is to use social
mechanisms to highlight good student work and build connections, such as [135]. Another is to leverage peers in physical meet-ups to augment instructor teaching [136].
This approach also creates technology and pedagogy design opportunities for a
“flipped” classroom—what should class time look like at a university when students
can watch the professor on video? Already, several universities are teaching physical
classes augmented with online materials [137]. How would different roles change with
such a model?
Fifth, future work has the potential to tie student work in class to skilled crowd work
[138]. For instance, students in the HCI class could build prototypes and design websites for clients, or students studying Machine Learning could compete to build predictive models. How can the pedagogical goals of the class be intertwined with potentially productive work? This future work will offer students around the world an opportunity to learn in ways previously impossible.
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Chapter 4
Automated systems reduce busywork in peer assessment6
Short answer questions: flexible and pedagogically meaningful, but time-consuming to assess
Short answer questions are a powerful assessment mechanism. Many real-world problems are open-ended and require students to generate and communicate their response.
Consequently, short-answer questions can target learning goals more effectively than
multiple choice; instructors find them easier to construct; and short answers are relatively immune to test-taking shortcuts like eliminating improbable answers [139].
Many online classes could adopt short-answer questions, especially when their inperson counterparts already use them. However, staff grading of textual answers simply doesn't scale to massive classes. In our experience, grading each answer takes approximately a minute. Grading a hundred students is feasible, taking two hours per
question. For an online class of 5,000 students this involves two person-weeks of
grading per question. Automated grading and peer assessment both offer ways to scale
assessment [37], [140], but in isolation, both introduce an unsatisfactory tradeoff.
While algorithmic grading consistently applies criteria to all student work [140], it has
many shortcomings. It frequently relies on textual features [141], rather than semantic
understanding. For instance, automated essay scoring software uses counts of bigrams
and trigrams (sequences of two or three words) [142]; NLP techniques like syntactic
parsing [143]; dimension reduction techniques such as PCA [144]; or a combination of

6

A version of this chapter was originally published as an article in the proceeding of the ACM Conference on Learning at Scale, 2014 as [172].
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Figure 26: Overview of the assessment process. (1) Machine learning algorithm predicts grades and
confidence. Number of independent identifications decided based on confidence (2) Peers identify
attributes in answer using rubric (3) Two other peers verify existence of attributes. Final score is
sum of verified attributes (5) if attributes are rejected, one more rater is asked to Identify. If two
independent identifications are identical amongst raters, one is considered a verification (4).

these features [145]. This reliance on textual features reflects algorithms' limited ability to capture the semantic meaning of student work. This limited understanding can
cause grading errors because answers using unconventional phrasing may be penalized. Furthermore, students may game algorithms with answers that match patterns,
but are otherwise incorrect [146] This has, in turn, led to public skepticism about algorithmic grading [147].
Algorithmic grading for short answers is especially challenging, because the limited
text provides fewer lexical features. Algorithms can still use features like word overlap, but accuracy suffers [148].
In contrast, peers can more robustly handle ambiguity and differences in phrasing, and
students learn by assessing others' work. However, peer assessment requires students
to spend time grading several (e.g., five) peers. Student raters need training, and still
may differ in how they apply grading criteria, and ratings may drift over time [140].
Raters also suffer from systematic cognitive biases including the Halo Effect (wrongly
generalizing opinions on one characteristic to the entire answer), stereotyping (e.g.
gendered/nationalistic cues affect grading[37]), or perception differences (grading of
prior answers affects grading of the current answer[140].
Could machine-learning algorithms mitigate grader biases and minimize human effort? Crowdsourcing algorithms can correct inter-rater differences[14], and recruit
more raters when they encounter unreliable raters[149], [150]. Inspired by these suc-
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cesses, this chapter introduces a workflow that intelligently combines algorithmic and
peer assessment to provide the benefits of both, while mitigating their individual
drawbacks.
The identify-verify workflow uses algorithmic grading to estimate how many independent peer assessments are needed. The algorithm estimates “ambiguity” of the answer using its prediction confidence. More raters are assigned to highly ambiguous
answers and fewer to less ambiguous ones. In this chapter, the range was 1 to 3 raters.
Peers then identify key features of the answer using a staff-provided rubric. Other
peers verify whether these feature labels were accurate. Few peers are needed when
initial human ratings agree with a high-confidence machine rating. The algorithm
seeks more assessments when raters disagree. The algorithm automatically seeks higher quality assessment if more raters are available.
An experiment compared hybrid grading with peer grading; 1370 students from an
online human-computer interaction class participated. Compared to a baseline of aggregating independent peer ratings using a median, integrating machine grading yields
comparable accuracy with lower effort. For binary questions, using the machine grading with identify (and no verify step) yields 83% of the peer-median accuracy, and
only needs 54% of human effort. For an enumerative short-answer question, 70% of
the effort yields 80% accuracy. For both types, adding verification yields higher accuracy and more reliable information about the answers' attributes, but increases human
effort. A follow-up experiment investigated how identify-verify works with a varying
number of graders, compared to the baseline of median of peer grades. Adding the
verify step yielded a 20% gain in accuracy over the peer-median method with four
raters.
In addition to saving time, this hybrid also provides students richer, structured feedback about their answers in addition to their scores. Students see both a list of features
of the answer they got right, and common errors they made.
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This chapter makes two contributions. First, it introduces the identify-verify pattern
for combining peer and machine grading. Second, it presents experimental results
demonstrating the accuracy benefits and the tradeoffs in human effort of the identifyverify pattern in various configurations.

Class setup
We evaluated the identify-verify approach in a large, online class introducing humancomputer interaction. This class is based on an in-person class that uses short-answer
questions to assess students’ knowledge. For instance, short answers assess if students
can construct well-formed interview questions, if they understand prototyping strategies, and can explain differences between experimental designs. The system described
in this chapter introduced these short-answer questions to the online class. Students
answer short answer questions on two quizzes, one in Week 3 of the class, and once
on the final (Week 9).

Pilot: lenient peers, strict machines
We piloted short-answer questions in the May 2013 offering of the class. The pilot
explored whether simply combining peer and machine scores using a median yielded
accurate results. In addition, it aimed to understand the relative merits of machine and
peer grading.
Three independent peer raters scored each student answer. The site provided raters
with a grading rubric and staff-graded examples to calibrate themselves (similar to
Calibrated Peer Review [94]). After grading a staff-provided example, students assessed peer answers. A machine classifier reliant on textual features scored all answers
as well. The system combined human and machine scores by taking the median of all
four scores. Other methods of combining grades, such as linear regression, were sensitive to outliers.
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To assess accuracy, we compared the median grade to the staff grade for 200 submissions. We found that accuracy increased with increasing number of peer raters, consistent with prior work [37], [151]. In addition, we made the following observations:
•

Peers were more lenient than staff, and writing fluency swayed judgments on correctness: Peers sometimes awarded points to plausible-sounding but incorrect answers. For instance: “Rewrite the interview question `Do you like the WordArt feature from Microsoft
Word?' to address problems with it”. The problems with the interview question are that it is
leading and it assumes users have an opinion on the feature. One incorrect student answer was
“With respect to your experience, how much do you like the WordArt feature, on a scale of 15?” Three peer raters marked this as correct, even though it has the same problems as the original question. We also found that cues such as how confidently the answer was written, or
whether it used fluent language seemed to affect the peer's rating. Prior work has shown similar Halo effects influence human “grading more generally [140].

•

Peers understand ambiguous answers better: For example, for the same WordArt question,
machine grading marked the correct answer “How do you add images or text in different styles
into your documents in Microsoft Office?” as incorrect (possibly because training examples
had few correct answers without the word WordArt). However, two of three peer raters marked
it to be correct.

Together, these two factors meant algorithmic grading was stricter, since it only
awarded credit when the answer matched example answers closely (the average machine grade was 16% lower than staff). Peer grading was more lenient than staff: the
average peer grade was 14% higher than staff.
•

High-confidence predictions from machine grading were generally accurate, and agreed
with peer assessment. For binary questions, when the algorithm reported confidence larger
than 80%, staff and machine grades matched 85% of the time (staff and a single peer agreed
78% of the time). In addition, for low-confidence predictions, staff/machine disagreement was
larger than staff/median-peer disagreement. (When confidence was 50-60%, staff and machine
grades agreed 53% of the time. For these same submissions, a single peer agreed with staff
grade 52% of the time, but the median of three raters agreed with staff 68% of the time.)
Therefore, low-confidence predictions are somewhat informative, but cannot be trusted reliably.
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This pilot suggests that few peers are needed for answers graded with high algorithmic
confidence, but more peers may be necessary for assessing questions with low confidence. However, a simple median for combining human grades and machine grades
cannot handle machine grades is not uniformly reliable. This suggests that a gradecombination scheme should tune the number of raters based on algorithmic confidence. Essay scoring on standardized tests uses one such scheme: the GMAT compares a human essay score with the machine score, and recruits more human raters if
the scores differ [152].
Combination schemes could also leverage peers' ability to understand ambiguous answers, but should account for them being biased and lenient. Prior work suggests it is
possible to create processes that mitigate cognitive biases [153], [154], but simply
alerting students to their biases does not help mitigate them [155]. Therefore, this
chapter seeks to create a workflow and interface to mitigate biases and improve accuracy.

The Identify/Verify architecture
Based on these pilot insights, we designed a grading system to combine the strengths
of human and machine grading. This system seeks to minimize human effort while
still retaining current accuracy. We choose to reduce human effort, rather than improve accuracy, because many large, online classes (including our evaluation class)
are pass-fail, and we found accuracy from the pilot (between 67% and 82%) reasonable. At this accuracy, we estimate the number of students who should have passed but
didn't due to grading errors to be less than 3%. This chapter leverages the insight that
partitioning tasks so people can audit each other improves quality and efficiency
[156], [157].
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Identify-verify comprises three steps (Figure 26). First, a machine-learning algorithm
predicts a grade and confidence score for each submission. The system assigns a number of peers to grade the answer based on the confidence score. Second, peers use a
grading rubric to identify which features the answer contains (Figure 27). Third, they
verify other peers' feature identification for other answers (Figure 28). Identify-verify
assigns a final grade by combining the grade for verified features in the answer; our
prototype uses the sum of feature grades. For instance, if a student submission is identified to have two features each worth one point, the submission is awarded two
points, the sum of feature scores. Below, we describe each step in the assessment process.

Step 1: Algorithm estimates grade and number of raters
Before peer assessment begins, a machine-learning algorithm predicts the grade for
each answer. We built a generic text classifier using etcml.com with the predicted
grade as the output. This classifier uses textual features such as word, bigram and trigram counts, length of answers, and letter n-grams (to capture use of word fragments
like “creati-”, which match “creativity”, “creative”, “creation” etc.).
Teaching assistants provided numeric scores and correct/incorrect attributes for about
500 student responses per question. The numeric grades were used as labels to train
the classifier. Instructors provided teaching assistants an initial rubric for grading. TAs
then expanded this rubric with correct/incorrect attributes they identified, and added
example student answers with those attributes. Future work could bootstrap attributes
and examples using prominent features from the trained classifier.
The system then uses the classifier trained on staff-graded answers to grade all answers. The classifier outputs the most likely grade (the prediction), as well as the
probabilities of all possible grades (e.g., an answer may have a grade of 1 with probability of 0.2, and a grade of 0 with probability 0.8). For the rest of the grading process,
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we use the probability of the most likely grade (in our example 0.8) as the algorithm's
confidence in the grade. (Future work could consider using other statistics).
The algorithm's confidence determines the initial number of peer raters assigned to
each answer. The intuition behind this is that confidence represents a measure of ambiguity---answers with high confidence are usually those that are clearly right or
wrong. Conversely, ambiguous answers often have low confidence, and therefore
should have more independent human assessments. We require answers with high
confidence (>90%) to have a single rater, those with medium confidence (75%-90%)
required two, and all other answers required three raters. Overall, 34% of student
submissions had grades predicted with $>80%$ confidence, and 16% of submissions
had grades predicted with $>90%$ confidence.
This chapter seeks to demonstrate the feasibility of combining human and machine
grading. It does not determine the most suited machine-grading algorithm. Therefore,
while our classifier represents the state-of-the-art in text classification, it does not use
any special logic for answer grading.
We hope that demonstrating feasibility with a generic classifier will also inspire other
researchers to create better ones.

Step 2: Peers identify answer attributes
In this step, randomly chosen peers independently identify correct/incorrect attributes
in student answers. Raters select these attributes from the expanded grading rubric
from Step 1 (Figure 27). Staff associated a score with the presence of each attribute,
which could be negative.
To minimize the impact of too-few ratings, the system solicits ratings in order of
greatest need. Specifically, the system finds the student answer that has the largest
number of required assessments, with the fewest completed. Ties are broken randomly.
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The grading page displays this answer along with the grading rubric. Peer raters mark
each attribute present by clicking a checkbox next to it. To encourage students to be
critical (and reduce the leniency we saw in our pilot), the grading rubric is initially
shown with incorrect attributes displayed, and correct attributes collapsed (Figure 27).
Raters expand the correct attribute section by clicking the drop-down arrow.
Raters are asked to identify attributes in four student submissions. After a rater completes identification, the answer and its attributes are queued for verification. If two
identifiers independently select the same attribute, that also constitutes verification.
Such answers skip the separate verify step.
Even with high-confidence machine predictions, it is important that student grades do
not suffer due to an over-optimistic algorithm. The current system requests one addi-

Figure 27: Identify UI: Students identified whether student answers had staff-provided features (which
indicated right/wrong answers.)
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tional identification for high-confidence answers where the peer and algorithm grades
differ by one or more points. (In this chapter, answers are worth up to 3 points, and
only whole point values are awarded.)

Step 3: Other peers verify attributes correctly identified
Now, independent raters verify attributes identified in the previous step by other peers.
This interface groups answers according to the identified attribute, e.g. grouping all
answers marked as “More sharing of features between designs” (Figure 28). Peers then
verify whether answers contain the marked attribute. We hypothesize that grouping
submission marked with the same attribute increases accuracy because verifiers are
presented with a group of nominally similar responses for comparison.
When two raters independently verify an identified attribute, the system marks the
attribute as verified and removes it from the verification pool. If two raters reject an
identified attribute, the system returns the submission to the identify pool for one additional identifier, since the initial identification was inaccurate.
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Figure 29: Identify-verify presents student grades with features present, and those missing in answers.

Similar to the identification step, the system presents submissions to verifiers in decreasing order of the number completed, and breaks ties randomly. This again provides every submission with some data quickly. This algorithm also needs at most
three verifications: after three, each attribute will either have been verified, or rejected.

Figure 28: Verify UI: Students verified if other peers had assessed answers correctly.
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Optimizing the number of raters
Identify-verify reduces the grading workload by recruiting fewer raters when the grading algorithm reports high confidence. This scheme is also cautious. First, we increment the number of identifications required for high-confidence predictions if peers
disagree with the predicted grade. Second, identified attributes for an answer that are
rejected may indicate the answer was difficult to grade, so we request additional assessments.

Display results and feedback
A student's final score is the sum of scores of all verified attributes, clamped to the
minimum and maximum score for the question. Students see their score along with the
features that peers identified, and correct attributes that their answer missed (Figure
29). Thus, students receive more than a grade: they receive detailed information about
what they did well and poorly.

Evaluation
Identify-verify seeks comparable accuracy to using the median grade of independent
peers, but with less human effort. Our comparison baseline asks three peers to grade a
student answer.

Experiment 1: Does identify-verify yield accurate

Figure 30: Student grade display in baseline condition (Grades are computed using Identify-verify, but
detailed feedback is hidden.)
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grades?
This controlled experiment explored two questions: First, does identify-verify grade
accurately and lower effort? Second, does identify-verify reduce leniency from our
pilot? (We hypothesize that leniency is due to the Halo effect, and using a structured
process and interface would reduce this bias [154].)

Conditions
This between-subjects experiment had three conditions. In the peer-median condition,
students assess four peers using a grading rubric, and enter their grade into a text field
(Figure 31). In the identify-only condition, students assess four peers using the same
grading rubric, but would instead use the Identify interface to select which aspects of
the rubric were present in the student answer (Figure 27). In the identify-verify condition, students assessed four peers using the Identify interface. Then, they would verify
assessments of eight answers that other students had created in the Identify step
(Figure 28).

Figure 31: Peer-median UI: Students entered grades in a text box.
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We wanted to reduce grading burden in the class, and since we hypothesize that Identify-verify would save student effort, the experiment used an unbalanced assignment;
20% of students randomly assigned to the peer-median condition, and the rest split
evenly between identify and identify-verify.

Questions
Students assessed answers to two short-answer questions. Question 1 asked students to
rewrite an interview question: “Rewrite the following interview question to address its
problems: ‘Do you like the Word Art feature of Microsoft Office?’” and had a binary
grade (credit or no-credit). Question 2 asked students to enumerate “three benefits of
sharing multiple designs with your team members, instead of sharing only one design?” Students could earn 0-3 points on this question, one per enumerated benefit.
Students assessed four submissions per question, so there were a total of eight assessments per participant.
After they had completed grading, the system invited students to participate in a short
survey. The survey measured trust in the system, and time taken for grading vis-a-vis
their initial expectations.
The system showed students their final grades a day after the peer assessment period
ended. All students saw grades computed using Identify-verify. To measure the effects
of detailed feedback, the system showed those in the peer-median condition only the
final score (Figure 30), students in other conditions saw both the score and identified
attributes (Figure 29). After they saw results, we invited students to a second survey,
which gauged how accurate they perceived grading to be and how satisfied they were
with feedback.
Participants 2,556 students submitted answers; 1,370 performed assessment (the others dropped the class). 620 students participated in the pre-results survey, and 102
participated in the post-results survey. In all, students created 11006 assessments and
12264 verifications.

Measures
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Figure 32: Assessment took longer using the Identify interface, but yielded more accurate results.

For both the peer-median and the identify-verify strategies, course staff looked at 100
student answers for each question with three peer-median assessments, and 100 more
answers with two peer-median assessments. (We did not select based on the number of
identify assessments, because the system dynamically determined this number for each
answer). For each student answer, we compared the staff grade to the computed grade.

Results
In terms of both effort and accuracy, the ranking of conditions was the same: Peermedian was highest; identify-verify was the middle, and identify-only least (See Figure
32.) Peer-median had three raters. Identify-only had median one rater. Identify-verify
had median one rater, with two verifiers for the binary question and three verifiers for
the enumeration.

How accurate is identify-verify assessment?
Peer-median required disproportionately more effort than identify-only to achieve its
results. Identify-only consumed 54% of the effort to achieve 83% of the accuracy in
the binary question, and 71% of effort for 80% of accuracy in the enumeration question. Identify-verify consumed 84% of effort for 85% of accuracy in the binary ques-
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tion, and identical effort for 92% of accuracy for the enumeration question. This study
only examined one effort level. The second study simulates multiple effort levels.
Verification provided a large benefit for the enumeration question, but minimal benefit
for the 1-level question. Labels were rejected at similar rates (19.8% for 1-level and
18.6% for enumeration). For a binary question, not all attributes need to be identified
to accurately grade it (for example, if the answer is wrong for two reasons, identifying
just one is sufficient). Therefore, we hypothesize that the benefits of verification are
larger for questions that are non-binary, and investigate this in Experiment 2.

Identify assessments take longer, more accurate
Students took significantly longer to select an attribute label than to select a score (see
Figure 32), log-transformed t(6789)=28, p<0.01). Labeling also yielded more accurate
work (see Figure 32). Identify-verify reduced leniency, while retaining peers’ ability
to assess unusual answers better than machines (see Table 6 and Table 7).

Identify-verify reduces voluntary acceptance
Fewer students in the identify-verify condition reported wanting to continue using the
grading interface for other quizzes (64% said yes, t(732)=2.9,p<0.01); no significant
differences existed between peer-median and identify-only (78% and 75% respectively). Usability challenges with the verify interface may have reduced interest. Some
students reported that the “the layout was very confusing” others were initially unsure
if they were verifying the student answer or the label. 15.8% of students in the peermedian condition completed more assessments than required, while 8% of students in

Table 6: Peer grade averages in points. Identify-verify reduces leniency compared with peermedian.

Question

Peer-median 3 raters Identify-verify Staff Machine

Yes/no (1 point)

0.57

0.33 0.31 0.17

Enumeration (3 points)

2.17

1.65 1.74 1.35
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the identify-only condition completed more than required.
Fewer students in the identify-verify condition believed the process would give them a
fair grade (Asked as Yes/No: β=0.12, t(734)=2.7,p<0.05). This may be because verify
explicitly revealed individual peers work; reducing trust. One student said that based
“on the verification step of the peer assessment I'm not confident that people's quizzes
are being assessed correctly.” Furthermore, identify-only students reported more accurate grades ($\mu=1.9, t(93)=2.04, p<0.05) than those in the peer-median or identifyverify conditions (\mu=2.5, 4-point Likert scale with 1: “very accurate”).

Experiment 2: How number of raters affects accuracy
A second experiment investigated how the number of raters affects accuracy. As before, students were assigned to either the identify-verify, identify-only or the peermedian condition. All raters graded one of fifty randomly selected submissions. 634
students participated.
The final had three enumeration questions asking students to a) mention one disadvantage of a between-subjects experimental design, b) list three ways of visually
grouping related information, c) list two situations where heuristic evaluation is preferable to user testing. The experimental setup was identical to Experiment 1.

Measures
We performed a bootstrapped simulation of the peer assessment. This simulation
chooses a random sample of raters for each question. We then calculate the final grade
using ratings only from this sample of raters, and compare it with the staff-assigned
grade. Repeating this process multiple times estimates peer agreement with staff [37].
Figure 33 shows median results from 20-repetition sampling, with one to eight raters.
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We benchmark each condition against its peak accuracy: the highest accuracy seen in
that condition in our simulation. More raters did not always improve accuracy, so peak
accuracy was achieved with fewer than eight raters in the identify-only and peermedian conditions.

Results
A few raters identify most features
A small number of raters can identify most attributes present. Figure 33 shows that
accuracy quickly plateaus, and four raters yield 92% of the peak accuracy with the
identify-only method. Overall, the peak identify-only accuracy was 55% with six
raters; the peer-median had a peak accuracy of 66% with seven raters. This early saturation is similar to heuristic evaluation of interfaces [113], suggesting similar processes may be involved.

Figure 33: For enumeration questions, identify accuracy is lower than the peer-median method. Identifyverify obtains better accuracy than peer-median, especially with three or more raters.
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Identify raters satisfice, Identify-only errors accumulate
Identify-Only accuracy was lower than peer-median, and much lower than IdentifyVerify (see Figure 33).
First, most raters select only one attribute, even though the answer may match multiple
attributes. Of the 1488 assessments collected, only 173 had more than one selected
attribute. In contrast, staff assessments averaged 1.4 selected attributes. Second, because identifiers sometimes mislabel answers and there is no mechanism (i.e. verification) that catches this, asymptotically optimal performance is with relatively few raters
and relatively low quality. In contrast, the peer-median approach uses the median of
peer grades in the peer-median approach, so grades become more accurate with more
raters as outlier ratings are discarded.
Many identifiers appear to have selected the first relevant label (Figure 34). Random-

Table 7: Sampling of errors in assessment. Peer ratings help when machines are less confident of
the grade.

Student answer

Remarks

“How do you use the Word Machine marked as incorrect, possibly because of leadArt feature and how does it ing bigrams “does it”, “help you”. Peers marked as corhelp you to meet your
rect. Staff graded as correct.
goals?”

“What do you think of the
Word Art feature of Microsoft Office?”

Construction marked as incorrect in the grading rubric
(because it assumes opinion); yet, two of three peers in
the peer-median condition marked as correct (possibly
because it's less leading than “do you like…”). Both machine, and identify peers marked as incor-rect.

“What would you like to
see changed in the `Word
Art' feature on Microsoft
Of-fice?”

Possibly useful interview question asks how to change,
instead of under-standing current use (and so, is wrong):
3 peers in the peer-median condition marked correct; one
rater identified it as `Other correct answer', but verification rejected it. Staff graded as incorrect.

“Inspiration. Innovation.
Social” (for benefits of
sharing prototypes)

Uses keywords without context. Machine awarded one
point (possibly due to ‘Inspiration’), but Identify peers did
not (this answer had no peer-median assessments), nor
did staff

“Because the best way to
have a good idea is to
have lots of ideas.” (For
benefits of sharing prototypes)

Pithy and plausible, but irrelevant. Awarded 1 point (out
of 3) in peer-median evaluation, none in Identify. Staff
graded at 0.
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izing order across raters should mitigate ordering effects. Future work could investigate interfaces that incent raters to select all relevant labels.

Verification improves accuracy, especially with more raters
Identify-verify yielded the highest accuracy: the peak accuracy was 82% with six
raters. The simulation required labels to have one peer verification and no peer rejections. (Actual student grading requires two verifications. Because the system solicits
verifications in decreasing order of need, the median staff-graded submission had only
one verification, or was rejected.)
Even single-peer verification dramatically increases accuracy. With three raters, accuracy is 28% higher than identify-only, and 18% higher than peer-median. Peer-median
assessments took a median time of 19 second, identifications took 40s. Verification
took 12s, similar to Experiment 1. Therefore, this 18% boost in accuracy comes with
approximately two extra minutes of human effort per answer.
Because verification filters out erroneous identifications, its benefit is larger with more
raters: verification with one rater yields a 22% benefit in accuracy, with four raters, it
yields a 27% benefit. In our simulation, three identifiers identified most attributes, and
inaccuracies with three or more raters are due to wrongly identified attributes.

Discussion
Identify-verify represents one choice in the trade-offs between human effort and grading accuracy. This choice was optimized for a large, pass-fail class.

Is verification necessary?
Our results demonstrate how erroneous identification can be detected with an easier
operation (verification), similar to Soylent [156]. This is especially useful for questions where all attributes need to be correctly identified. While verification increases
grading time, it yields more yields more descriptive, actionable, and accurate student
feedback, which helps students learn.
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Figure 34: Raters were more likely to choose attributes displayed earlier on the page.

Opportunities for early feedback
To explore the possibility of automatic, early feedback, we trained a classifier using
etcml.com to detect the most common errors for each question (Table 8). Because
students unlikely to revise work without external feedback[158], even somewhat unreliable feedback (e.g., “Check to see that…”) may have benefits.
Identify-verify uses its auto-graders confidence to indicate ambiguity. Might students
benefit from knowing that peers may have trouble understanding them? Evidence from
automated essay scoring suggests that well-designed early feedback may help students
write clearer answers [159], [160].

Coping with fewer graders than submitters
Table 8: Algorithmically predicting errors could automate early feedback.

Attribute

Accuracy Precision Recall

Incorrect attribute: “The question assumes that the user has
feelings about the feature” (Q1)

0.79

0.58 0.41

Missed attribute: “More individual exploration in the space of
designs” (Q2)

0.59

0.64 0.79

0.9

0.27 0.73

Incorrect attribute: “Other incorrect/irrelevant answer” (Q2)
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In Experiment 1, almost twice as many students submitted work as performed assessment; the rest dropped the class in the meanwhile. Experiment 2 was conducted later
in the course, and a much larger fraction of the 850 students who submitted answers
also assessed. Intelligently rationing raters is important in large online systems with
voluntary participation. Identify-verify system handles this problem by rationing fewer
graders for unambiguous answers. Because of the smaller number of raters, the system
asked a median of only one identification per question, saving more identifications for
the most ambiguous answers. For this experimental system, students were not penalized for not participating in assessment. Future work could explore penalties for nonparticipation, or incent assessment in other ways.

When should instructors use hybrid grading?
Peer assessment works best when staff spot-grade some student submissions because
it helps staff refine assessment materials and baseline peer grades [28], [94]. However,
courses may not have the resources for staff to grade several hundred examples that
can train a machine-learning algorithm. (Even if it enables richer questions.)
Furthermore, requiring large amounts of training data may dissuade instructors from
revising questions. We see two opportunities exist for future work. First, an onlinelearning algorithm may improve prediction accuracy as students assess each other.
However, because the system would demand fewer assessments as its prediction accuracy increases, this may encourage free-riding. Future work could leverage such algorithms, while balancing for fairness. More immediately, assessment data from peers
may be used to train algorithms. For example, an advanced cohort takes the class a
week ahead of the general class. There are many exciting opportunities for integrating
peer and algorithmic assessment to increase student learning and leverage the rater's
time better.

Future work and Conclusion
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This chapter demonstrated the feasibility of combining machine and peer grading
through the identify-verify workflow. It showed how this workflow results in more
detailed student feedback, and can be leveraged to provide early feedback. To further
instructor experimentation and research, our open-source code is available at
https://github.com/StanfordHCI/peerstudio. In addition, a hosted version of the platform is available at http://www.peerstudio.org.
Future work falls in three categories: First, this chapter assumes the final grade for a
short-answer response can be expressed as a summed combination. Deploying this
workflow in other classes may suggest other ways to structure assessment and verification, for e.g., as a decision tree. Second, many techniques in this chapter may be
extended with algorithmic improvements. For instance, our system currently implements a fixed-control method for dynamically controlling the number of peer raters for
a submission. A decision-theoretic model may result in even lower grading burden
[150]. Similarly, an online learning algorithm could dynamically update estimates of
the predicted grade to guide which ratings are collected [161]. Third, in this chapter,
the system decided which answers a rater should assess and which assessments to verify based on what information was most valuable to determine the final grade. Because
performing peer assessment is a valuable learning activity [94], future work may select
submissions for raters that optimize both score/feedback quality and student learning
(e.g. by choosing submissions for peer raters that they can learn most from).
We propose that the combination of machine and human grading can offer strengths
that neither has in isolation. The large scale of online classes enables machines to effectively improve the educational experience [162]. By lessening grading burden, machines can focus peers on providing more detailed feedback. Automatic feedback may
also focus students on topics they have not fully mastered. Likewise, peers can help
machines identify “unknown unknowns” that are blind spots in their models, and help
bootstrap that model quickly. Hybrid peer-machine approaches may also help inperson classes and many social computing areas, including crowdsourcing.
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Chapter 5
Rapid feedback for revision7
The power of rapid feedback
Online learning need not be a loop of watching video lectures and then submitting
assignments. To most effectively develop mastery, students must repeatedly revise
based on immediate, focused feedback [18]. Revision is central to the method of deliberate practice as well as to mastery learning, and depends crucially on rapid formative
assessment and applying corrective feedback [163]. In domains as diverse as writing,
programming, and art, immediate feedback reliably improves learning; delaying feedback reduces its benefit [164].
Unfortunately, many learning experiences cannot offer tight feedback-revision loops.
When courses assign open-ended work such as essays or projects, it can easily take a
week after submission to receive feedback from peers or overworked instructors.
Feedback is also often coupled with an unchangeable grade, and classes move to new
topics faster than feedback arrives. The result is that many opportunities to develop
mastery and expertise are lost, as students have few opportunities to revise work and
no incentive to do so.
Could software systems enable peers in massive classes to provide rapid feedback on
in-progress work? In massive classes, peer assessment already provides summative
grades and critiques on final work [37], but this process takes days, and is often as
slow as in-person classes. This chapter instead introduces a peer learning design tailored for near-immediate peer feedback. It capitalizes on the scale of massive classes
to connect students to trade structured feedback on drafts. This process can provide

7

A version of this chapter was originally published as an article in the proceeding of the ACM Conference on Learning at Scale, 2015 as [291].
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feedback to students within minutes of submission, and can be repeated as often as
desired.
We present the PeerStudio system for fast feedback on in-progress open-ended work.
Students submit an assignment draft whenever they want feedback and then provide
rubric-based feedback on two others’ drafts in order to unlock their own results.
PeerStudio explicitly encourages mastery by allowing students to revise their work
multiple times.
Even with the scale of massive classes, there are not always enough students online to
guarantee fast feedback. Therefore, PeerStudio recruits students who are online already, and also those who have recently submitted drafts for review but are no longer
online. PeerStudio uses a progressive recruitment algorithm to minimize the number
of students emailed. It reaches out to more and more students, emailing a small fraction of those who recently submitted drafts each time, and stops recruiting immediately when enough (e.g., two) reviewers have been recruited.
This chapter reports on PeerStudio’s use in two massive online classes and two inperson classes. In a MOOC where 472 students used PeerStudio, reviewers were recruited within minutes (median wait time: seven minutes), and the first feedback was
completed soon after (median wait time: 20 minutes). Students in the two, smaller, inperson classes received feedback in about an hour on average. Students took advantage of PeerStudio to submit full drafts ahead of the deadline, and paid particular
attention to free-text feedback beyond the explicit rubric.
A controlled experiment measured the benefits of rapid feedback. This betweensubjects experiment assigned participants in a MOOC to one of three groups. One control group saw no feedback on in-progress work. A second group received feedback on
in-progress work 24 hours after submission. A final group received feedback as soon
as it was available. Students who received fast in-progress feedback had higher final
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grades than the control group (t(98)=2.1, p<0.05). The speed of the feedback was critical: receiving slow feedback was statistically indistinguishable from receiving no
feedback at all (t(98)=1.07, p=0.28).
PeerStudio demonstrates how massive online classes can be designed to provide feedback an order of magnitude faster than many in-person classes. It also shows how
MOOC-inspired learning techniques can scale down to in-person classes. In this case,
designing and testing systems iteratively in massive online classes led to techniques
that worked well in offline classrooms as well; Wizard of Oz prototyping and experiments in small classes led to designs that work well at scale. Finally, parallel deployments at different scales help us refocus our efforts on creating systems that produce
pedagogical benefits at any scale.

Related work
PeerStudio relies on peers to provide feedback. Prior work shows peer-based critique
is effective both for in-person [25], [94] and online classes [37], and can provide students accurate numeric grades and comments [37], [93].
PeerStudio bases its design of peer feedback on prior work about how feedback affects
learning. By feedback, we mean task-related information that helps students improve
their performance. Feedback improves performance by changing students’ locus of
attention, focusing them on productive aspects of their work [165]. It can do so by
making the difference between current and desired performance more salient [166], by
explaining the cause of poor performance [167], or by encouraging students to use a
different or higher standard to compare their work against [168].
Fast feedback improves performance by making the difference between the desired
and current performance more salient [164]. When students receive feedback quickly
(e.g., in an hour), they apply the concepts they learn more successfully [164]. In domains like mathematics, computers can generate feedback instantly, and combining
such formative feedback with revision improves grades [169]. PeerStudio extends fast
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feedback to domains such as design and writing where automated feedback is limited
and human judgment is necessary.
Feedback merely changes what students attend to, so not all feedback is useful, and
some feedback degrades performance [165]. For instance, praise is frequently ineffective because it shifts attention away from the task and onto the self [170].
Therefore, feedback systems and curricular designers must match feedback to instructional goals. Large-scale meta-analyses suggest that the most effective feedback helps
students set goals for future attempts, provides information about the quality of their
current work, and helps them gauge whether they are moving towards a good answer
[165]. Therefore, PeerStudio provides a low-cost way of specifying goals when students revise, uses a standardized rubric and free-form comments for correctness feedback, and a way to browse feedback on previous revisions for velocity.
How can peers provide the most accurate feedback? Disaggregation can be an important tool: summing individual scores for components of good writing (e.g. grammar and argumentation) can capture the overall quality of an essay more accurately
than asking for a single writing score [171], [172]. Therefore, PeerStudio asks for individual judgments with yes/no or scale questions, and not aggregate scores.

Figure 35: PeerStudio is a peer learning platform for rapid, rubric-based feedback on drafts. The reviewing interface above shows (1) the rubric, (2) the student draft, (3) an example of excellent work to compare
student work against. PeerStudio scaffolds reviewers with automatically generated commenting tips (4).
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PeerStudio uses the large scale of the online classroom in order to quickly recruit reviewers after students submit in-progress work. In contrast, most prior work has capitalized on scale only after all assignments are submitted. For instance, DeduceIt uses
the semantic similarity between student solutions to provide automatic hinting and to
check solution correctness [162], while other systems cluster solutions to help teachers
provide feedback quickly [63].

Fast peer feedback with PeerStudio
Students can use PeerStudio to create and receive feedback on any number of drafts
for every open-ended assignment. Because grades shift students’ attention away from
the task to the self [165], grades are withheld until the final version.

Creating a draft, and seeking feedback
PeerStudio encourages students to seek feedback on an initial draft as early as possible. When students create their first draft for an assignment, PeerStudio shows them a
minimal, instructor-provided starter template that students can modify or overwrite
(Figure 36). Using a template provides a natural hint for when to seek feedback—
when the template is filled out. It also provides structure to students that need it, without constraining those who don’t. To keep students focused on the most important
aspects of their work, students always see the instructor-provided assignment rubric in
the drafting interface (Figure 36, left). Rubrics in PeerStudio comprise a number of
criteria for quality along multiple dimensions.
Students can seek feedback on their current draft at any time. They can focus their
reviewers’ attention by leaving a note about the kind of feedback they want. When
students submit their draft, PeerStudio starts finding peer reviewers. Simultaneously, it
invites the student to review others’ work.

Reviewing peer work
PeerStudio uses the temporal overlap between students to provide fast feedback. When
a student submits their draft, PeerStudio asks them to review their peers’ submissions
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in order to unlock their own feedback [173]. Since their own work
remains strongly activated, reviewing peer work immediately
encourages students to reflect
[174].
Students need to review two
Figure 36: The drafting interface shows the assignment
rubric, and a starter template. Reviews on previous versions are also available (tab, top-left).

drafts before they see feedback on
their work. Reviewing is double
blind. Reviewers see their peer’s

work, student’s review request notes, the instructor-created feedback rubric, and an
example of excellent work to compare against. Reviewers’ primary task is to work
their way down the feedback rubric, answering each question. Rubric items are all
yes/no or scale responses. Each group of rubric items also contains a free-text comment box, and reviewers are encouraged to write textual comments. To help reviewers
write useful comments, PeerStudio prompts them with dynamically generated suggestions.

Reading reviews and revising
PeerStudio encourages rapid revision by notifying students via email immediately
after a classmate reviews their work. To enable feedback comparison, PeerStudio displays the number of reviewers agreeing on each rubric question, as well as reviewers’
comments. Recall that to emphasize iterative improvement, PeerStudio does not display grades, except for final work.
After students read reviews, PeerStudio invites them to revise their draft. Since reflection and goal setting are an important part of deliberate practice, PeerStudio asks students to first explicitly write down what they learned from their reviews and what they
plan to do next.
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PeerStudio also uses peer assessment for final grading. Students can revise their draft
any number of times before they submit a final version to be graded. The final reviewing process for graded submissions is identical to early drafts, and reviewers see the
same rubric items. For the final draft, PeerStudio calculates a grade as a weighted sum
of rubric items from reviews for that draft.
PeerStudio integrates with MOOC platforms through LTI, which allows students to
login using MOOC credentials, and automatically returns grades to class management
software. It can be also used as a stand-alone tool.

PeerStudio design
PeerStudio’s feedback design relies on rubrics, textual comments, and the ability to
recruit reviewers quickly. We outline the design of each.

Rubrics
Rubrics effectively provide students feedback on the current state of their work for
many open-ended assignments, such as writing [8], [9], design [37], and art [25]. Rubrics comprise multiple dimensions, with cells describing increasing quality along
each. For each dimension, reviewers select the cell that most closely describes the
submission; in between values and gradations within cells are often possible. Comparing and matching descriptions encourages raters to build a mental model of each dimension that makes rating faster and cognitively more efficient [175].
When rubric cell descriptions are complex, novice raters can develop mental models
that stray significantly from the rubric standard, even if it is shown prominently [172].
To mitigate the challenges of multi-attribute matching, PeerStudio asks instructors to
list multiple distinct criteria of quality along each dimension (Figure 37). Raters then
explicitly choose which criteria are present. Criteria can be binary e.g., “did the stu-
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dent choose a relevant quote that logically supports their opinion?” or scales, e.g.,
“How many people did the student interview?”
Our initial experiments and prior work suggest that given a set of criteria, raters satisfice by marking some but not all matching criteria [176]. To address this, PeerStudio
displays binary questions as dichotomous choices, so students must choose either
yes/no (Figure 37); and ensures that students answer scale questions by explicitly setting a value.
To calculate final grades, PeerStudio awards credit to yes/no criteria if a majority of
reviewers marked it as present. To reduce the effect of outlying ratings, scale questions are given the median score of reviewers. The total assignment grade is the sum
of grades across all rubric questions.

Scaffolding comments
Rubrics help students understand the current quality of their work; free-text comments
from peers help them improve it. Reviews with accurate rubric scores, but without
comments may provide students too little information.
To scaffold reviewers, PeerStudio shows short tips for writing comments just below
the comment box. For instance, if the comment merely praises the submission and has
no constructive feedback, it may remind students “Quick check: Is your feedback actionable? Are you expressing yourself
succinctly?” Or it may ask reviewers to
“Say more…” when they write “great
job!”
To generate such feedback, PeerStudio
compiles a list of relevant words from
Figure 37: Example dichotomous questions in
PeerStudio. The last question is not yet answered.
Students must choose yes/no before they can submit
the review.
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the student draft and the assignment
description. For example, for a critique

on a research paper, words like “contribution”, “argument”, “author” are relevant.
PeerStudio then counts the number of relevant words a comment contains. Using this
count, and the comment’s total length, it suggests improvements. This simple heuristic
catches a large number of low-quality comments. Similar systems have been used to
judge the quality of product reviews online [177].
PeerStudio also helps students provide feedback that’s most relevant to the current
state of the draft, by internally calculating the reviewer’s score for the submission. For
a low-quality draft, it asks the reviewer, “What’s the first thing you’d suggest to get
started?” For middling drafts, reviewers are asked, “This looks mostly good, except
for [question with a low score]. What do you suggest they try?” Together, these commenting guides result in reviewers leaving substantive comments.

Recruiting reviewers
Because students review immediately after submitting, reviewers are found quickly
when there are many students submitting one after another, e.g., in a popular time
zone. However, students who submit at an unpopular time still need feedback quickly.
When enough reviewers are not online, PeerStudio progressively emails and enlists
help from more and more students who have yet to complete their required two reviews, and enthusiastic students who have reviewed even before submitting a draft.
PeerStudio emails a random selection of five such students every half hour, making
sure the same student is not picked twice in a 24-hour period. PeerStudio stops emailing students when all submissions have at least one review. This enables students to
quickly receive feedback from one reviewer and begin revising.
To decide which submissions to show reviewers, PeerStudio uses a priority queue.
This queue prioritizes student submissions by the number of reviews (submissions
with the fewest, or no, reviews have highest priority), and by the time the submission
has been in the review queue. The latest submissions have the highest priority.
PeerStudio seeks two reviewers per draft.
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Field Deployment: in-person and at scale
This chapter describes PeerStudio deployments in two open online classes: Learning
How to Learn (603 students submitting assignments), Medical Education in the New
Millennium (103 students) on the Coursera and OpenEdX platforms respectively. We
also describe deployments in two in-person classes: a senior-level class at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign on Social Visualization (125 students), and a
graduate-level class in education at Stanford University, on Technology for Learners
(51 students).
All four classes used PeerStudio for open-ended writing assignments. In Learning how
to Learn, for their first assignment students wrote an essay about a learning goal and
how they planned to accomplish it using what they learned in class (e.g., one student
wrote about being “an older student in Northern Virginia retooling for a career in GIS
after being laid off”). In the second assignment, they created a portfolio, blog or website to explain what they learned to others (e.g., one wrote: “I am a professor of English as a Second Language at a community college. I have created a PowerPoint
presentation for my colleagues [about spaced repetition and frequent testing]”).

Figure 38: Students see reviews in the context of their draft (right, clipped). PeerStudio displays the number
of reviewers (two here) agreeing on each rubric question and comments from each.
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Figure 39: Most students created a single revision. Students in MOOCs revised more than students in inperson classes.

The Social Visualization and Medical Education classes asked students to critique
research papers in the area. In Social Visualization, students also used PeerStudio for
an open-ended design project on data visualization (e.g., one student team designed a
visualization system that used data from Twitter to show crisis needs around the US).
Finally, the Technology for Learners class used PeerStudio as a way to critique a
learning tool (e.g., ClassDojo, a classroom discipline tool). This class requested its
reviewers to sign reviews, so students could follow-up with each other for lingering
questions.

Deployment observations
Throughout these deployments, we read students’ drafts, feedback, and revisions. We
regularly surveyed students about their experiences, and spoke to instructors about
their perspectives. Several themes emerged.

Students requested feedback on full rough drafts
Rather than submit sections of drafts, students submitted full rough drafts. Drafts were
often missing details (e.g., lacking examples). In the Medical Education critique, one
question was “did you find yourself mostly agreeing or mostly disagreeing with the
content of the research paper? Why?” In initial drafts, students often pointed out only
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one area of disagreement, later drafts added the rest. Other drafts were poorly explained (e.g., lacking justification for claims) or too rambling.
Students typically asked for four kinds of feedback: 1) On a specific aspect of their
work, e.g., “I guess I need help with my writing, vocabulary and grammar, since I’m
not an English native-speaker”; 2) On a specific component of the assignment: e.g.,
“Can you let me know if part 4 and 5 make sense—I feel like I am trying to say too
much all in one go!” 3) As a final check before they turned in their work: e.g., “This
draft is actually a ‘release candidate’. I would like to know if I addressed the points or
if I missed something.” 4) As a way to connect with classmates: e.g., “I just want to
hear about your opinions :)”.
When students revised their draft, we asked, “Overall, did you get useful feedback on
your draft?” as a binary question—80% answered ‘yes’.

Students revise rarely, especially in in-person classes
Most students did not create multiple drafts (Figure 39). Students in the two MOOCs
were more likely to revise than students in in-person classes (t(1404)=12.84, p<
0.001). Overall, 30.1% of online students created multiple revisions, but only 7% of
those in in-person classes did.
When we asked TAs in the in-person classes why so few students revised, they told us
they did not emphasize this feature of PeerStudio in class. Furthermore, student responses in surveys indicated that many felt their schedule was too busy to revise. One
wrote it was unfair to “expect us to read some forty page essays, then write the critiques and then review two other people, and then make changes on our work... twice a
week.” These comments underscore that merely creating software systems for iterative
feedback is not enough—an iterative approach must be reflected in the pedagogy as
well.

Students see comments as more useful than rubric feedback
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Figure 40: Reviewers are recruited faster in larger classes.

Students could optionally rate reviews after reading them and leave comments to staff.
Students rated 758 of 3,963 reviews. We looked at a random subset of 50 such comments. In their responses, students wrote that freeform comments were useful (21 responses) more often than rubric-based feedback (5 responses). Students also disagreed
more with reviewers’ comments (7 responses) than with their reviewers’ marked rubric (3 responses). This is possibly because comments can capture useful interpretive
feedback, but differences in interpretation lead to disagreement.
An undergraduate TA looked at a random subset of 150 student submissions, and rated
reviewer comments on a 7-point Likert scale on how concretely they helped students
revise. For example, here is a comment that was rated “very concrete (7)” on an essay
about planning for learning goals:
“What do you mean by ‘good schedule’? There's obviously more than one answer to
that question, but the goal should be to really focus and narrow it down. Break a larger
goal like “getting a good schedule” into concrete steps such as: 1) get eight hours of
sleep, 2)…
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We found 45% of comments were “somewhat concrete” (a rating of 5 on the scale) or
better, and contained pointers to resources or specific suggestions on how to improve;
the rest of the comments were praise or encouragement. Interestingly, using the same
7-point Likert scale, students rated reviews as concrete more often than the TA (55%
of the time).
Students reported relying on comments for revising. For instance, the student who
received the above comment wrote, “I somehow knew I wasn't being specific… The
reviewer's ideas really helped there!” The lack of comments was lamented upon, “The
reviewer did not comment any feedback, so I don’t know what to do.”
One exception to the general trend of comments being more important was students
who submitted ‘release candidate’ drafts for a final check. Such students relied heavily
on rubric feedback: “I have corrected every item that needed attention to. I now have
received all yes to each question. Thanks guys. :-)”

Comments encourage students to revise
The odds of students revising their drafts increase by 1.10 if they receive any reviews
with free-form comments (z=4.6, p<0.001). Since fewer than half the comments contained specific improvement suggestions, this suggests that, in addition to being informational, reviewer comments also play an important motivational role.

Revisions locally add information, improve understandability
We looked at the 100 reflections that students wrote while starting the revision to understand what changes they wanted to make. A majority of students (51%) intended to
add information based on their comments, e.g., “The math teacher [one of the reviewers] helped me look for other sources relating to how math can be fun and creative
instead of it being dull!” A smaller number (16%) wanted to change how they had
expressed ideas to make them easier to understand, e.g., “I did not explain clearly the
three first parts… I shall be clearer in my re-submission” and, “I do need to avoid repetition. Bullets are always good.” Other changes included formatting, grammar, and
occasionally wanting a fresh start. The large fraction of students who wanted to add
information to drafts they previously thought were complete suggests that peer feedback helps students see flaws in their work, and provides new perspectives.
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Most students reworked their drafts as planned: 44% of students made substantive
changes based on feedback, 10% made substantive changes not based on the comments received, and the rest only changed spelling and formatting. Most students added information to or otherwise revised one section, while leaving the rest unchanged.

PeerStudio recruits reviewers rapidly
We looked at the PeerStudio logs to understand the platform’s feedback latency. Reviewers were recruited rapidly for both in in-person and online classes (see Figure 40),
but the scale of online classes has a dramatic effect. With just 472 students using the
system for the first assignment in Learning How to Learn, the median recruitmenttime was 7 minutes and the 75th quartile was 24 minutes.

Few students have long wait times

Figure 41: More students in large classes are likely to be online at the same time, so fewer reviewers were
recruited by email.
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PeerStudio uses a priority queue to seek reviews; it prioritizes newer submissions given two submissions with the same number of reviews. This reduces the wait time for
the average student, but unlucky students have to wait longer (e.g. when they submit
just before a popular time, and others keep submitting newer drafts). Still, significant
delays are rare: 4.4% had no reviews in the first 8 hours; 1.8% had no reviews in 24
hours. To help students revise, staff reviewed submissions with no reviews after 24
hours.

Feedback latency is consistent even early in the assignment
Even though fewer students use the website farther from the deadline, peer review
means that the workload and review labor automatically scale together. We found no
statistical difference in recruitment time (t(1191) = 0.52, p=0.6) between the first two
and last two days of the assignment, perhaps because PeerStudio uses email to recruit
reviewers.

Fewer reviewers recruited over email with larger class size.
PeerStudio emails students to recruit reviewers only when enough students aren’t already on the website. In the smallest class with 46 students submitting, 21% of reviews came from Web solicitation and 79% of reviews were written in response to an
emailed request. In the largest, with 472 students submitting, 72% of reviews came
from Web solicitation and only 28% from email (Figure 41). Overall, students responded to email requests approximately 17% of the time, independent of class size.
These results suggest that PeerStudio achieves quick reviewing in small, in-person
classes by actively bringing students online via email, and that this becomes less important with increasing class size, as students have a naturally overlapping presence on
site.

Reviewers spend about ten minutes per draft
PeerStudio records the time between when reviewers start a review and when they
submit it. In all classes except the graduate level Technology for Learners, students
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spent around 10 minutes reviewing each draft (Figure 43). The median reviewer in the
graduate Technology for Learners class spent 22 minutes per draft. Because all students in that class started reviewing in-class but finished later, its variance in reviewing times is also much larger.

Are reviewers accurate?
There is very strong agreement between individual raters while using the rubric. In
online classes, the median pair-wise agreement between reviewers on a rubric question
is 74%, while for in-person classes it is 93%. However, because most drafts completed
a majority of the rubric items successfully, baseline agreement is high, so Fleiss’ κ is
low. The median κ=0.19 for in-person classes, and 0.33 for online classes, conventionally considered “Fair agreement”. In in-person classes, on average staff and students agreed on rubric questions 96% of the time.

Staff and peers write comments of similar length
Both in-person and online, the median comment was 30 words long (Figure 42). This

Figure 42: Students write substantive comments, both in-person and online. The graduate level Technology for Learners has longer comments, possibly because reviews were signed.
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length compares well with staff comments in the Social Visualization class, which had
a median of 35 words. Most reviews (88%) had at least some textual comments, in
addition to rubric-based feedback.

Students trade-off reviewing and revising
23% of students reviewed more than the required two drafts. Survey results indicated
that many such students used reviewing as an inexpensive way to make progress on
their own draft. One student wrote that in comparison to revising their own work, “being able to see what others have written by reviewing their work is a better way to get
feedback.” Other students reviewed peers simply because they found their work interesting. When told she had reviewed 29 more drafts than required, one student wrote, “I
wouldn't have suspected that. I kept reading and reviewing because people's stories are
so interesting.”

Students appreciate reading others’ work more than early
feedback and revision
A post-class survey in Technology For Learners asked students what they liked most
about PeerStudio (30 responses). Students most commonly mentioned (in 13 responses) interface elements such as being able to see examples and rubrics. Reading each
other’s work was also popular (8 responses), but the ability to revise was rarely mentioned (3 responses). This is not surprising, since few students revised work in inperson classes.
Apart from specific usability concerns, students’ most frequent complaint was that
PeerStudio sent them too much email. One wrote, “My understanding was that students would receive about three, but over the last few days, I’ve gotten more.” Currently, PeerStudio limits how frequently it emails students; future work could also
limit the total number of emails a student receives.
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Field Experiment: Does fast feedback on
in-progress work improve final work?
The prior study demonstrated how students solicited feedback and revised work, and
how quickly they can obtain feedback. Next, we describe a field experiment that asks
two research questions: First, does feedback on in-progress work improve student performance? Second, does the speed of feedback matter? Do students perform better if
they receive rapid feedback? We conducted this controlled experiment in ANES 204:
Medical Education in the New Millennium, a MOOC on the OpenEdX platform.
Students in this class had working experience in healthcare professions, such as medical residents, nurses and doctors. In the open-ended assignment, students read and
critiqued a recent research paper based on their experience in the healthcare field. For
example, one critique prompt was “As you read, did you find yourself mostly agreeing
or mostly disagreeing with the content? Write about three points from the article that
justify your support or dissent.” The class used PeerStudio to provide students both inprogress feedback and final grades.

Method
A between-subjects manipulation randomly assigned students to one of three conditions. In the No Early Feedback condition, students could only submit one final draft
of their critique. This condition generally mimics the status quo in many classes,
where students have no opportunities to revise drafts with feedback. In the Slow Feedback condition, students could submit any number of in-progress drafts, in addition to
their final draft. Students received peer feedback on all drafts, but this feedback wasn’t
available until 24 hours after submission. Additionally, students were only emailed
about their feedback at that time. This condition mimics a scenario where a class offers students the chance to revise, but is limited in its turnaround time due to limited
staff time or office hours. Finally, in the Fast Feedback condition, students could
submit drafts as in the slow feedback condition, but were shown reviews as soon as
available, mirroring the standard PeerStudio setup.
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Students in all conditions rated their peers’ work anonymously; reviewers saw drafts
from all conditions and rated them blind to condition. Our server introduced all delays
for the Slow Feedback condition after submission. Rubrics and the interface students
used for reviewing and editing were identical across conditions.

Measures
To measure performance, we used the grade on the final assignment submission as
calculated by PeerStudio. Since rubrics only used dichotomous questions, each rubric
question was given credit if a majority of raters marked “yes”. The grade of each draft
was the sum of credit across all rubric questions for that draft.

Participants
In all, 104 students participated. Of these, three students only submitted a blank essay;
their results were discarded from analysis. To analyze results, we built an ordinaryleast-squares regression model with the experimental condition as the predictor variable, using No Early Feedback as the baseline (R2=0.02).

Manipulation check
While PeerStudio can provide students feedback quickly, this feedback is only useful
if students actually read it. Therefore, we recorded the time students first read their
feedback. The median participant in the Fast Feedback condition read their reviews
592 minutes (9.8 hours) after submission; the median for the Slow Feedback condition
was 1528 minutes (26.6 hours). This suggests that the manipulation effectively delayed feedback, but the difference between conditions was more modest than planned.

Results: fast early feedback improves final grades
Students in the Fast Feedback condition did significantly better than those in No Early
Feedback condition (t(98)=2.1, p<0.05). On average, students scored higher by 4.4%
of the assignment’s total grade: i.e., enough to boost a score from a B+ to an A-.
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Figure 43: Reviewers spend roughly 10 minutes reviewing each draft. The graduate-level Technology
for Learners class spends longer. (The larger variation is because students start reviewing in class, and
finish later.)

Slow early feedback yields no significant improvement
Surprisingly, we found that students in the Slow Feedback condition did not do significantly better than those in the No Early Feedback condition (t(98)=1.07, p=0.28).
These results suggest that for early feedback to improve student performance, it must
be delivered quickly.
Because of the limited sample size, it is also possible this experiment was unable to
detect the (smaller) benefits of delayed early feedback.

Students with fast feedback don’t revise more often
There was no significant difference between the number of revisions students created
in the Fast and Slow feedback conditions (t(77)=0.2, p=0.83): students created on
average 1.33 drafts; only 22% of students created multiple revisions. On average, they
added 83 words to their revision, and there was no significant difference in the quantity of words changed between conditions (t(23)=1.04, p=0.30).
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However, students with Fast feedback referred to their reviews marginally more frequently when they entered reflections and planned changes in revision (χ2(1)=2.92,
p=0.08). This is consistent with prior findings that speed improves performance by
making feedback more salient.
Even with only a small number of students revising, the overall benefits of early feedback seem sizeable. Future work that better encourages students to revise may further
increase these benefits.

Discussion
The field deployment and subsequent experiment demonstrate the value of helping
students revise work with fast feedback. Even with a small fraction of students creating multiple revisions, the benefits of fast feedback are apparent. How could we design pedagogy to amplify these benefits?

Redesigning pedagogy to support revision and mastery
In-person classes are already using PeerStudio to change their pedagogy. These classes did not use PeerStudio as a way to reduce grading burden: both classes still had
TAs grade every submission. Instead, they used PeerStudio to expose students to each
other’s work and to provide them feedback faster than staff could manage.
Fully exploiting this opportunity will require changes. Teachers will need to teach
students about when and how to seek feedback. Currently, PeerStudio encourages students to fill out the starter template before they seek feedback. For some domains, it
may be better to get feedback using an outline or sketch, so reviewers aren’t distracted
by superficial details[178]. In domains like design, it might be useful to get feedback
on multiple alternative designs[179]. PeerStudio might explicitly allow these different
kinds of submissions.
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PeerStudio reduces the time to get feedback, but students still need time to work on
revisions. Assignments must factor this revision time into their schedule. We find it
heartening that 7% of in-person students actually revised their drafts, even when their
assignment schedules were not designed to allow it. That 30% of online students revised assignments may partly be because schedules were designed around the assumption that learners with full-time jobs have limited time: consequently, online schedules
often provide more time between assignment deadlines.
Finally, current practice rewards students for the final quality of their work. PeerStudio’s revision process may allow other reward schemes. For instance, in domains like
design where rapid iteration is prized [66], [180], classes may reward students for sustained improvement.

Plagiarism
Plagiarism is a potential risk of sharing in-progress work. While plagiarism is a concern with all peer assessment, it is especially important in PeerStudio because the system shares work before assignments are due. In classes that have used PeerStudio so
far, we found one instance of plagiarism: a student reviewed another’s essay and then
submitted it as their own. While PeerStudio does not detect plagiarism currently, it
does record what work a student reviewed, as well as every revision. This record can
help instructors check that the work has a supporting paper trail. Future work could
automate this.
Another risk is that student reviewers may attempt to fool PeerStudio by giving the
same feedback to every assignment they review (to get past the reviewing hurdle
quickly so they can see feedback on their work). We observed three such instances.
However, ‘shortcut reviewing’ is often easy to catch with techniques such as interrater agreement scores [181].

Bridging the in-person and at-scale worlds
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While it was designed for massive classes, PeerStudio “scales down” and brings affordances such as fast feedback to smaller in-person classes. PeerStudio primarily relies on the natural overlap between student schedules at larger scales, but this overlap
still exists at smaller scale and can be augmented via email recruitment.
PeerStudio also demonstrates the benefits of experimenting in different settings in
parallel. Large-scale between-subjects experiments often work better online than inperson because in-person, students are more likely to contaminate manipulations by
communicating outside the system. In contrast, in-person experiments can often be run
earlier in software development using lower-fidelity approaches and/or greater support. Also, it can be easier to gather rich qualitative and observational data in person,
or modify pilot protocols on the fly. Finally, consonant results in in-person and online
deployments lend more support for the fundamentals of the manipulation (as opposed
to an accidental artifact of a deployment).

Future work
Some instructors we spoke to worried about the overhead that peer assessment entails
(and chose not to use PeerStudio for this reason). If reviewers spend about 10 minutes
reviewing work as in our deployment, peer assessment arguably incurs a 20-minute
overhead per revision. On the other hand, student survey responses indicate that they
found looking at other students’ work to be the most valuable part of the assessment
process. Future work could quantify the benefits of assessing peer work, including
inspiration, and how it affects student revisions. Future work could also reduce the
reviewing burden by using early reviewer agreement to hide some rubric items from
later reviewers [172].

Matching reviewers and drafts
PeerStudio enables students to receive feedback from peers at any time, but their peers
may be far earlier or more advanced in their completion of the assignment. Instead, it
may be helpful to have drafts reviewed by students who are similarly advanced or just
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starting. Furthermore, students learn best from examples (peer work) if they are approachable in quality. In future work, the system could ask or learn the rough state of
the assignment, and recruit reviewers who are similar.

Conclusion
This chapter suggests that the scale of massive online classes enables systems that
drastically and reliably reduce the time to obtain feedback and creates a path to iteration, mastery and expertise. These advantages can also be scaled-down to in-person
classrooms. In contrast to today’s learn-and-submit model of online education, we
believe that the continuous presence of peers holds the promise of a far more dynamic
and iterative learning process.
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Chapter 6
Leveraging geographic diversity
for classroom discussion
A version of this chapter was originally published as an article in the proceeding of the ACM Conference on Computer Supported
Collaborative Work and Social Computing as [182].

Massive-scale diversity: an overlooked opportunity
At their best, culturally diverse classrooms leverage students’ different backgrounds to
improve learning and foster cultural understanding. When students engage with peers
from different cultures, they become aware of their own assumptions and how others
have different perspectives [183]. This shifts students from ‘automatic’ thinking to
more ‘active, effortful, conscious’ thinking, which aids learning and growth [21]. But,
while physical classrooms often strive to be diverse, they remain limited by physical
geography [184].
Massive online courses recruit thousands of students from over 100 countries, bringing together peers with many nationalities and experiences [185]. Instructors often

Figure 44: Talkabout provides a structured discussion agenda and enables students from around the
world to discuss with each other.
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Course Title

Representative Discussion topics

Critical Perspectives on Management

How do you define innovation and invention? How do
manage them?
Are shipping containers and labor unions innovations or
inventions?

Irrational Behavior

How do you treat money as a relative rather than absolute
good?
Do you think that it is more painful to pay with cash than
credit?
How might issues of fairness vary by culture?

Organizational Analysis

Describe your experience in organizations where decisions by organized anarchy occurred. Did they solve
anything? How common were they?

Social Psychology

In your country, which forms of prejudice are the most
socially acceptable, and which ones are the least acceptable? Why are some forms more acceptable than others?

Think Again

Since inductive arguments are defeasible, how can it ever
be reasonable to trust them? Are arguments from analogy
really different from inferences to the best explanation?

Table 9: Excerpts from discussion agendas from one week in different classes. Each question below included more detailed guidance in the actual discussion

advertise how many countries are represented in the class [36], [185], [186]. However,
while student diversity has become a calling card of online education, this potential is
currently untapped. Most online students currently see only a glimpse of their peers’
global diversity, primarily in text discussion forums. This slow-motion communication is a poor fit for the open-ended dialogue characteristic of dorm hallway conversation [187], and can reinforce a one-size-fits-all, broadcast educational approach [188].
This chapter illustrates the potential of leveraging diversity in online classes, and introduces the Talkabout environment and curricula for small, geographically-diverse
groups in massive classes. Talkabout connects students to their global peers via guid-
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ed, synchronous video discussion. Talkabout focuses on harnessing geographic diversity, where students connect with peers from other parts of the world. Geographic diversity enables students to access peers with different cultures [189], levels of income
[190], and beliefs about learning [191].
Geographically diverse classrooms can improve educational experiences, making them
deeper and more realistic. Multinational discussions create the opportunity for what
one student called a ‘mini United Nations’, where students experience first-hand the
differing concerns and beliefs of people from different countries.
Talkabout forms groups of two to nine students from different parts of the world for a
video discussion. Discussion prompts ask peers to relate course content to their local
and personal experiences, encouraging students to reflect on previously unexamined
assumptions about their own environments, and deepening their learning [192]. To
date, more than 5,000 students from 134 countries have used Talk-about in fourteen
online classes via Coursera and OpenEdX. This chapter reports results from the first
seven courses and 3,200 students. These classes included Social Psychology, Organizational Analysis, Behavioral Economics, and Logic and Design. Table 9 shows a
sampling of topics discussed. The median discussion had six students from five countries.	
  
Talkabout’s discussion sessions improved student engagement: students randomly
assigned to a Talkabout group were significantly more likely to participate in class
quizzes than those placed on a waitlist for future participation (Wald z*=1.96,
p=0.03).
Geographically diverse discussions yield higher grades and engagement. A controlled
experiment in two massive online classes varied the number of countries present in
Talkabout discussions. Students in more geographically diverse discussions performed
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significantly better on subsequent quizzes and exams (t(129)=1.78 and t(110)=2.03,
p<0.05).
Some argue that online education is only desirable when face-to-face education is unavailable [193]. This chapter illustrates the benefits of inverting this proposition: global diversity enables online classrooms to create powerful, previously unavailable educational experiences and new forms of peer education at scale that go “beyond being
there” [42].

Related Work
A tremendous benefit of diverse classrooms is that students of differing gender, ethnicity, and ability have opportunities to interact. When people interact with similar
peers, their shared background leads to automatic thinking. In contrast, interacting
with diverse peers often creates a discontinuity [21] that unearths hidden assumptions—yielding more active, effortful and conscious thought [194]. This active and
effortful thinking improves academic performance and makes students more inclusive
and democratic [21].
Travel, and interacting with geographically diverse people, similarly induces active
thinking and reflection [192]. For instance, study-abroad programs result in deeper
knowledge and understanding—especially about culture and international affairs—and
greater self confidence [195].
The benefits of interacting with geographically diverse peers arise from differences in
experiences and thinking. Examples of these differing experiences include stark differences in population density, income and educational systems [196]. People from
different parts of the world have different cultural values, reasoning, and preferred
learning methods. For instance, cultures differ in their emphasis of individuality versus
interdependence [197], [198] and holistic versus analytical thinking [199]. These differences impact cognition. For example, when cultures encourage people to consider
objects in relation with their context, they more often apply analogical thinking. By
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Figure 45: Talkabout discussion timeline: (a) Instructors enter a discussion agenda, and times for the discussion. (b) Students pick their preferred time. (c) When they log on to Talkabout at their selected time,
Talkabout assigns them to a group, and creates a private hangout. (c) Students show up at their selected
time, and enter the discussion.

contrast, when people consider objects in isolation, they more often apply categorical
rules [199].
To maximize the benefits of diversity, prior work emphasizes two factors: the numeric
representation of diverse groups (structural diversity); and the number of settings that
students interact in (experiential diversity) [49]. Ideally, students must meet frequently, and with equal status, in situations where collaboration is necessary and stereotypes
are disconfirmed [50], and where differing views are welcomed [51].
Informed by this research, Talkabout forms geographically diverse discussion groups,
and encourages fluid roles and consensus-based decisions that emphasize equality.
Furthermore, Talkabout contributes a curriculum where students can question stereotypes and compare their views to their peers.
In most current online classes, students’ opportunities for discussions with diverse
peers are limited to text-based forums. Such asynchronous text channels inhibit trustformation [200] and open-ended discussion [201]. Synchronous channels, such as video, improve participants’ sense of belonging and willingness to collaborate [202].
Channels such as video which support multimodal communication and nonverbal cues
are also better suited to ambiguous discussions [203] and complex sense-making
[204]. For these reasons, Talkabout leverages synchronous, small-group video discussions to encourage meaningful, open-ended dialogue.
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Massive scale presents both a formidable challenge and a powerful opportunity for
online education. Prior work encouraging unstructured discussion failed to find an
improvement in students’ sense of community or academic achievement [205]. More
systematically structured approaches have enjoyed greater success. One example is the
use of rater redundancy and short exercises that create micro-expertise in peer review:
with this structure, peers can provide expert-quality assessment and feedback [37], and
act as mentors [206]. Talkabout introduces a structured interaction and curriculum that
leverages diversity.

Coordinating global small-group discussion
The Talkabout interface guides instructors through setting up their course on Talkabout, and creating a structured discussion agenda for students (Figure 45a). This agenda is displayed throughout the discussion.
Students choose a discussion time from the published set (Figure 45b), up to a week in
advance. As students log in at their selected time, Talkabout assigns them to groups
(instructor can choose group size between 2 and 9). Talkabout has several policies for
group assignment; by default it assigns arriving students to a group until it reaches its
size limit; then it starts a new group. Other policies, discussed later, explicitly factor
geographic location into group assignment. Discussions occur through the Google
Hangouts platform for multi-person video and audio chat. For each group, Talkabout
creates a discussion session exclusively for the assigned participants. Discussion
groups exist only for the duration of the discussion session. If students participate in
multiple discussion sessions—even in the same course and on the same topic—they
are likely to have different partners, because grouping depends on students’ arrival
order. Consequently, students hear different ideas and experiences each time.
During discussions, the Talkabout Hangout application shows the instructor’s discussion agenda on the left and the video chat on the right. An agenda typically includes
suggested discussion topics or activities (Figure 44, Figure 47).
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Assignment by arrival yields diverse
groups
To quantify the geographic diversity in discussions, we aggregate countries into eight
geographical regions, and count the number of regions in each discussion. Five regions are from the World Bank’s classification [207]: Eastern Europe and Central
Asia (primarily the former Soviet bloc), East Asia and Pacific (mainly China, Japan,
Korea, and South-east Asia), South Asia (mainly the Indian subcontinent), Latin America and the Caribbean (Americas except the US and Canada), Middle East and North
Africa, and Sub-Saharan Africa. The World Bank only classifies middle- and lowincome countries, so we added three other regions: North America (US and Canada),
Western Europe, and South Pacific (primarily Australia and Polynesia).
Across seven classes and the first 3,200 participants, allocating six-person groups by
arrival order yielded discussions with a median of four global regions (Figure 46b),
and a median of five countries (Figure 46a). The median pair-wise distance between
discussants was approx. 6,600km (4,100 mi): more than the distance between New
York and London.

Structuring Talkabout discussions
Our early experiences with Talkabout, as well as prior work, suggest that it is critical
to co-design curricular strategies with educational interaction design. In particular,

Figure 46: Across classes (a) Students from many countries participate in each six-person discussion (b) These
students aren't just from neighboring countries, they are globally distributed.
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scripts for discussion have a major impact on student engagement and learning [208].
Talkabout succeeds best when discussions create opportunities to highlight students’
diverse experiences. Based on prior work, we developed three strategies to create discussion scripts or agendas, and refined them through deployments in seven massive
classes. Figure 47 shows these strategies embodied in an excerpt from an Irrational
Behavior agenda (the complete agenda is in Supplementary Materials). We discuss
each strategy in turn.

Create opportunities for self-reference
Self-reference, when students actively relate class content to their own experiences
and perspectives, increases concept elaboration, memory organization, and knowledge
retention [54]. Talkabout agendas that employ self-reference ask students to share personal examples that embody class concepts. Self-reference is especially effective when
students feel safe in discussing personal experiences. Talkabout groups are small by
Are you irrational?
Are your parents? Friends? Enemies? Frenemies? What

Create opportu-

cases can you think of where the people around you

nities for self-

exhibit some of the irrational tendencies that Dan de-

reference

scribes in his lectures?
Decision Illusions.

Refer to class

What “decision illusions” do you see in the real world?

concepts, but

Do any current events come to mind where decision

don’t elaborate.

makers have been influenced by their environments?

Students act as

Subtle Influences.

mediators.

What subtle influences in the consumer environment

Use boundary

might have an effect on your purchases? What could you

objects to facili-

do to counteract these influences, or push your behavior

tate comparison

in the desired direction? …
Figure 47: Excerpt from discussion agenda in an Irrational Behavior discussion, showing examples of discussion-structuring strategies (highlighted)
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design to encourage self-disclosure [209]. As each person shares with the group, it
encourages peers to likewise disclose [210].
The globally distributed nature of discussions amplifies the benefits of sharing selfreferential frames. After a discussion on prejudice in Social Psychology, one student
wrote, “I think this may have been the first time the lady from Saudi Arabia had spoken to a Jew [referring to himself]”, showing her a different viewpoint. He added, “I
told her about the prejudice from Christians I experienced growing up in [US state] in
the 40's and the effect of segregation on blacks,” reflecting on his own experience.
Students may see different self-referential frames with different groups. For instance,
even though Social Psychology had only one Talkabout discussion (with multiple
slots), 454 out of 2,553 participants in the Social Psychology class voluntarily attended multiple timeslots.

Highlight viewpoint differences using boundary objects
Talkabout prompts aim to make the differences between students’ perspectives salient.
This encourages additional self-reference and re-evaluation of previously held theories, which in turn leads to deeper understanding [211].
To highlight differences, Talkabout discussion agendas call out boundary objects
across geographical contexts. Boundary objects are objects or concepts that maintain
their integrity across communities, and yet can be interpreted differently in different
communities [212]. Everyday concepts, such as governments, companies/organizations or current events can serve as boundary objects. For instance, one
student noted how discussing a ‘recent event’ yielded new perspective: “we were …
joined by [a] Syrian. She provided…insight of the situation in Syria and how the media is exaggerating it… and how the society was quite liberal on Islamic practices
(such as wearing the hijab).”

Leverage students as elaborators and mediators
When a prompt says less, students sometimes say more. Rather than reviewing every
relevant concept, Talkabout discussion agendas reference concepts from class without
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any reminders of what they mean. These underspecified references lead students who
have learned these concepts to elaborate, and to act as mediators with students who
would have otherwise not understood them. This is similar to highly effective offline
strategies like jigsaw classrooms, which also rely on peer-mediated learning and contact with dissimilar peers [29].
Creating opportunities for mediation also encourages students to ask about other class
concepts they haven’t understood. For instance, the Organizational Analysis class used
“white flight” (a large-scale migration of white Americans to suburbs in the 1950s) as
an example of an organizational problem faced by cities. In one Talkabout discussion
session, we observed an American student translate the key ideas in this example to a
European classmate by making an analogy to intra-European migration.

The anatomy of a Talkabout discussion
What is the nature of a Talkabout discussion session? We observed and recorded
twelve Talkabout discussion sessions in Organizational Analysis. An abridged transcript from an Organizational Analysis class is in Supplementary Materials. Talkabout
discussion sessions followed a pattern with clear roles and norms.

Discussions follow a distinct conversational pattern
Talkabout discussion sessions usually began with introductions. Since none of the
participants knew each other, introductions were fairly formal and detailed. Participants typically shared their first name, their country of residence, and a brief description of their job. Because some participants arrived late to their session, this introduction phase was often repeated.
During these introductions, an informal moderator usually emerged (Refer to Appendix 1 for examples). Moderators often had experience with video-conferencing and a
high-bandwidth connection. They exhibited leadership behaviors such as asking participants to introduce themselves, or even explicitly asking to moderate the conversation (e.g. “Shall I lead the conversation?”)
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After introductions, the informal moderator drew the group’s attention to the instructor-provided discussion agenda. Even though agendas sometimes suggested a particular discussion order, participants did not follow it exactly. Instead, they would interpret the agenda for the major theme it embodied, and negotiate what they discussed
first. Once students finished discussing a particular prompt, they returned to the agenda to decide the next topic.
While Talkabout discussion sessions were designed to last 30 minutes, the median
length of the discussion was 58 minutes (Figure 48). With these longer discussions,
students discussed topics that were marked optional, or chose to discuss two topics
when the agenda asked only one etc. Many groups also spoke about the class in general after the assigned topics. Conversations typically ended soon after the informal
moderator (or a talkative speaker) left the discussion, or when no one in the group
suggested a topic to discuss next. As they left, participants often shared how they enjoyed talking to the group, or taking the class. Moderators sometimes encouraged the
group to stay in touch after the discussion (e.g. “With the other hangouts, we all added
each other on LinkedIn… I’ve already added [name]. If you’d like, feel free to add
me.”)

Speakers and spectators
Students seemed to decide early on whether they primarily wanted to speak during the
discussion (“speakers”), or listen to the discussion (“spectators”). Spectators often
signaled their intent by muting their microphones (this showed a “microphone muted”

Figure 48: Across classes, students participated in discussions much longer than instructions indicated.
The solid red line is the recommended duration for discussion (30 min), the dashed line is the median
discussion time (58 min).
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icon to others in the discussion).
Speakers tended to be native English speakers or have faster Internet connections.
Their discussion was conversational, with overlapping turns similar to face-to-face
conversation. Spectators spoke less frequently with longer non-overlapping turns, but
were not passive participants. When spectators had trouble finding the right words
(e.g., if they were non-native speakers), speakers often suggested words, or encouraged them to continue.
Participants with low-bandwidth connections generally assumed the spectator role and
often used the text chat feature in the Google Hangout to “speak” in the discussion.
Speakers (usually the moderator) would notice the text, and speak it aloud to the other
participants. Both speakers and spectators used text-chat to demonstrate active listening without interrupting the speaker via audio (for example, a student wrote, “Working
in [company] must be really cool. Thanks for sharing :)”).
A shared video channel forces a single conversation. Still, students sometimes used
text-chat as a way for non-discussion related talk, such as exchanging contact information or LinkedIn profiles.

Study 1: Do discussions help performance?
It is not obvious that the benefits of peer discussions [213], [214] would transfer to an
online environment. In these environments, peers have vastly different backgrounds
and no prior interaction with each other. Therefore, our first study measures the benefits of participation in online discussions. Later experiments measure how these benefits vary with geographic diversity in discussion groups.
With many educational practices, it is difficult to draw a causal link between participation and student learning. For instance, students may self-select to participate. To
combat this bias, we use a control condition in which interested students are actively
prevented from discussing. Furthermore, we use an intention-to-treat analysis that
recognizes that some students will not participate, even when given the opportunity.
Therefore, this analysis asks: after controlling for students that don’t discuss given an
opportunity, are discussions effective? Such analysis is common in clinical trials,
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where patients that are randomly assigned to a treatment group are included in the
analysis even if they do not take their medication. Because intention-to-treat analyses
take non-compliance into account, they result in conservative estimates of a drug’s
effectiveness.

Method: wait-list control
In a between-subjects experiment, we randomly assigned students in the Organizational Analysis class on Coursera to either a Discussion condition, or to a Wait-list condition. This assignment occurred when they signed up for a discussion time on Talkabout, after consenting to participate in the study.
Students in the Discussion condition were allowed to participate in discussions starting in Week 1, while those on the wait-list were not allowed to participate in discussions until Week 5. This setup results in two discussion opportunities (Week 1 and
Week 3) where a subset of students was prevented from participating. Even though
some participants in the Discussion condition did not attend discussion, they were
included in the intention-to-treat analysis.

Hypotheses and measures
We hypothesized that participating in a Talkabout discussion session would motivate
students to engage with other course components. Prior work similarly finds that discussions motivate students to engage with in-person classes [214]. To measure engagement, we check whether the student participated in the course quiz due the day
after discussion. Recall that participation in MOOCs is entirely voluntary, and several
classes have battled with attrition [215]. Quizzes are a high-effort activity that most
MOOC learners don’t participate in: only 22.8% of students who watched a lecture
video also participated in a quiz. This makes quizzes suitable as a high-effort engagement measure [205], [216].
We further hypothesized that students in the Discussion condition would do better on
the quiz, aided by the self-reference, reflection and revision of class concepts.
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Participants
Overall, 1,002 students were assigned to the Discussion condition, and 122 to the
Wait-list condition. We used an unbalanced design to maximize the number of students who benefited from discussions. Of those in the discussion condition, 397 attended a discussion.

Results: Discussion increases class participation, marginally improves grades
Students in the Discussion condition were more likely to take the quiz. A logistic regression indicated that odds of taking the quiz were 1.46 times higher for the Discussion condition (Wald z*=1.97, p<0.05). Students in the Discussion condition also did
marginally better on the quiz (t(1122) = 1.89, p=0.06)8. The average improvement was
16.7%.
Thus, even accounting for students who do not follow through, discussions help students stay engaged in the course and perform better on related assessments.
While Talkabout participation improves engagement, this effect seems short-lived.
Students who participate in a Talkabout one week are not more likely to participate in
the quiz the following week: Wald z*=1.61, p=0.10. We also found no significant
improvement in quiz scores for the quiz due the following week.
Would participating in multiple Talkabout discussion sessions improve these shortterm benefits? As is typical with online classes, many students shopped the first
weeks, and only 113 students in the discussion condition attended the second discussion (397 attended the first week). Therefore, our intention-to-treat analysis lacks the
statistical power to capture any benefits of participating in multiple discussions. Also,
while the wait-list design can control for intent to participate, students who actually
participate in discussions may still differ from those who don’t (e.g. they could be

8

While only marginally significant (p<0.10), we include this result because it is suggests opportunities
for future work.
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more motivated). An intention-to-treat analysis estimates effects by assuming participants’ distribution (e.g., for motivation) are similar in the wait-list and treatment
groups due to randomized assignment, but this experiment does not verify this assumption.
The results of this study suggest that performance on class quizzes may improve even
with limited participation, and that discussions improve student engagement. Do these
effects depend on the participants in the discussion? Given our hypothesis that geographic diversity should help learning, our next study investigates the effect of discussants’ geographic diversity on course performance.

Study 2: Does diversity help performance?
Study 1 established that participating in Talkabout discussions improves class engagement. Is geographic diversity causing this effect? In a second, between-subjects
experiment, Talkabout’s group-assignment algorithm randomly assigned students either to a single-region group or a multi-region group. Participants regions were determined by the five World Bank regions, as well as three regions to capture North
America, Western Europe and the South Pacific. The Same-region condition grouped
students with others from their region. The Multi-region condition grouped students
from anywhere in the world. We discarded data from the South Pacific region because
it had few participants.

Participants and setup
55 students in the Organizational Analysis class participated. When students logged on
to the site, we recorded their IP address, found their location based on IP, and randomly assigned them to the Multi-region high-diversity or the Same-region low-diversity
condition. Students were then grouped into discussion groups with a maximum of six
participants.

Measures
To measure conceptual understanding, we invited students to fill out a questionnaire
immediately after the discussion; 43 participated. We asked students to answer to the
best of their ability, but informed them that their answer would not affect their course
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grade. This survey had one open-ended question which required critical thinking and
an understanding of concepts discussed in the session (“Where would you want to
position yourself if you wanted leverage over the flow of "information" in a social
network—centrally, peripherally, or in a bridging position. Why?”). We scored this
question in consultation with the teaching assistant of the course. The average score
was 47% (combining both conditions). We use students’ grade in a prior class quiz as
a measure of prior performance (we ignore data from one participant, who did not
complete the quiz). The questionnaire also asked questions about how much they liked
their discussion, and how much they felt they learned from it.

Hypothesis
Students in the Multi-Region, high-diversity, condition were exposed to more contrasting viewpoints and self-reference than discussions in low-diversity groups. Thus,
we hypothesized that members of more geographically diverse groups would have
higher scores on the post-questionnaire.

Manipulation check
The median number of countries in the same-region condition was two (both from the
same geographical region), while the median in the multiple-region condition was 4.
Does large geographical distance imply a diverse group? Some World Bank regions
are large, so we examined if multi-region groups had more differing national viewpoints than same-region groups, taking into account how economic opportunities and
educational experience influence everyday experience [217], as do cultural values
[198].
We used each participant’s country to map them onto diversity attributes used in cultural psychology and political science. We use countries as our unit of analysis because they have a consistent typology of collectivistic or individualistic culture [189],
organizational attitudes such as inter-personal dependence and criteria for fulfillment
[218], economic development [190] and life expectancy [219]. While each country is
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diverse, within-country differences are smaller than between-country differences
[189], making this by-country analysis feasible.
We compared countries of participating students on three dimensions: cultural values,
income, and pupil-teacher ratios in primary school. As a measure of cultural values,
we used the mean overall secular values for each country from the World Values Survey [220]. Countries with lower scores have societies that emphasize religion, traditional family values, and collectivistic thinking. The average pair-wise difference between participants’ countries on the overall secular values scale was lower in the
same-region condition than in the multi-region condition, Wilcoxon W=407.5, p<0.05
(same-region mean: 0.022, equivalent to the difference between the US and Romania,
multi-region mean: 0.031, equivalent difference: US and Thailand).
Students’ countries in the Multi-region condition had marginally higher differences in
income levels compared to those in the Same-region condition (t(74)=1.81, p=0.07;
log-transformed because income distribution is log-normal [221]). Using data from the
World Bank [207], the median per-capita annual income differed on average by
$8,120 (PPP) in the same-region condition, approximately the difference between the
US and Canada. The average difference in the multi-region condition was $20,495
(PPP), approximately the difference between the US and Israel.
Lastly, students’ countries in the multi-region condition had greater pairwise variation
in educational experience, as reflected in primary school pupil-teacher ratios
(t(74)=2.00, p<0.05). Using World Bank data [207], the median differences in the
pupil-teacher ratios in the same-region condition were 2.91 (approximately the difference between schools in the US and Canada), while the median difference in the multi-group condition was 5.91 (the difference in schools between the US and Russia).
Collectively, these analyses suggest that multi-region groups brought more diverse
experiences and backgrounds to their discussions.
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Results: Students in diverse groups perform better
On a 7-point Likert scale question, students in the high-diversity condition rated their
discussion as more enjoyable than those in low-diversity (Mann-Whitney U=140.5, p<
0.05). They also reported learning marginally more from their discussion partners on a
different 7-point Likert scale (Mann-Whitney U=160.5, p = 0.08).
Based on the grades in the post-quiz, an ordinary-least-squares linear model showed
that after controlling for prior performance, students in the high-diversity condition
out-performed those in the low-diversity condition, (β=0.41, F(1,37)=2.31, p<0.05,
adjusted R2=0.11). A post-hoc comparison also found that students in discussions with
more countries did better in both conditions. Using an ordinary-least-squares linear
model, we found that the number of countries in the discussion was predictive of the
quiz score (β=0.15, F(1,36) = 2.57, p<0.01, adjusted R2= 0.14).
This result suggests that even countries in the same geographical region add meaningful diversity. This may be because regions are too large and diverse (e.g. the Latin
America and Caribbean region has 35 countries). Therefore, counting countries rather
than regions may provide a better measure of diversity.
However, this experiment only measures the immediate effects of diversity in a single
class. Do geographically diverse discussions have a longer-term effect, and do these
benefits generalize across classes? We now describe a longitudinal deployment that
evaluates the effect of diverse discussions on grades in actual course tests over periods
of weeks.

Study 3: Large scale field experiment
In Study 3, we sought to confirm and expand upon Study 2’s diversity effect across
more classes and with more students. In doing so, we trade off some of Study 2’s experimental control in exchange for a much larger sample. We conducted our experiment across two large online classes, Organizational Analysis and Social Psychology.
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Participants
In the Social Psychology class, 2,025 students participated. In the Organizational
Analysis, 397 students participated.
All students in the Organizational Analysis class who wanted to participate in discussions used Talkabout. By the instructor’s request, the Social Psychology class also
allowed students to choose an in-person discussion instead. In-person discussants received the same discussion agenda and directions as online discussants. 2,037 students reported participating in an in-person discussion. Except for qualitative comparisons between online and in-person discussions, we ignore their data. It is possible that
online discussions attracted students who believed they would benefit more from a
diverse discussion. However, the main results of this study were consistent across both
classes.

Method
Similar to Study 2, Talkabout grouped students into discussions. However, students
were not explicitly grouped into high- and low-diversity conditions. Instead, this study
used a simpler approach where Talkabout collected participants in order of arrival.
When a group had six students, Talk-about launched a new group. This setup assigns
participants to diversity levels in a random fashion. Participants in both classes had no
control over who their discussion partners were, and therefore had no control over the
level of geographic diversity in their discussion.
The two classes implemented different schedules for their discussions. Social Psychology held discussions for one week at the end of class, two weeks before the final
exam. Organizational Analysis had discussions throughout the class, starting from the
first week. This variety allows us to understand the effect of Talkabout both for highly
motivated students who remain active at the end of class, and for enthusiastic, but potentially uncommitted learners.

Hypotheses and Measures
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We hypothesized that participating in more geographically diverse Talkabout discussions would lead to better course performance, as students became more active thinkers through conversations with diverse students. In addition, given our results in Study
1, we hypothesized that students in more diverse discussions early in the class would
stay engaged with the class for longer.
To measure geographic diversity, we use the number of countries in a discussion as a
coarse but useful metric. While students using Talkabout may be systematically different from the median resident of their country (they can afford an Internet connection), national cultures still importantly shape their thoughts and actions [222].
To measure performance, in Social Psychology, we used the final exam score. The
final exam was a 50 multiple-choice question test (see Appendix 2 for a sample of
questions). The instructor created this exam independently with no input from the research team. The Organizational Analysis class had weekly quizzes due every Sunday,
which we use as a performance measure. The instructor independently created these
quizzes in a previous run of the class (before Talkabout was designed), and they were
used unchanged in the experimental class. The first Talkabout session was one day
before the first quiz was due. We analyze the first two weeks’ quizzes. The first quiz
had 19 multiple-choice questions; the second had 16 (see Appendix 2). Finally, both
classes invited students to participate in a post-discussion survey about their experience.

Analysis procedure
For both classes, we built an ordinary-least-square linear regression for performance
based on the number of countries in the discussion. Because the number of discussants
and number of countries is collinear (R2=0.81 and 0.88 in the two classes), we only
analyzed groups of six students. We controlled for each student’s prior performance in
class if any previous quizzes had occurred. Our model for the first week’s quiz in Organizational Analysis had no measure for prior performance (model R2=0.003). The
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model for the second quiz (R2 = 0.11) used the score in the first quiz as a priorperformance metric. The model for the Social Psychology class (R2=0.05) used a student’s total grade in all assignments before the final exam as a prior-performance metric.

Results
Our analysis finds support for the first hypothesis: students perform better on tests
after a more geographically diverse discussion. We find no support for our second
hypothesis that diverse discussion improves retention in the long-term.

High-diversity discussions improve scores
In both classes, more diverse discussions led to higher exam grades (Table 10). In Social Psychology, on the final exam out of 50 points, each additional country adds an
approximate β=1.78 points (2.4% of the final grade) to a student’s final exam score
(t(129)=1.78, p=0.01). In Organizational Analysis, on the Week 2 quiz out of 16
points, each additional country yields β=0.39 points (3.6%) to the quiz score
(t(110)=2.03, p<0.05). However, from the model for the Week 1 quiz (without a priorβ

F

p-value
2

Organizational Analysis: Week 1 Quiz (R = 0.003)
Intercept

15.7

21.51

<0.001

Number of Countries

0.11

0.76

0.46
2

Organizational Analysis: Week 2 Quiz (R = 0.11)
Intercept

8.11

4.33

<0.001

Week 1 grade (z-scored)

0.78

2.81

< 0.001

Number of countries

0.39

2.03

0.02

Social Psychology: Final Examination (R2 = 0.05)
Intercept

27.20

7.00

<0.001

Pre-final grade (z-

0.91

1.30

0.19

1.78

2.34

0.01

scored)
Number of countries

Table 10: After controlling for prior performance, more countries in a discussion lead to better grades, in
both Social Psychology and Organizational Analysis.
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performance measure), we do not see any significant effect of diversity on score. Prior
performance helps capture sufficient variation to make diversity statistically distinguishable from a null hypothesis.

Benefits of diverse discussions last roughly two weeks
In the Organizational Analysis class, while geographic diversity leads to better quiz
scores one week after discussion (Week 2 quiz), we did not find any significant effects
into Week 3. Similarly, we built an ordinary-least-squares linear model for predicting
how many weekly quizzes a student would participate in, based on the number of
countries in their first discussion. We found no significant effect (t(130) = -0.49, R2 <
0.001). Similar to results from Study 2, this suggests that the benefits of a diverse discussion only persist for a short duration.

Geographic diversity leads to new perspectives
Post-discussion, a survey asked participants about the best part of their discussion.
Two independent raters coded 100 responses about whether comments mentioned participant diversity: 51% mentioned it (Cohen’s κ =0.7, z=7.04, p< 0.001). Students
noted that diversity yielded different experiences and examples and perspectives,
which challenged ones held by students. A Social Psychology student wrote how they
learned that “…in China it is a custom for married women to keep their surnames, thus
I [now] think women changing their surnames when married in other countries has
something to do with sexism.” An Organizational Analysis student said, “It was interesting to hear about organizations in Australia, Ukraine, Israel, Indonesia, and Canada.
Similar issues appear everywhere regarding decision-making”

Gender representation does not influence scores
In prior work, the proportion of females participants affected collaborative group outcomes [223]. However, in our study, female participation did not affect performance
after controlling for the number of countries in each group. Adding the proportion of
female participants to the Organizational Analysis class model for the Week 2 quiz did
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not improve model fit, and the effect of gender was not significant: t(100)=1.1,
p=0.26. The Social Psychology class shows a similar non-significant effect:
t(128)=0.62, p=0.53.

Other non-significant factors
We test the following variables in isolation; all were non-significant with p>0.50. We
found no significant effect of the arrival order of participants on either the diversity in
their group, or the benefits of diversity on course grades. We also find no evidence
that diverse discussions had larger benefits for either gender. Finally, there was no
significant correlation between how early students signed up for a discussion and their
benefits.

Other measures of geographic diversity
The results of our analysis were consistent when we used other measures such as the
pairwise distance between participants’ locations. We use the number of countries
while describing results because it is more interpretable.

Limitations
This experiment included two classes, Social Psychology and Organizational Analysis.
Both classes used Talkabout in discussions focused on critical thinking and sensemaking. As such, evidence that geographically diverse discussions improve engagement and learning may not generalize to classes that emphasize procedural knowledge
(e.g. Corporate Finance), or classes where benefits from global perspectives are smaller (e.g. physics). That said, even the most procedural topics require critical thinking
and judgment, and as many instructors have found, topics like physics that seemingly
don’t benefit from global perspectives may still benefit from discussions [224], [225].
Geographic diversity encodes many other kinds of diversity, e.g., economic opportunities, cultural values, and education experience. Each of these dimensions may have
differing benefits for online classes. Future work could build theory that differences
matter when.
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Study 1: Discussion participation with a wait-list control
Participating in a video discussion with peers increases participation in quizzes and marginally improves performance.
Study 2: Controlled manipulation of geographic diversity
Students in high geographic diversity discussion groups perform higher.
Study 3: Large-scale study of geographic diversity
High geographic diversity discussions lead to improved short-term performance in two classes, but do not improve multi-week retention.
Table 11: Summary of experimental results

Discussion
It can be difficult to demonstrate measurable learning effects using design interventions in online courses. For example, while it is possible to increase student involvement in forums [226], improving grades and retention has remained challenging [205],
[216]. However, Talkabout increases both learning and engagement (Table 11). One
reason for this improvement may be that Talkabout developed a pedagogical approach
alongside the software. In pilots without meaningfully structured discussions, it fared
poorly. Furthermore, Talkabout builds a social environment and an opportunity for
reflection. It does this via a medium that is known to build trust [200] and is suited for
open-ended discussions [201], such as those leading to sense-making [204].
Geographic diversity's direct effect is in students meeting people from other world
regions. It is associated with changes in several other diversity measures (e.g., cultural
values, economic opportunity, and educational experience). This chapter demonstrates
that geographic diversity indeed impacts these other measures. However, there may be
other causal pathways involved. It is possible that students who differ in geographical
location still have similar socio-economic backgrounds, and students who live very
close may be very different. Future work can develop more nuanced diverse experiences.
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Talkabout also points to the benefits of using video for geographically diverse discussions. Video conferencing creates a middle ground of immersion in another culture.
With complete immersion in an in-person setting, the norms and views of the majority
are pervasive [227], [228]. Students with a minority viewpoint in a fully-immersive
experience may find themselves confronted with the choice to either embrace the majority culture (suppressing their own), or reject it and flounder [229]. On the other
hand, with the minimal immersion, say, of lectures, students may ignore alternate
viewpoints as a mere academic exercise. Video-conferencing may occupy an attractive
middle ground: it is interactive, compelling students to engage with their diverse
classmates and reflect upon their contact [192]. One student told us in an interview,
“Talkabout helps bring the class together -- it makes the learning tangible and real…you are interacting with other people, who are experiencing a lot of different
things.”
Video-based discussions are not without their problems today. Some countries (e.g.,
Iran) restrict access to Google Hangouts, low-bandwidth connections degrade the student experience, and installing video-conferencing software remains challenging for
some students. However, these technological limitations are likely to lessen as bandwidth becomes more plentiful and software comes pre-installed.

Comparing in-person and online discussions
Recall that Social Psychology allowed students to choose to run their discussion in
person instead of online. Students participating in the in-person discussions often
turned to close friends and relatives. The shared context made the conversation friendlier. For instance, one participant remarked, “I really like the discussion because it was
with my friends… It was really easy to start the discussion.” In-person discussions
also had lower geographic diversity. One student summarized, “Being from the same
age group, social level and from the same community; we had very much similar
views about the topics in hand.” Students reported difficulties scheduling discussions
and keeping them on-topic. One remarked, “We had to reschedule a couple of times
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[before we could meet].” And with friends, “Turning a conversation towards a scientific discipline such as social psychology was hard and a bit artificial…” Another remarked, “Members were my family... and speaking about some things is not easy!”

The design space of online peer conversations
Talkabout currently implements a particular design for online discussions. To arrive at
this design, we explored a number of different decisions in this design space (Table
12).
	
  

Always-available discussions lack critical mass
Always-available and unscheduled discussions in classes may enable students to talk
with a remote partner whenever they have a question or thought. To test the feasibility
of this idea, we created a version of Talkabout where students could sign up for an
immediate discussion. If another student indicated their availability within the next
hour, Talkabout would email both to set up a discussion.
We tested this version in the Think Again philosophy and argumentation class over a
three-day period. Of the 2,940 who saw the opportunity, 54 students signed up. Unfortunately, only 5 students overlapped within the one-hour window. This suggests that
MOOCs attract many students, but their presence on the course site does not spontaneously overlap. Therefore, Talkabout instead adopts a bus stop model where discussions occur at regular time intervals, making critical mass more likely.

Students prefer to negotiate roles informally
Prior work suggests including a designated discussion facilitator to attend to group
dynamics in distributed discussions [230]. Could formal facilitators improve Talkabout discussions? We conducted a between-subjects experiment with two conditions
(n= 80) in the Organizational Analysis class. In the facilitator condition, all participants in a Hangout saw a button to volunteer to be a discussion facilitator. When a
student volunteered, the system would show them facilitation tips. Other participants
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Design Dimension

Choices

Same discussants every time?

Yes

Group size

Small

Discussion guidance

None

Guidelines and prompts

Scripts

Role negotiation

Instructor specifies

Technologically medi-

Informal

No

When possible
Large

ated
Discussion scheduling

On-demand any

Bus stop:

Same time every

time

regular intervals

week

Table 12: Talkabout's current implementation highlighted in dark blue, design choices that we found to be
worse are highlighted in (light) red.

saw a message that the volunteer was facilitating the discussion. In the control condition, students were not shown the button to volunteer. Of the 40 students in the facilitator condition, seven volunteered. An intention-to-treat analysis showed a trend toward students in the facilitation condition feeling the discussion was less motivating
(Mann-Whitney U = 191.5, p=0.09), and a trend toward less willingness to meet the
same group again (U=191.5, p=0.09). These results suggest that fluid negotiation of
moderation may work better than a formal facilitation role.

Rigidly enforced scripts lower satisfaction
Prior work in CSCL suggests that structuring collaboration between students using
instructions or scripts yields improved learning [208]. What is the right degree of
scripting? In a between-subjects experiment (n=82) in the Organizational Analysis
class, we explored the benefit of an enforced script. In this condition, Talkabout only
showed the current discussion topic, and participants needed to click a button to indicate completion and advance to the next topic. The control condition agenda showed
all topics at once.
Of the 50 students in the enforced-script condition, only 4 clicked the “next topic”
button even once. In the post-survey, students also reported they felt the discussion
was less motivating (Mann-Whitney U= 193, p=0.07), and that they were less willing
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to meet the same group again (U = 191.5, p= 0.08). This suggests that enforcing a discussion order may undermine the social benefits of Talkabout [231].

Same-partner discussions have inadequate participation
In the in-person classroom, it is common practice to assign students to groups with
fixed membership for the duration of a project or series of discussions throughout a
course [214]. Repeated interactions in such groups build trust and rapport [232]. By
contrast, non-persistent groups lack familiarity but expose students to different viewpoints.
In a between-subjects experiment in the Think Again class (n=522), we randomly assigned students to either a persistent or control condition. The persistent condition
assigned students to the same group for every discussion. The control condition assigned them to a group when they arrived to the site, as described previously. Students
in both conditions attended the same number of discussions (µ=0.46, t(522)=0.33,
p=0.73). However, as students dropped the class, the size of discussion groups in the
persistent condition kept shrinking until they were no longer viable. While 27% of the
control groups had at least 5 discussants, only 2% of the persistent groups did
(t(81)=4.67, p<0.001). Therefore, our discussion strategies structure discussions to
leverage changing partners. The next step might be to forge a middle ground where
Talkabout prefers familiar partners but adapts groups if previous partners drop out.

Conclusion
This chapter suggests that the geographic diversity in online classes can be an educational asset. Instead of becoming a handicap, distance can expose students to others
and to other ways of thinking. However, leveraging the diversity of online environments requires careful design. This chapter describes one such approach, Talkabout,
which uses video chat to create discussions between students across the world. Embracing and designing for diversity can enable other innovations. For instance, instructors could leverage students as co-creators and draw on students’ local observations to
showcase how course concepts arise differently around the world. Likewise, international relations or security courses might launch a global crisis simulation with each
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student representing their own region. These educational experiences offer a glimpse
of the potential of thinking “beyond being there” [42]. They are not just leveraging
geographic diversity—they would be impossible without it.
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Chapter 7
Adoption challenges for global
peer learning systems and how to
address them9
Many online classes use video lectures and individual student exercises to instruct and
assess students. While vast numbers of students log on to these classes individually,
many of the educationally valuable social interactions of brick-and-mortar classes are
lost: online learners are “alone together” [233]. This dissertation demonstrates how to
introduce social interactions into MOOCs.
Social interactions amongst peers improves conceptual understanding and engagement, in turn increasing course performance and completion rates [11, 20, 22, 26, 28].
Benefits aren’t limited to the present: when peers construct knowledge together, they
acquire critical-thinking skills crucial for life after school [237]. Common social learning strategies include discussing course materials, asking each other questions, and
reviewing each other’s work [238].
So far in this dissertation, we have discussed how to design systems for peer interactions that help students who use them learn better. But given that participation in
MOOCs is largely voluntary, how can we encourage students to use these systems in
the first place?

9

A version of this chapter was originally published as an article in the proceeding of the ACM Conference on Learning at Scale, 2015 as [292].
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Three impediments to adoption… and
remedies
Educational peer platforms connect students in massive online classes in order to discuss course topics, reflect on others’ ideas, and build esprit de corps [5, 23]. Over the
last two years, three challenges have consistently recurred as we have introduced peer
learning into massive online classes.
First, many courses falsely assume that students will naturally populate the peer learning systems in their classes: “build it and they will come”. This assumption often
seems natural; after all, students naturally engage with social networks such as Facebook and Twitter. However, students don’t yet know why or how they should take
advantage of peer learning opportunities. Peer learning platforms sit not in a social
setting, but in an educational setting, where participation is often effortful, and it may
take years for the benefits to become apparent.
Because benefits of participation are not immediately apparent, educational settings
has a different incentive structure than a socialization setting. For instance, many
American college graduates retrospectively credit their dorms as having played a key
role in their social development [240]. Yet, universities often have to require that
freshmen live in the dorms to ensure the joint experience. A similar reinforcing approach may be useful online, integrating peer-learning systems into the core curriculum and making them a required or extra-credit granting part of the course, rather than
optional “hang-out” rooms.
The second challenge is that students in online classes lack the ambient social encouragement that brick-and-mortar settings provide [241]. The physical and social configurations of in-person schools offer many opportunities for social encouragement (especially to residential students) [11, 22]. For example, during finals week, everyone else
is studying too. However, other students’ activity is typically invisible online, so students do not form the descriptive norms, or benefit from the encouragement of seeing
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others attend classes and study [13, 15]. We hypothesize that in the minimal social
context online, software and courses must work especially hard to keep students engaged through highlighting co-dependence and strengthening positive norms.
The third challenge is that instructors can, at best, observe peer interactions through a
cloudy telescope: summary statistics offer few visible signals beyond engagement
(e.g. course forum posts and dashboards) and demographics. Student information is
limited online [243], and knowing how to leverage what demographics instructors do
know is non-obvious. In-person, instructors use a lot of information about people to
structure interactions [244]. For example, instructors can observe and adapt to student
reactions while facilitating peer interactions. The lack of information in online classes
creates both pedagogical and design challenges [245]. For instance, in an online discussion, do students completely ignore the course-related discussion prompts and,
instead, talk about current events or pop culture? To address such questions, teachers
must have the tools to enable them to learn how to scaffold peer interactions from behind their computers.
This chapter addresses these three logistical and pedagogical challenges to globalscale peer learning (Figure 49). We suggest socio-technical remedies that draw on our
experience with two social learning platforms – Talkabout and PeerStudio – and with
our experience using peer learning in the classroom.
We report on these challenges with both quantitative and qualitative data. Quantitative
measures of efficacy include sign-up and follow-through rates, course participation
and activity, and participation structure and duration. Qualitative data includes students’ and instructors’ comments in surveys and interviews. We describe how peer
learning behavior varies with changing student practices, teacher practices, and course
materials.
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How students use two peer learning platforms
Below, we provide an overview of the two peer systems that form the basis of this
chapter. The first, Talkabout (Chapter 6), brings students in MOOCs together to discuss course materials in small groups of four to six students over Google Hangouts
[239]. Currently, over 4,500 students from 134 countries have used Talkabout in 18
different online classes through the Coursera and Open edX platforms. Students join a
discussion timeslot based on their availability, and upon arriving to the discussion, are
placed in a discussion group; on average there are four countries represented per discussion group. We have seen that students in discussions with peers from diverse regions outperformed students in discussions with more homogenous peers, in terms of
retention and exam score [234]. We hypothesize that geographically diverse discussions catalyze more active thinking and reflection.
The second platform, PeerStudio (Chapter 5), provides fast feedback on in-progress
open-ended work, such as essays [37]. Over 4,000 students in two courses on Coursera
and OpenEdX have used PeerStudio. Students submit a draft, an essay for example,
and are then prompted to review two other drafts. After completing two reviews, they
can access the feedback on their essay. With PeerStudio, students can receive formative feedback on their draft work within hours. A randomized controlled experiment
showed students created better revisions when they have rapid feedback from their

Figure 49: The challenges and remedies of adoption of peer learning systems presented in this chapter.
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peers, on average 20 minutes in our deployments at scale.

Social capabilities do not guarantee social
use
Peer learning systems share many attributes with collaborative software more generally [246]. However, the additional features of the educational setting change users’
calculus. Throughout the deployments of our platforms, we’ve observed different approaches that instructors take when using our peer systems in their classes.
Often, instructors dropped a platform into their class, then left it alone and assumed
that students would populate it. For example, one course using Talkabout only mentioned it once in course announcements. Across four weeks, the sign-up rate was just
0.4%, compared to a more successful sign-up rate of 6.6% in another course; sign-up
rate being the number of students who signed up to participate in the peer system out
of the number of active students (students who watched a lecture video) in the course.
Low percentages represent conservative estimates as the denominator represents students with minimal activity. When this theme recurred in other Talkabout courses, it
was accompanied with the same outcome: social interactions languished. Why would
instructors who put in significant effort developing discussion prompts introduce a
peer learning system, but immediately abandon it?
Interviews with instructors suggested that they assumed that a peer system would behave like an already-popular social networking service like Facebook where people
come en masse at their own will. This point of view resonates with a common assumption that MOOC students are extremely self-motivated, and that such motivation
shapes their behavior [125], [247]. The assumption seemed to be that building a social
space will cause students to just populate it and learn from each other.
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However, peer-learning systems may need more active integration. The value of educational experiences is not immediately apparent to students, and those that are
worthwhile need to be signaled as important in order to achieve adoption.
Chat rooms underscored a similar point of the importance of pedagogical integration.
Early chat room implementations were easily accessible (embedded in-page near video lectures) but had little pedagogical scaffolding [248]. Later, more successful variants that strongly enforced a pedagogical structure were better received [249].

Peer software as learning spaces
Even the best-designed peer learning activities have little value unless students overcome initial reluctance to use them. Course credit helps students to commit, and those
who have committed, to participate. Consider follow-though rates for Talkabout: the
fraction of students who attend the discussion out of the students signed up for it. In an
international women’s rights course, before extra credit was offered, Talkabout follow-through rate was 31%. After offering extra credit, follow-through rate increased to
52%. Combined with other strategies from this chapter, we’ve seen formal incentives
raise follow-through rates up to 64% in other classes.
Faculty can signal to students what matters by using scarce resources like grade composition and announcements. We hypothesize that these signals of academic importance and meaning increase student usage. For example, in a course where the instructors just repeatedly announced Talkabout in the beginning, 6.6% of active students signed up, a large increase from the 0.4% sign-up rate when there was only one
mention of Talkabout.
We saw similar effects with PeerStudio. When participation comprises even a small
fraction of a student’s grade, usage increases substantially. In one class where
PeerStudio was optional, the sign-up rate was 0.8%. The fraction of users was six
times higher in another class where use of PeerStudio contributed to their grade: the
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Figure 50: Follow-through rate from 12 Talkabout courses increases as integration increases.

sign-up rate was 4.9%. To maintain consistency with insights from Talkabout, sign-up
rates for PeerStudio also represent the number of students who consented to participate in peer feedback activities out of the number of active students (students in the
course who watched a lecture video).
Students look up to their instructors, creating a unique opportunity to get and keep
students involved. One indicator of student interest is if they visited the Talkabout
website. Figure 4 shows Talkabout page views after instructors posted on the course
site discussing Talkabout, and a decrease in page views when no announcement is
made. Talkabout traffic was dwindling towards the end of the course, so the instructor
decided to offer extra credit for the last round of Talkabout discussions. During the
extra-credit granting Talkabout discussions, page views increase around twofold the
previous four rounds.
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To understand how pedagogical integration and incentives, and follow-through rate
interact, we divided 12 Talkabout courses into three categories, based on how well
Talkabout was incentivized and integrated pedagogically (see Figure 50). Courses that
never mentioned Talkabout or mentioned it only at the start of the course are labeled
“Low integration”. Such courses considered Talkabout a primarily social opportunity,
similar to a Facebook group. Few students signed up, and even fewer actually participated: the average follow-through rate was 10%. The next category, “Medium integration,” was well integrated but poorly incentivized, classes. These classes referred to
Talkabout frequently in announcements, encouraged students to participate, and had
well-structured discussion prompts, but they had no formal incentive. Such classes had
an average follow-through rate of 35%. Well-incentivized and integrated classes,
“High integration,” offered course extra credit for participation and continuously discussed Talkabout in course announcements, and averaged 50% follow-through rate.
This visualization highlights the pattern that the more integrated the peer learning platform is, the higher the follow-through rate is. We have found that offering even minimal course credit powerfully spurs initial participation, and that many interventions
neglect to do this. As one student noted in a post-discussion survey, “I probably
wouldn't have done it [a Talkabout session] were it not for the 5 extra credit points but
I found it very interesting and glad I did do it!”

Figure 51: When instructors highlight peer-learning software, students use it. Talkabout pageviews of a
women’s rights course. Instructor announcements are followed by the largest amount of Talkabout
pageviews throughout the course. R1 represents Round 1 of Talkabout discussions, and so on, with orange
rectangles framing the duration of each round. When instructor does not mention Round 4 and 6,
pageviews are at their lowest.
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The Talkabout course with the highest follow-through rate not only offered Talkabout
for extra credit, but also offered technical support, including a course-specific Talkabout FAQ (Talkabout has an FAQ but it is not course specific). Looking at the forums,
the role of the FAQ became apparent: many students posted questions about their
technological difficulties and the community TAs and even other students would direct students to this FAQ – loaded with pictures and step by step instructions to help
these students understand what Talkabout is and how it’s related to them. Moreover,
the course support team answered any questions that could not be answered by the
FAQ, ensuring that anyone who was interested in using the peer learning platform got
the chance to do so.
Going forward, online classes can also consider ways to accommodate students with
differing constraints from around the world. For instance, Talkabout is not available to
some students whose country (like Iran) blocks access to Google Hangouts. Other
students may simply lack sufficient reliable Internet bandwidth. One course offered
small-group discussions for credit that were held either online (with Talkabout) or inperson in order to combat this challenge. When the strongest incentives are impractical, courses can still improve social visibility to encourage participation.

Effects of limited social translucence
online
Online students are “hungry for social interaction” [247]. Especially in early MOOCs,
discussion forums featured self-introductions from around the world, and students
banded together for in-person meet-ups. Yet, when peer-learning opportunities are
provided, students don’t always participate in pro-social ways; they may neglect to
review their peers’ work, or fail to attend a discussion session that they signed up for.
We asked 100 students who missed a Talkabout why they did so. 18 out of 31 responses said something else came up or they forgot. While many respondents apologized to us as the system designers, none mentioned how they may have let down their
classmates who were counting on their participation. This observation suggests that
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social loafing may be endemic to large-scale social learning systems. If a student
doesn’t feel responsible to a small set of colleagues and the instructor instead diffuses
that responsibility across a massive set of peers, individuals will feel less compunction
to follow through on social commitments.
To combat social loafing, we might reverse the diffusion of responsibility by transforming it onto a smaller human scale. Systems that highlight co-dependence may be
more successful at encouraging pro-social behavior [250]. In a peer environment, students are dependent on each other to do their part for the system to work. Encouraging
commitment and contribution can help students understand the importance of their
participation, and create successful peer learning environments [245].

Norm-setting in online social interaction
Norms have an enormous impact on people’s behavior. In-person, teachers can act as
strong role models and have institutional authority, leading to many opportunities to
shape behavior and strengthen and set norms. Online, these opportunities diminish
with limited social visibility, but other opportunities appear, such as shaping norms
through system design. Platform designers, software and teachers can encourage peer
empathy and mutually beneficial behavior by fostering pro-social norms.

Figure 52: An email sent to students prior to their discussion, reminding them of the importance of their
attendance, increases follow-through rate 41%.
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Software can illuminate social norms online. For instance, PeerStudio reminds them of
the reciprocal nature of the peer assessment process when students provide scores
without written feedback (Figure 53).
As a different example, students that are late to a Talkabout discussion are told they
won’t be allowed to join the discussion, just as they’d not like to have a discussion
interrupted by a late classmate. Instead, the system provides them an option to reschedule. Systems need not wait until things go wrong to set norms. From prior work,
we know students are highly motivated when they feel that their contribution matters
[238], [251]. As an experiment, we emailed students in two separate Talkabout courses before their discussion saying that their peers were counting on them to show up to
the discussion (Figure 52). Without a reminder email, only 21% of students who
signed up for a discussion slot actually showed up. With a reminder email, this followthrough rate increased to 62%.

How could software and students together highlight codependence?
When few students are online, PeerStudio recruits reviewers by sending out emails to
students. Initially, this email featured a generic request to review. As an experiment,
we humanized the request by featuring the specific request a student had made. Immediately after making this change, review length increased from an average of 17 words
to 24 words.
Humanized software is not the only influencer: forum posts from students sharing
their peer learning experiences can help validate the system and encourage others to
give it a try. For example, one student posted: “I can't say how much I love discussions…and that's why I have gone through 11-12 Talkabout sessions just to know,
discuss and interact with people from all over the world.” Although unpredictable
[252], this word-of-mouth technique can be highly effective for increasing stickiness
[253]. When students shared Talkabout experiences in the course discussion forums
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(2000 posts out of 64,000 mentioned Talkabout, 3%), the sign-up rate was 6% (2037
students), and the follow-through rate was 63%. However, the same course offered a
year later, did not see similar student behavior (260 posts out of 80,000 mentioned
Talkabout, 0.3%). The sign-up rate was 5% (930 students) and follow-through rate
was 55%. Although influenced by external factors, this suggests that social validation
of the systems is important.

Leveraging students’ desire to connect globally
Increasing social translucence has one final benefit: it allows students to act on their
desire for persistent connections with their global classmates. For example, incorporating networking opportunities in the discussion agenda allocates times for students to
mingle: “Spend five minutes taking turns introducing yourselves and discussing your
background.” However, we note that this is not a “one-size-fits-all” solution: certain
course topics might inspire more socializing than others. For instance, in an international women’s rights course, 93% of students using Talkabout shared their contact
information with each other (e.g. LinkedIn profiles, email addresses), but in a course

Figure 53: When PeerStudio detects a review without comments, it asks the reviewer if they would like to
go back and improve their review by adding comments.
:
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on effective learning, only 18% did.

Designing and hosting interactions from afar
Like a cook watching a stew come to a boil and adjusting the temperature as needed,
an instructor guiding peer interactions in-person can modulate her behavior in response to student reactions. Observing how students do in-class exercises and assimilating non-verbal cues (e.g., enthusiasm, boredom, confusion) helps teachers tailor
their instruction, often even subconsciously [126].
By contrast, the indirection of teaching online causes multiple challenges for instructors. First, with rare exceptions [254], online teachers can’t see much about student
behavior interactively. Second, because of the large-scale and asynchronous nature of
most online classes, teachers can’t directly coach peer interactions. To extend – and
possibly butcher – the cooking metaphor, teaching online shifts the instructor from the
in-the-kitchen chef to the cookbook author. Their recipes need to be sufficiently standalone and clear that students around the globe can cook up a delicious peer interaction
themselves. However, most instructors lack the tools to write recipes that can be handed off and reused without any interactive guidance on the instructor’s part.

Writing recipes: scaffolding peer interactions from afar
Instructors using Talkabout early on often provided both too little student motivation
and discussion scaffolding, and usage was minimal [234]. These unstructured discussion likely did not increase students’ academic achievement or sense of community
[248]. However, amongst these early instructors, we noticed that discussions when
they did succeed, specifically targeted opportunities for self-referencing, highlighted
viewpoint differences using boundary objects, and leveraged students as mediators
[234].

Recipes are more successful if coupled with incentives
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Figure 54: Longer discussion agendas incentivize students to discuss longer, but only when they are
accompanied by course credit for participation.

Could other instructors successfully adopt these strategies? Before we built tools that
might help instructors adopt these strategies, we wondered if discussion guidance
alone predicted how long students discussed. To our surprise, we found that this is not
the case: discussion guidance is only improves engagement (i.e. how long students
discuss) if it is coupled with participation incentives, like course credit.
We split discussions into two categories: long and short discussion agendas, with 250
words as the threshold, and compared credit-granting and no credit discussions (Figure
54). All agendas asked students to discuss for 30 minutes. On average, students discussed for 31 minutes when given short agendas. Lengthier agendas had no effect
without credit: the average length of discussion was 30 minutes. However, those long
agendas that awarded credit successfully incentivized students to discuss longer: the
average discussion with credit was 49 minutes.

Software can focus instructor attention where it is most valuable
A massive online classroom is unfamiliar territory to instructors trained to teach in the
physical classroom. This unfamiliarity leads instructors to focus their energy on finely
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Figure 55: Most students discuss in the evening, but there are students that will discuss at all 24 hours
(this graph shows data from nine classes and 3400 students.)

crafting some aspects of interaction, while potentially ignoring other more important
aspects.
For example, time zones are a recurring thorn in the side of many types of global collaboration, and peer learning is no exception. Every Talkabout instructor was concerned about discussion session times and frequency, as this a major issue with inperson sections. Instructors often asked if particular times were good for students
around the world. Some debated: would 9pm Eastern Time be better than 8pm Eastern
Time, as more students would have finished dinner? Or would it be worse for students
elsewhere? Other instructors were unsure of how many discussions timeslots to offer.
One instructor offered a timeslot every hour for 24 hours because she wanted to ensure
that there were enough scheduling options. However, an unforeseen consequence of
this was that the participants were too spread out over the 24 discussions, and thus
some students were left alone.
Our data, however, suggests that this effort would be better spent scaffolding discussions with effective agendas instead: scheduling is simply less important. Most students prefer evenings for discussions. Yet, different students prefer different times,
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with every time of day being preferred by someone (Figure 9). In summary, these data
reflect how teachers’ experiences in in-person classrooms do not translate easily
online, and how tools can focus their attention on what does matter. We next consider
how we could support instructors while they work on what does matter.

Teaching teachers by example
Even fantastic pedagogical innovation can be hamstrung when there is a mismatch
between curricular materials and platform functionality. When curricula did not match
to the needs of the setting, the learning platforms languished. We emphasize the importance of teaching by example: creating designs and introductory experiences that
nudge instructors toward the right intuitions. While always true with educational innovation, the online education revolution is a particularly dramatic change of setting, and
instructor scaffolding is particularly important.
One of the most robust techniques we have found for guiding instructors is to provide
successful examples of how other teachers have used the learning platform. In many
domains, from design to writing research papers, a common and effective strategy for
creating new work is to template off similar work that has a related goal [255]. During
interviews with Talkabout instructors, a common situation recurred: the instructor was
having a hard time conceptualizing the student experience. Therefore, as an experiment, we walked an instructor through Talkabout – in a Talkabout – and showed an
excellent example agenda from another class. This helped onboard the new instructor
to working with Talkabout: she was able to use the example as a framework that she
could fill in with her own content (Figure 56).
We have also found example it useful to show instructors course announcements that
described Talkabout using layman’s terms with pictures of a Talkabout discussion. In
addition to helping instructors think of why students should participate in Talkabout in
their own class, these examples also spare them from having to describe the Talkabout
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system themselves. Most online students view course announcements, so a straightforward description can have large benefits.
One final way we have found examples to be valuable is to show instructors student
behaviors that were otherwise invisible. For example, we showed an instructor a video
clip of a Talkabout discussion along with a full discussion summary. In response, the
instructor said, “The most interesting point was around the amount of time each student spoke. In this case, one student spoke for more than half of the Talkabout. This
informs us to be more explicit with time allocations for questions and that we should
emphasize that we want students to more evenly speak.” By helping her visualize the
interactions, she was able to restructure her discussion prompts in order to achieve her
desired discussion goal; in this case, encouraging all students to have equally share
their thoughts.

Conclusion
This chapter provided evidence for three challenges to global-scale adoption of peer
learning, and offered three corresponding socio-technical remedies. We reflect on our
experience from developing, designing and deploying our social learning platforms:
Talkabout and PeerStudio, as well as our experience as teachers in physical and online
classes. We looked at student practices, teacher practices and material design, and

Example prompt

Instructor-created prompt

Figure 56: Good agendas for Talkabout provided students a choice of questions for each topic, as well as
a number of topics to choose from. Given examples of previous, successful discussions, instructors created prompts of their own that incorporated these best practices.
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assessed the relationship between those and peer learning adoption. When peer systems and curricula are well integrated, the social context is illuminated, and teachers’
and system designers’ intuitions for scaffolding are guided by software, students do
adopt these systems.
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Chapter 8
Unforeseen side effects of global
scale classrooms
The preceding chapters describe how software and pedagogy, when co-designed,
achieve a desired learning goal through peer interactions. However, these interactions
could sometimes also have unexpected side effects. This chapter discusses three examples of surprising side effects we have encountered. In hindsight, we were surprised
by these side effects because we did not fully understand the nature of the online classroom. By reporting on them, we hope to help systems builders consider aspects we
initially ignored, to encourage other researchers to report their failures, and to contribute to a fuller understanding of the online classroom.

Patriotic Grading
When we deployed our peer assessment system across many online classes, we observed that even though assessment was double blind (unless students explicitly wrote
in their name in their submission), students assessed peer work from their own country
higher than that from other countries. For example, in the HCI class, students in the
first iteration of the class scored work from their own country a mean of 3.6% higher
than work from other countries. Our data suggested this bias was not restricted to students residing in particular countries.
A patriotic grading bias penalizes students in countries with few peers, who are rated
mostly by peers in other countries. Ideally, we would like students to rate work all
peer work uniformly, so that students receives fair credit for their work. Understanding the reasons for a patriotic bias may help us design better assessment and create
better scaffolding that might help students see work of distant peers more fairly. Furthermore, understanding this bias may also contribute to an understanding of global
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learning. For example, people in different parts of the world have differing intuitions
of creativity and good design [256], and students may systematically prefer to solve
problems using well-defined rules, or by analyzing each instance of a problem separately depending on where they live [199]. Could patriotic grading help us understand
these norms better?
We studied patriotic biases by analyzing existing assessment data and through a series
of controlled experiments. Our analysis of existing data suggest that patriotic biases
are the result of students interpreting assignment instructions or submissions differently or of an implicit bias that causes students to rate work by “in-group” peers higher.
We then explored if changing superficial details of students’ submissions reduced this
bias through controlled experiments. These experiments suggest that the bias is robust
to superficial changes, and is perhaps caused by the actual content of student work.

Analysis of existing data: prevalence of bias and potential
causes
Patriotism is present across classes and cohorts
We first observed a “patriotic bias” was in the first two iterations of Human-Computer
Interaction class. Students in the first iteration of the class scored work from their own
country a mean of 3.6% higher than work from other countries, and 3.1% in the second iteration. Curious to see whether this held for other courses and domains, we
found a similar effect in Listening to World Music, by the University of Pennsylvania.
In this class, students scored work from their country a mean of 1.8% higher,
t(25095)=5.17, p<0.01.
While the magnitude of the bias varied across classes, these observations suggest that
the bias itself was not limited to a particular class or domain; rather, this bias might be
an effect of aspects of peer assessment that are common across classes. We considered
three causes in particular: 1) students in different parts of the world understood assignment/assessment instructions differently 2) students were unable to understand
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their distant peers’ work correctly because it used unfamiliar language or lacked local
relevance or 3) this bias was due to social-distance, with students subconsciously rating ‘in-group’ peers higher.

Differing understanding of instructions cause bias, better rubrics may
help reduce it
The bias in the second iteration of the HCI class was much smaller, even through the
demographics of the two iterations were strikingly similar (Figure 57). We wondered
whether redesigning rubrics and assignments caused this reduction.
In the third iteration of the class, we revised rubrics again, this time specifically looking for and eliminating colloquialisms, adding example work from outside the United
States, and improving clarity in response to student questions. In this third iteration,
students scored work from their own country a mean of only 1.5% higher than that
from other countries; t(58987)= 6.7, p<0.01. While not a controlled experiment, this
suggests that one potential reason for the bias was differently interpreted assignment
descriptions, which can be reduced with better rubrics.
Just like modifying assignments was correlated with a lower bias, we wondered,
would modifying student submissions have a similar effect? We tried two kinds of
modifications: first, we tried to reduce an “in-group” bias by reducing overt signals

Figure 57: The first two iterations of the online HCI class attracted students in remarkably similar
proportions from different geographical regions (more demographic data in Chapter 3.)
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that students lived in a particular country. Second, we tried to make submissions understandable more uniformly around the world by reducing colloquialisms and language flaws.

Patriotism signaling study: Would removing overt signals
of group belonging reduce bias?
In this experiment, we manually removed overt signals of origin by altering student
submissions. We randomly selected 50 student submissions, and manually changed
the names of every place mentioned in the submission to be a generic description. For
example, for a student submission from the San Francisco Bay Area, “San Francisco”
would be replaced by “nearby city”, “Foothill Community College” was replaced by
“local college”. In addition, we replaced personal names by generic descriptors. For
example “My friend, Joe” was replaced by “my friend”, “I observed my sister Maria”
became “I observed my sister”. We focus on removing signals of strong group membership instead of making student work appear “in-group” because different raters
assess the same work around the world, and our current experimentation platform
doesn’t allow showing a different version of work depending on the viewing student.
If successful in reducing bias, this redaction could be automated based on Named Entity Recognition, which now works robustly even with noisy data [257].
We now describe an experiment that compares peer biases for these depersonalized
submissions with the original submission.

Participants
This experiment was conducted in the third iteration of the Human-Computer Interaction class. Students could consent to sharing their peer assessment data when they
submitted an assignment (roughly a week before peer assessment started); we report
on the results of 1,558 students who consented.

Method
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This experiment was conducted in the second and third assignments of the class. We
randomly sampled from the student submissions on these assignments. We then inserted one submission from our randomly chosen subset into every student’s grading
set. Students either saw the original submission, or the modified version with names
removed. This results in a between-subjects setup with two conditions (Original and
Depersonalized). Students rated these submissions with the exact same interface and
instructions as other peer submissions.

Manipulation check
Since we were removing information from student submissions, we wanted to see if
this perceptibly reduced their quality. We found that staff (TAs) blind to condition did
not rate the modified submissions differently than the original ones: t(28)=1.04, p>0.2.

Results: Depersonalization did not reduce bias
To analyze the results, we built a linear model predicting the raters’ grade with two
variables: the experimental condition (original or depersonalized), and a variable indicating if the rater and the original student whose work was shown to them were from
the same country. With this model, if students’ biases were based on signals such as
names, we would see a significant interaction effect for the experimental condition.
However, we did not find a significant interaction effect: t(2344)=1.2, p~0.2; the bias
was similar for both the original and depersonalized submissions. Suppressing overt
signals did not reduce rating bias. The next experiment explores more subtle modifications.

Patriotism language fluidity study: Would increasing language fluidity reduce bias?
While altering submissions for the previous experiment, we noticed that submissions
from non-English speaking countries had several language dis-fluencies. For example,
a Spanish student who submitted work may have first written their submission in
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Spanish and translated with Google Translate, resulting in non-idiomatic language
(e.g. “They declare to be happy” instead of the more common “They reported to be
happy”). This language could suggest low-quality work due to the Halo effect (see
Chapter 4), or it could suggest an out-group student to native English speakers. Furthermore, just as assignment instructions may have been differently interpreted, student submissions might too. For example, a British student spoke about people using
smartphones while walking on the “pavement”; American peers would likely be more
familiar with “sidewalk.” We hypothesized that normalizing such language, in addition to cues relating to names of people and places, could reduce bias.

Participants
Participants in this experiment were the same as the previous experiment. We conducted this experiment on the fourth and fifth assignment in the class.

Method
The method was largely similar to the previous experiment. In this experiment, to prepare our modified submissions, we manually replaced colloquialisms with their generally accepted American counterparts and increased fluency by re-writing sentences
that were grammatically incorrect or used non-idiomatic language (most commonly,
this was due to machine translation translating proverbs and metaphors literally). In
addition, we replaced names of people and places with generic forms, as described in
the previous experiment.

Manipulation Check
In this experiment, we hope to improve the language used in student submissions.
Therefore, if our manipulation is successful, the modified assignments should score
higher. Performing a manipulation check similar to the previous experiment, we found
that TAs, blind to condition, indeed rated our modified submissions higher: t(29) =
1.99, p<0.05.
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Results: Language fluency and depersonalization did not reduce bias
Similar to the Patriotism Signaling study, we created a linear regression model to analyze results. Similar to the previous experiment, the interaction term would account for
the benefit of the assignment modification, and a main effect of the experimental condition would account for any perceived increased quality of our modified submission.
As expected from the TA ratings, students rated the modified assignments higher:
t(31943)=2.04, p<0.05. Unfortunately, we found no significant interaction effect for
the experimental condition: foreign rater biases were statistically undistinguishable for
original and modified submissions.
Overall, our experimental results suggest that reducing the assessment bias will take
more than a superficial rewriting of student submissions. One could consider, for example, students working in pairs that span countries. Perhaps these interactions will
allow the students to develop a more global understanding of class topics, and reduce
the regional cues in submitted work.

Other biases: gender and income
Our discussion so far centers around rater biases based on students’ countries of residence, but other rating differences also exist, such as when peers from rich and poor
neighborhoods rate each other. In addition there are differences in how men and women rate their own work.

Patriotism SES study: Assessment Bias correlated with
Average Neighborhood Income
For this Patriotism SES study, we look at how the economics of the neighborhoods
students live in affects grading. We consider assessment data from the United States,
which attracts the largest fraction of MOOC learners, and for which data about income
distributions is publicly available. The United States also has amongst the world’s
largest levels of economic inequality [258]. Average income levels in a neighborhood,
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especially in the US, are correlated with education achievement, racial makeup, and
even longevity [259]–[261]. Could these differences in students’ neighborhoods also
correlate with how students rate each others’ work?

Method
We compared rater biases with differences in the average household incomes between
the neighborhoods where students lived. We obtained zip-code level income data from
the 2010 US Census, and combined it with students’ approximate location based on IP
addresses. While imprecise, IP location approximates demographic data well [262]. In
all, we found locations for 684 students who submitted assignments in the HCI class
and lived in the US. We discarded data for six students who lived in zip codes where
the median income was more than two standard deviations away from the average
student in our dataset. We then built a logistic regression model that predicted a student’s rating of work given the difference in median incomes in the zip codes where
the rater and submitter logged in.

Results: Income differences correlate with grading bias
We find that the absolute difference between the median incomes of the submitter’s
and rater’s zip code predicts the grading bias: t(986)= -2.09, p<0.05. On average, every $10,000 in difference in median income reduced the peer grade by 0.46% of the
total assignment grade (Figure 58). To put this in context, a student-rater pair from
Sunnyvale, CA (median income $105,600) and Oakland, CA (median income
$29,100) would rate each other 3% lower than a comparable pair between Sunnyvale,
CA and Cupertino, CA (median income $122,400). While this income-differential
rating bias is striking, it is still smaller than the international bias we encountered earlier. However, economic differences between countries are larger than those within
each country (See Chapter 6 on Talkabout), so a similar causal mechanism may underlie both within-country and international biases.
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Grading bias across genders
We consider two questions about differences in grading across genders: do men and
women rate their own work differently? And do men and women rate peers’ work
differently?

Method
We asked students for their gender as part of the second iteration of the online HCI
class; 2,594 students reported it (89.7% of all submitters): 1,071 female, 1,507 male,
16 other. Since a large fraction of students volunteered their gender, we only look at
grading behavior amongst these 2,594 students. We built linear regression models that
predicted the peer-awarded grade based on the students’ self-assessed grade and their
gender.
Here, we only report results for students who marked male or female because of the
small fraction of students marking “other”.

Results

Figure 58: When double-blind, students within the US rate work higher when it is from neighborhoods
with median incomes close to their own.
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Compared to the peer-awarded grade, male students rate their own work higher
through the self-assessment step than female students do: t(51383)=23.2, p<0.01. At
the same peer-awarded grade, the average man rates their work 3.5% higher than the
average woman does. Men also rate other students’ work lower during assessment:
t(46884)=3.9, p<0.01; on average men rate work 0.8% lower.
We also found that when double blind, both men and women rate work of submitters
of both genders equivalently.

Comparison to an in-person class
Because the online HCI class is based on an on-campus class at Stanford, it is possible
to roughly compare grading behavior in both classes. In the 160-person on-campus
under-graduate class (http://cs147.stanford.edu), students do not rate each other, but
they do self-assess, and are blind-rated by TAs. Compared to the TA grade, we found
no statistical difference between how male and female students self-assess. This could
be because the larger size of the online class provides the statistical power necessary
to detect smaller differences (For an 80% chance to detect a 3.5% difference with our
grade distributions, 1,500 observations are necessary). TAs in the on-campus class
also trained students to assess work in person, which may have helped students rate
their work more accurately.
So far in this chapter, we have seen how students from different demographics (based
on gender, location, income etc.) participate in a specific class activity—peer assessment. Next, we ask if we can increase student participation and persistence.

Attempts at improving persistence
Hundreds of thousands of students sign up for typical massive online classes, but a
very small fraction of students complete. For example, only 7,100 students of the
155,000 enrolled in the online 6.002x MIT class (Circuits & Signals) completed it
[125]. While some students see online classes as a way to engage their curiosity [35],
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many others intend to complete the class and put in sizeable effort over many weeks,
but still fail to do so [40].
Could we help motivated students persist longer and succeed more frequently in classes? In dealing with this problem, we draw inspiration from research in online communities. Like online classes, online communities fail to keep newcomers who have
put in sizable effort [245], [263]. To combat this attrition, many communities have
introduced many commitment mechanisms for e.g. [251], [264]–[266]. Could we design tools for online classrooms that leverage mechanisms of social proof, and selfconsistency biases that help spur people to action in other online communities? Could
these tools provide some of the same commitment devices and social mechanisms
present in physical classrooms? We designed and tested three such tools in 2012. Unfortunately, our tools failed to improve persistence, and in fact, our interventions significantly reduced it!
Self-consistency bias influences people to take actions which they believe to be consistent with their self-image [267]. Social proof refers to the effect of people heuristically assuming that others' actions are the correct behavior, especially in ambiguous
situations [268].

Figure 59: Experimental tools showed at the top of the student's course homepage (replacing the dashed
box above.)
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Figure 60: The Recording tool. (Top) Default state, inviting student to report they've started work. (Bottom) The recorded state is shown to students who click the button.

Informed by this research, we designed systems that we hoped would encourage students to persist in class. Our Recording tool allowed students to click a button (“I’ve
started on this assignment”), and displayed this information to them prominently to
encourage self-consistency. The Proof by Friends tool was similar in terms of making
students’ actions salient, except that students would also connect it to Facebook so a
student’s Facebook friends would see this progress via email and when they logged on
to the course web site. The Proof by Crowd tool replaced the need to connect students
to Facebook, and would instead broadcast their action more broadly to all students in
the class that were using it. Through the Proof by Friends and Proof by Crowds tools
we hoped that seeing peers start work on an assignment would create social proof that
working on an assignment was expected behavior.
Unfortunately, our intervention had unintended consequences. In a randomized controlled study, students used one of the three tools, or were assigned to the control condition (no tool). As expected, students who clicked the button signifying that they’d
started an assignment were self-consistent and did usually finish the assignment.
However, displaying this button also caused other students in the Recording condition
to neither click the button nor submit the assignment. Overall, fewer students in the
Recording condition submitted assignments that students in the no-button control condition. One possible explanation for this result is that students in the Recording condition had their intrinsic motivation to complete assignments crowded out by the extrinsic motivation of a commitment/policing mechanism.
Showing students their friends’ behavior also did not improve completion rates above
the control condition either. We hypothesize that this was because very few students
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had more than one Facebook friend also enrolled in class. Seeing the actions of a single Facebook friend (in the Proof by Friends condition) may not have created enough
social proof. It is also possible that strangers were simply not persuasive enough to
create social proof in the Proof by Crowd condition, similar to other research [269].
While these results represent a failed system, our hope is that they inspire other researchers to pay more careful attention to how intrinsic and extrinsic motivations interact. Perhaps they will also inspire other researchers to carefully consider issues of
critical mass while deploying systems that rely on social effects. Overall, this experience suggests that tools are more likely to work when they encourage existing motivations, and provide students a clear benefit, even with a small cohort of users.

Using self-consistency and social proof to improve persistence
Self-consistency bias influences people to take actions which they believe to be consistent with their self-image [267]. Thus, even a small action such as writing down that
you will complete a goal will later make that person more likely to follow through
[88]. The Foot-in-the-door persuasion technique [250] leverages this bias, by first asking a person for a small favor, which makes them more likely to perform a subsequent,
larger demand later. For example, members of online communities who share their
goals publicly are more likely to meet their goals [265]. Perhaps closest to this work,
requiring students to sign a learning contract leads to better performance and attitudes
[270].
Social proof refers to the effect of people heuristically assuming that others' actions

Figure 61: The Proof by Friends condition. The Proof by Crowd condition was identical except it did not
show the list of friends on the right.
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are the correct behavior, especially in ambiguous situations [268]. Users have a higher
probability of taking an action when they see others have done so [271].
To examine whether these effects could help students persist in class, we performed a
randomized, controlled experiment that compared the completion rates of students
using our tools (each of which embody one of these effects) with a control group of
students who did not have access to them.

Participants
This experiment ran during the Fall 2012 offering of the Coursera Human-Computer
Interaction class (www.hci-class.org). In the class, students had between one to two
weeks to complete each of 5 open-ended assignments. Each assignment took about 5
to 10 hours to complete. The experiment was advertised on the Fall 2012 class website
as an opt-in, experimental social feature.
At the start of the class, 2384 students signed up for the experiment. Students who
signed up consented to data collection about their grades and assignment-completion.
They were not compensated and did not receive extra course credit for participation.
Over the course of the experiment, 28 students withdrew. Of the rest, 305 students had
at least one Facebook friend who also participated in the experiment. We only include
these 305 students in our analysis.

Experimental setup
This experiment had four between-subjects conditions. In the control condition, students experienced the class normally, except for a notice on the class homepage that
informed them that they were on a wait-list for social features in class. In the Recording condition, students saw a button (“I’ve started on this assignment”) on the class
homepage and assignment page (Figure 60). The system would record when students
clicked it and display this information on the two pages, along with a notice that that
this information was private and not shared with classmates. In the Proof by Crowd
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condition, students saw the “I’ve started” button, and the total number of students in
class who had started the assignment. In the Proof by Friends condition, students saw
the information in the Proof by Crowds condition as well as a list of their friends along
with whether they had started the assignment (Figure 61). All tools were shown prominently on the course homepage, when students were logged in (Figure 59).
In all conditions, students received two emails for every assignment: a reminder a few
days before an assignment was due, and a reminder to peer-assess other students right
after an assignment due date passed. To make the social proof more salient, in the
Proof by Friends condition, the assignment reminder emails included which friends
had started the assignment; the peer assessment reminder emails included a link their
friends' assignments. Correspondingly, in the Proof by Friends condition, the assignment reminder email included the number of students nearby (within 100 miles) who
had started the assignment.
Experimental assignment: To combat the chance that students in the control condition might feel excluded from additional class features (and thus demotivated), experiments in this chapter used a wait-list control, also commonly used in medical studies
[272]. We informed all participants about the features we were introducing, and put
everyone on a waitlist, ostensibly so we could test features with a small set of students
before rolling them out. Students in the control condition remained on the waitlist,
while we assigned the rest to other conditions. To ensure that groups of friends were
treated similarly (e.g. all friends could see each other on the web site), we performed
simple network bucketing, assigning whole groups of friends randomly to the chosen
condition.

Analysis
Because students were exposed to this system across multiple observations (assignments), we built a logistic mixed-effects model that predicted whether a student would
submit an assignment. The experimental condition was a fixed-effects term, and the
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model had a random intercept for each student. We also included a random intercept
term for each assignment, as assignments had varying difficulty, and might have different completion rates. Because we didn’t expect the experimental methods to have
differing efficacy for different assignments, we did not include an interaction term.
We report results from this linear time-independent model for simplicity of interpretation; a time-dependent survival analysis model yields the same results.

Results
Recording hurts persistence
Students in the Recording condition were 46% less likely to submit an assignment
than those in the waitlist condition: t(296) = -3.91, β=-0.86, p< 0.05.
Using a model built only with students in the Recording condition, our data also suggest clicking the “I've started” button indicates a strong intent to complete the assignment: those that click the button are more than twice as likely to complete the assignment than those that don't, β = 5.26, t(74)=8.3, p<0.05.
Recording might hurt overall persistence, but does it make students who do submit
assignments work harder? We found the opposite. Using the word length of submissions as a proxy for effort, we found that students wrote 200 fewer words (approximately 22.5% of an average submission) in the Recording condition than the control
condition.

Social proof mechanisms did not improve persistence
Students in the Proof by Crowds and Proof by Friends condition were not significantly more likely to submit assignments: t(296)= -0.34, p > 0.5, and t(296) = 0.45, p >0.5
respectively.

Limitations of results
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This experimental design assumes symmetry: in the Proof by Friends and Proof by
Crowd you can both say you’ve started an assignment and see who else has. While
this yields a simple mental model for participants, it does not allow us to separate the
effect of self-consistency and social proof. Due to limitations of the class platform, we
could not create a system that automatically detected when a student had started working on an assignment. Future work that incorporates such an automatic update might
find techniques based on social proof to be valuable.
The experimental social platform had other features in the spirit of increasing social
proof. In particular, students could “cheer on” their friends by clicking a button.
Using Facebook messages, students could also give their friends feedback about their
work, as well as encourage friends who did not complete the assignment to continue in
the class. Fewer than ten students used these features, so we do not think they affect
our primary results.

Discussion
While we find evidence of self-consistency, we also find that a mechanism that requires students to perform an action to record their progress reduces the overall number of students completing an assignment.
We see two possible explanations for this finding. First, students could have viewed
the “I've started” button as a policing mechanism from staff. Since they voluntarily
signed up for the class, such policing would be inconsistent with their class goals, and
make the goal of completion extrinsically rewarded, crowding out their higher, intrinsic motivation [273]. Second, it may be that the Recording condition promised no obvious benefit – information about starting an assignment was not shared with others in
the class. Once students had made a decision to not click the button, their selfconsistency bias may have worked in the opposite direction, making them less likely
to complete work.
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We were also surprised with the lack of improvement in persistence due to social
proof. In a post-experimental survey, a participant in a non-social condition wanted to
“be able to see how [his friends] were performing”, while another without Facebook
friends lamented that “there's no one to show off your progress to”. Our data suggests
that students do find such information valuable. One student wrote, “only one of my
friends was taking the lesson (class)”, but she “was able to see what he has done and
that was good.” Given such feedback, it is surprising that seeing friends’ progress is
not motivating.
Again, we see two potential explanations. First, students may have seen too few
friends to create a perceived norm: fewer than 50 students in our class had more than a
single friend enrolled. Another explanation is that social proof is a two-edged sword.
One participant had “a couple of friends on the course[;] they quickly stopped doing
assignments (and frankly so did I).” We find this explanation less likely, because we
saw no beneficial statistical trends even when students had friends that completed
work.
Overall, these results suggest that researchers must be mindful of the crowding effects
of their differing motivational schemes, and motivational tools should emphasize preexisting motivations.
We now turn to attempts to improve student achievement directly. Our data, as well as
the experience of other researchers, shows that students who aren’t performing well
tend not to persist [35]. Therefore, in the following study, we hope to increase both
student achievement and performance.

Do examples of good peer work improve
students’ performance?
Instructors often stress the inspirational benefits of peer work. Guidelines for many
project-based classes suggest that instructors show examples of great student work, to
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set norms and inspire students. On the other hand, novices are less successful at transferring ideas from examples that are distant than examples that are more proximal.
This suggests that students who perform poorly on an assignment might learn better
by seeing examples of work that is just a little better than their own, rather than the
inspiring examples of their most successful classmates. In a large, online classroom, is
the norm-setting benefit of a great example dominant, or the ease of transferring from
more similar work? And could we get the best of both worlds, by showing students
both kinds of examples?
To determine which examples, the ones with the highest quality, or the most similar in
quality, help the most, we conducted a randomized controlled experiment in the HCI
class on Coursera (Chapter 3 offers more details about the class composition and
structure).
This experiment targeted two research questions:
RQ1: Do students who see examples of either high-quality work or work that is accessible but better than their own score higher in future class assignments?
RQ2: Do students who see examples of either high-quality work or work that is only
slightly better than their own persist for longer in class?
The results of this experiment suggest that examples we showed did not improve student tenure in class. Furthermore, the examples that we showed students did not improve their performance; on the contrary students who saw excellent examples did
significantly worse in their future work than students who did not see any examples.
The following sections detail the experimental setup and analysis that led to this intriguing result.

Participants
We conducted this experiment in the second iteration of the HCI online class, in January 2013. In all, 1573 students consented to participation and submitted at least two
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assignments. Because of our goal is to measure the effect of examples on future performance, we exclude students who submitted fewer than two assignments.

Experimental setup
This experiment used a between-subjects setup, where students either saw two examples of excellent peer work, which scored in the 95th percentile or higher on the assignment (the excellent-examples condition), two submissions of work that were graded no more than 5% better than their own, but less than 10% better than own work (the
“approachable examples” condition), or two examples, one approachable and one excellent (the “mixed examples” condition). In the control condition, students saw a
message (“We are unable to find you examples of peer work to learn from at this
time”) instead of the examples (“no examples” condition). In all experimental conditions, students were told to compare examples to their own work, and find ways to
improve it. We hoped such explicit comparisons would reveal structural attributes of
better work, and lead to greater abstraction [274].
In designing this experimental setup, we wanted to balance the accuracy of experimental manipulation with applicability to a large online class, where student work is
typically peer assessed. Therefore, we only selected examples where all peers agreed
on the grade to within 5% of the assignment grade. This results in most participant
seeing examples that have the desired quality without sacrificing the applicability of
our results to the real world.

Procedure and measures
After the end of the peer-review period for each assignment, the class website showed
students appropriate examples along with their assignment grade. Students could return to this webpage any time until the end of the class. Students saw the same examples every time.
Instructors consider assignment scores as valid measures of work quality, and students
are motivated to perform well on assignments through certificates of achievement.
Therefore, to measure the quality of work, we used the student’s grade in an assign-
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ment. Assignments were peer assessed. Because these assignments require significant
student effort, we used the number of assignments a student submitted over the length
of the course as a dependent measure of persistence.

Analysis
We use assignment grades as a measure for work quality. In analyzing our data, we
built a linear regression model that predicted a student’s grade in an assignment given
their grade in the previous assignment and their experimental assignment (adjusted R2
= 0.104).
We measure persistence through the number of assignments a student submits. We
built both a simple linear regression model, and a more complex survival analysis
model to analyze our data. Both models have similar outcomes, so we describe results
from the regression model, which are easier to interpret. This model predicts the number of assignments a student submits based on their experimental assignment. We
found this model (and the survival analysis) to have very poor model fit (adjusted R2 =
-0.0008).

Results: Excellent examples reduce future work quality
Compared to student in the no-examples condition, we found that students in the excellent-examples condition scored lower, though the effect was only marginal,
t(1101)= -1.81, p = 0.07. On average, students in the excellent-examples condition
scored 2.7% lower. Students in approachable- and mixed- example conditions did not
perform significantly differently from those in the no-example control condition (p
>0.4).

Results: Examples don’t inspire persistence
In our experimental setup we did not find any effect of experimental assignment and
student persistence.
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Discussion
Taken together, our results suggest that examples of peer work didn’t improve students’ work; rather, seeing excellent examples hurt the quality of future work. We see
two potential explanations. First, unlike experts (such as teachers in the classroom),
novices may not be able to understand which aspects of their peers’ work they could
adopt into their own [274], [275]. Therefore, without additional scaffolding, students
may try and emulate their peers, but may instead adopt superficial features. Informal
feedback from students supports this notion. Students frequently observed for example
that the examples we chose were “more elaborate”, but didn’t comment on what specific attributes they’d like to adopt.
Second, examples may reduce students’ motivation, by making the gap between their
own work, and that of well-performing peers more salient. This lack of motivation
may then reflect in their future work.
More generally, this experiment shows both the promise and the current limitations of
completely automated educational systems. While such systems may find examples
based on pre-defined criteria from the large corpus of student examples, they may not
provide the scaffolding that makes these examples effective.

Implications for design
This chapter discusses three unforeseen side effects of massive-scale peer interactions.
Initially, my view of these results was as simple failures: the unfortunate price of doing evidence-based design that resulted both in frustrated collaborators and a diminished learning experience for students.
However, this simple view disregards three important aspects. First, these unforeseen
side effects probably operate at all scales, but are only detectable at the massive scale
of an online class. For example, our work on motivation might be applicable to small
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classrooms as well, where failed attempts by to improve persistence through commitment mechanisms might go unnoticed. Second, large scale enables not only to detect
these subtle effects, but allows for evidence-based methods to combat them. For example, in our work on peer assessment, we found that simple revising and clarifying
rubrics can reduce geographic rating bias. Finally, these side effects may help us understand the current limits of large-scale instruction. For example, we found that simply showing students examples of excellent work was insufficient. Perhaps, future work
may reveal that instructors’ explanations of what makes work excellent is necessary as
well.
Going forward, we offer three suggestions to researchers. First, consider the normative
motivations of the environment. At present, many online students are intrinsically motivated. As credentials count for more, this could change, making extrinsic motivators
more valuable. Second, consider how tools may be useful at different levels of student
adoption, and when possible, design systems so that they are valuable at a wide range
of adoption. For example, the Social Proof system described here lacks effectiveness
when students have few friends. In contrast, PeerStudio achieves fast reviewing even
when few students are online by recruiting students over email as a backup. Finally,
consider how students using your tools simultaneously from around the world might
be beneficial. For example, in contrast to the rater-bias discussed in this chapter, Talkabout capitalized on geographic diversity through its targeted discussion guides.
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Chapter 9
Contributions and
future directions
This thesis exploits the networked properties of online classrooms and extends the
benefits of peer learning to massive scale. It does so through systems that decide
whom learners interact with amongst thousands of diverse peers, and with interfaces
that scaffold these interactions, while simultaneously dealing with the large size of the
class, and the asynchronous and remote access in an online class.

Contributions to structuring peer interactions for education
This thesis shows how creating opportunities for massive-scale peer interactions can
improve learning and engagement.
•

This dissertation research provides the first analysis of massive-scale peer review. It describes a system where students are first trained on assessment using
rubrics and a staff-curated set of submissions, and then each student independently rates peer work based on a rubric and accompanying examples. We
find that the average difference between peer and staff grades using this peer
assessment system was 6.7%, and a median of five peer ratings was within
10% of the staff 65% of the time. This dissertation also shows that providing
students feedback on their grading accuracy improves this accuracy even further. By examining common errors students make, we then describe how instructors can create “fortune cookies” that enable peers to provide actionable,
qualitative feedback. Finally, we show that students rate peers from their coun-
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try significantly higher than peers from other countries, even though assessment is double-blind.
•

This dissertation then introduces a method to combine peer assessment with
machine classifiers to focus students’ assessment effort where their judgment
is most valuable. This method uses a machine classifier’s prediction confidence to determine the number of assessors assigned to each submission.
Through testing in a live class, we show that combining peer and machine assessment in this way results in 80-90% of the accuracy of peer-only assessment
with only 54% of student effort.

•

This thesis introduces PeerStudio, a system for fast revision-oriented feedback.
PeerStudio uses the potential temporal overlap between student schedules in a
large online class and the resulting temporal overlap in accessing the system.
We describe how such overlapping access can be used to recruit peers quickly.
In an online class with 572 students submitting work, the median time to recruitment was 7 minutes. This thesis also introduces the “back-off” recruitment
method that recruits reviewers by email when few are available online, while
minimizing the number of students it emails to ask for help. Finally, we
demonstrate how rapid feedback from PeerStudio improves student performance (by 4.4% on an essay question in our evaluation).

•

PeerStudio also incorporates interactive machine generated hints that help students write better reviews; analysis of data suggests that these hints result in
more actionable feedback.

•

This thesis introduces Talkabout, a system that leverages global participation
in online classes to create small-group discussions with diverse participants
and contrasting perspectives. In a series of controlled experiments, we show
that when students discuss in groups where participants are drawn from many
countries, their grades improve by as much as 6% (in Irrational Behavior). We
also introduce techniques for developing discussion guides that encourage students to share diverse experiences and perspectives.
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•

Through a retrospective analysis of our data, we show how visible instructor
involvement in a peer learning intervention such as emails to students that encourage them to participate, or personally participating in such activities is correlated with large voluntary adoption of such opportunities. Similarly, closely
aligning the design of peer learning interventions with pedagogical goals is also correlated with large adoption.

•

This thesis also describes that when peer-learning systems run counter to existing student motivation, such as when they crowd out intrinsic motivations
through policing or commitment mechanisms, can have negative effects. Similarly, simply mimicking the form of a classroom technique (e.g. showing examples of excellent work) does not achieve the learning goal of the activity.
Instead, the actual mechanism of learning must be captured as well (e.g. instructors explaining the examples).

Impact and recent developments
Informed by the work presented in this dissertation, researchers have advanced the
state of large-scale online education software and pedagogy. Below, we discuss a subset of such work. We only include work where we have personally interacted with the
authors, or work that directly cites papers this thesis is based on. Being more familiar
with such work enables us to reflect upon the challenges of research in this field, and
suggest promising paths for future work.

Improving peer assessment
The design of the peer assessment system described in Chapter 3 was driven by the
desire to create a general widely applicable assessment method that did not use any
knowledge about the domain, assignment, or students. Therefore, this system relied on
1) rubrics, which are widely applicable and 2) an un-weighted median to aggregate
peer ratings, which doesn’t incorporate knowledge about domain or students.
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Other researchers have since explored other peer assessment schemes incorporate information about student work, or incentivize students for more accurate assessment,
and systems that that do not use rubrics.

Improving assessment accuracy with more information
Using information about raters and assignments may improve assessment accuracy
beyond the system from Chapter 3. We deployed one such system, developed by Chris
Piech, in the third iteration of the online HCI class [14]. This system improves assessment accuracy significantly and requires no input from the instructor, and its use
resulted in a large improvement in grade agreement with instructors. However, improved accuracy comes at the cost of complicating the mental model of learners, and
many pass/fail find the un-weighted aggregation has sufficient accuracy. As a result,
systems to improve assessment accuracy have not been widely deployed. As classes
offer more nuanced credentials, systems that improve accuracy may be adopted more
widely.
One opportunity to improve assessment is to use more information about peer raters.
Raters rate work predictably higher or lower than the consensus score [14]. Some students also more reliably rate submissions closer to their consensus score than others
[14]. Therefore, Piech et al propose a Bayesian model that starts assuming every student rates similarly (this is the implicit assumption in our system). Then, it updates
each rater’s bias and variance by observing the rating behavior of each student across
multiple submissions for the same assignment. These two properties correspond to
each of their observations respectively. Using this method allows them to approximate
staff assessment much more accurately.
Another opportunity in improving peer assessment accuracy is to leverage information
about the work itself. For example, the Codewebs system for programming assignments relies on homework submissions being highly structured, and propagates
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peer/teacher feedback through the system by finding similar programs [62]. Similarly,
CaptainTeach combines unit tests for programming with peer assessment [276].

Incentivizing accurate assessment
Our work suggests that students can assess more accurately with feedback on their
grading accuracy (Chapter 3). Lu et al. show that part of this benefit may come from
students knowing their work is being monitored: when students know that their own
peer assessment efforts are being assessed by peers, they more reliably distinguish
between good and bad work. When students assess their peers’ assessment effort, this
effect is amplified [277].
However, incentive mechanisms may also inadvertently nudge students to assess according to what they believe the consensus to be, rather than their own independent
judgment This can be especially problematic as students acquire expertise, and more
successfully assess deeper aspects of work that novices miss [78]. A promising solution is to use the Bayesian Truth Serum technique [278], which asks raters both to
provide their own independent assessment of work, and predict what the consensus
assessment would be. Beyond improving assessment accuracy, Bayesian Truth Serums
could also help identify experts; systems could also help experts so identified prevent
the expert blind spot [279].

Different models of peer assessment
There are instances where scores and ranking are not required, and feedback is all that
is necessary, e.g. on early drafts. However, soliciting numeric ratings in addition to
general feedback induces peer reviewers to explain their comments in significantly
greater detail, and make more positive comments [280]. This suggests that demanding
a summative assessment focuses reviewers to engage critically with peer work. Having so engaged reviewers, how might we best focus reviewer attention?
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The PeerStudio system asks raters to compare two pieces of work (one student submitted, one expert curated) along a number of rubric dimensions, and aggregates these
comparisons to produce a numeric grade. This comparative method is faster than assessing work in isolation, and requires little training (recall that PeerStudio, unlike our
system in Chapter 3, had no training step). Furthermore, comparisons are more discriminative among items when raters are deeply familiar with each item [281]. However, the speed of these methods also encourages raters to use cognitive shortcuts and
heuristics [171], which may lead raters astray if they skip seeking critical information
(see Chapter 4; Halo effect).
Other researchers have also since employed comparative ratings in peer assessment. In
ordinal rating, raters perform a summative comparison between two peer submissions,
e.g. [282], or they rank a small number of student submissions [283], typically along
one dimension. These comparisons are then aggregated into an approximate total ordering of goodness of submissions. An open question for future work is how ordinal
ratings across multiple dimensions can be aggregated into a single rating.

Applying peer assessment to creative crowd work
While the contributions in assessment discussed above are in the educational context,
creative tasks on crowdsourcing markets also benefit when workers assess their own
work or receive feedback [105] and when they assess others workers [284]. Greenberg
et al find that similar to a class context, combining rubrics with examples enables
crowd workers to acquire the micro-expertise necessary for writing high-quality critiques [15].

Discussions in massive online classes
Talkabout enables informal video discussions that are loosely structured through discussion guides, and occur synchronously; these design decisions are driven by Talkabout’s goal to leverage the diversity in an online class (Chapter 7). Other researchers
have addressed other pedagogical goals with other design decisions.
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MoocChat uses synchronous structured text discussions for teaching logical thinking
and problem solving. `
Talkabout demonstrates how video discussions with a loosely enforced structure improve learning through diversity in experience and points of view. In contrast, text
chat systems such as MoocChat demonstrate how text discussions with a strict conversational structure, and enforcing equal contribution from participants improve learning, potentially through more critical thinking. Text chat also opens up opportunities
for semi-synchronous conversations. For such conversations to improve learning, it
will be necessary for both the speaker and listener to understand each other’s contribution [56]. Pre-recorded video contributions successfully allow remote participants to
contribute to a conversation, but conveying the discussion experience back to the participant remains an open question [285].

Future Directions
At their core, the systems in this dissertation leverage the global community of peers
to improve learning in existing large online classes. Future work could build classes or
even educational systems that employ peer interactions as their primary pedagogical
asset. In particular, I see three opportunities for future work.

Creating new educational opportunities for a diverse
world
Some critics argue that universities act as sieves [286], being selective in who they
admit and bestowing upon them knowledge, skills, and social capital (leading to economic and social success). Could online classes offer a more emancipating alternative?
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Selectivity is an asset in physical classrooms [287], but perhaps the collective expertise and experience of students online could be a greater asset online? Perhaps online
classrooms could function not like sieves, but instead like cities, attracting diverse
people, and creating value through opportunities for students to interact with peers
they might not otherwise meet.
To better leverage diversity as a pedagogical asset, MOOCs could become more diverse as well. MOOCs may well be the most diverse classrooms so far, but much can
be improved for equitable access. For example, students in Africa are underrepresented in MOOCs, and have a smaller completion rate compared to the rest of the world
[35]. Even within the United States, MOOCs haven’t been able to attract poorer students, even though they may benefit more from MOOCs [288]. Our data suggest that
the average MOOC student lives in a neighborhood with a median income of $72,000
per year, much higher than the median for the United States ($51,000). Encouraging
students with more diverse experiences to participate may make tools such as Talkabout even more valuable, and will be crucial if we want to design online classes like
cities, where the collective experience of the participants is a core pedagogical asset.

Combining global and local interactions
One the one hand, Talkabout demonstrates how global classmates can improve learning at massive scales by exposing students to contrasting perspectives and making
implicit assumptions salient. On the other hand, the jigsaw classroom demonstrates
that in collocated environments familiarity can lead to greater trust and empathy
among diverse students and improve learning [29]. Could systems combine the benefits of collocated familiarity and global perspectives be combined? For example, systems could enrich the familiar jigsaw discussion by “teleporting” students to distant
locations?

Creating learners prepared for future learning
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In a physical classroom, enabling lifelong learning has remained challenging because
it is expensive and disruptive to bring students back to a physical classroom to teach
new topics; it is much cheaper to deliver education “in bulk” [289]. In contrast, approximately 60% of students in online classes enroll because they want to keep up
with new developments in the field, or want to apply knowledge from the class in their
job [40]. Could the experience of these students suggest it may finally be possible for
online classes to enable lifelong learning effectively?
To fully grasp this opportunity for lifelong learning, teaching methods and software
could prepare students for future learning [290]. For instance, peer interactions could
be designed to maximize transfer of knowledge to new situations, for example requiring students to discuss and invent a solution before it is revealed in class [7]. Similarly, peer interactions could train students in activities that are critical to future learning,
such as negotiation, planning team goals, persistence, and reacting to critical feedback
[290].
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Appendix 1
Transcript of a Talkabout
This is a transcript of a Talkabout session in the Organizational Analysis class. The
transcript skips the first few moments of the session, before participants consented to
recording. The discussion agenda asks students to discuss one of two potential topics
for 30 minutes. This group, like many others, chose to discuss both (~60 minutes).
Aditi10: Do we want to go with organizational culture or with organizational learning?
Personally, I vote, if we have time, let’s do both. So, if you can go ahead, um
Mark: Basically, they are very, they are connected.
Everyone: Mhmm
Mark: I think we could talk about the both.
Aditi: Okay, so would anyone of you like to start with an example of organizational
culture that you thought was very prominent and you could see the difference between
two?
Tiffany: I will. I am actually experiencing a transition in my workplace right
now. This current staff feels like the culture is in jeopardy. We are losing our manager
who hired each and every one of us um and over the course of the last four years,
we’ve just really developed a consistent attitude among the staff. She hired people
with good sense of humor and people who enjoy technology and love learning and
those are the people that stuck around. I’m very weary about how the new manager
will take over
Tiffany continues to talk about her situation for 5 more minutes
Mark: So you have changed the culture in your organization?
Tiffany: Yeah
Mark: That’s great. That example is really great, I think.
Jose: But now her question is, but, uh, let me ask you another question just a small
one. Do you have anxiety about the new person coming in?

10

Names throughout this chapter have been changed to protect student privacy.
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Tiffany: Right
Jose: But you aren’t sure that he -- It’s very much possible that it will go in the same
way as the things are going on now.
Tiffany: Yeah
Jose: How are you deciding? [How are you making a decision about what your future
boss will be like?]
Tiffany: It’s too early to decide what is it going to be and I think that is the part that
gives me a little bit of anxiety. I’ve been told many times just be patient and here are
some things about this manager that will blend really nicely with the group and everything will work out just fine.
Aditi agrees
Olga: I have a question: is it possible for you to change the organizational culture at
the library?
Tiffany: Not at our particular branch because we are so small, um each person really
has an impact on the culture. Whenever it is hostile or negative that is eventually resolved. But at the larger branch that we are a part of its been a huge problem. Things
are imminently slower, and super, super resistant against change.
Olga: Thank you
Tiffany: Does anyone else have any examples in their workplace?
Tiffany and Mark go back and forth for around 5 minutes
Aditi shares an example from her experiences living in India
Mark, Tiffany, Jose, and Aditi continue to share their opinions
Bill chimes in after being quite this whole time.
Aditi invites Yuree to share her thoughts since Yuree hasn’t said anything yet
Yuree: Hi.
Aditi: Hi Yuree
Yuree: Uh yeah. Actually I heard thoughts of discussion. I’d liked to share my organization learning in my experiences which is [I’ve worked in] American companies,
[and] I’ve worked in China [in] two departments, R&D and marketing. My work fo-
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cuses on the learning and development and how to collaborate between the two departments, I think that is one of the questions of organizational learning.
Yuree continues for three minutes about her situation
Aditi: During this process, did you have any difficulty? Did they have any problem
with the learning and the merging?
Yuree: Uh yes. People have pressure to work over time [poor connection, hard to
understand]
Aditi: Excellent. Thank you Yuree. Does anyone have any other questions for Yuree?
No response
Aditi: Thank you Yuree. Amy, would you like to add anything?
Amy: Actually what I was going to say what that I was going to agree with Bill. I’ve
worked at Hewlett Packard for over 20 years and I’ve been involved in several acquisitions. I can assure you there is no such thing as a merger, there are only acquisitions.
They actually buy and sell the culture of their company. Now the other thing -Bill: That’s what -Amy: I’m sorry, go ahead -Aditi: Bill, were you saying something?
Amy: Me? Yes? Can you hear me?
Aditi and Tiffany: Yes
Amy: Could you hear me before?
Aditi and Tiffany: Yes
Amy: Okay, but initially, when you are talking about people not wanting to embrace
change because it is coming from the top down, you’re quite right. The only way that
change gets implemented in an organization is when the management team goes to
the ground level, to the people at the bottom, and actually asks them what’s going on,
and they implement those changes.
Amy continues for two minutes
Olga shares her opinion for five minutes
Tiffany: If any has anything to share, I can start a forum with today’s date
Mark: That would be nice
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Tiffany: Okay
Aditi: Um actually, why don’t you guys carry on with the discussion? I have another
course that starts at 11 o’clock, right now, so I will take your leave. And I want to
thank all of you for all of your valuable input and I always say, the more I talk in these
Google Hangouts, it motivates more to do much better in the course. So again, thank
you very much for all of your input.
Everyone says thank you
Aditi: Buhbye.
Bill: Actually its midnight here in Singapore so I think the rest of you in the world
where the hour is more sensible so you are probably more alert than I am. Yuree, you
are in China?
Yuree: Yes.
Bill starts speaking Mandarin
Yuree laughs and says something in Mandarin
Bill: Yeah I should probably check out, as we say, Yuree will now [mandarin].
Mark: Woah, impressive! [laughs]
Yuree: Yes, this is a very valuable discussion, from being in the HR department.
Yeah, that’s all...it is late for me so I would like to discuss next time. Bye.
Mark: Have a nice evening, nice night.
Tiffany: In that case, au revoir.
Everyone says goodbye and leaves the Hangout
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Appendix 2
Test materials used as measures
for Talkabout
The Social Psychology class had a 50-question final. Scores on the exam were used as
a measure of academic performance in Experiment 3. The exam was designed to
“cover the lectures, assigned videos, and assigned readings”, “intended to be roughly
as difficult as an average college-level psychology exam in the United States”. Below,
we reproduce every tenth question to give a sense of topics covered.

Question 10
As discussed in the assigned reading, research by Brad Bushman and his colleagues
(2009) found that people who were _______ in narcissism and _______ in self-esteem
tended to behave more aggressively than did other people.
(a) low; high (b) low; low (c) high; low (d) high; high

Question 20
A meta-analysis by Rod Bond and Peter Smith (1996) found that the best predictor of
conformity levels in Asch-style research was:
(a) Whether the participants were female or male (b) Whether the majority group was
made up of ingroup or out-group members (c) The year when the study was conducted (d) Whether the culture was individualist or collectivist

Question 30
Zhang Wei becomes scared while watching a horror film about a murderer who hides
outside people's houses. After the film, he may be more likely to interpret a sound
outside his house as threatening because of:
(a) Self-monitoring (b) The misinformation effect (c) The foot-in-the-door phenomenon (d) Priming

Question 40
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Research on post decisional dissonance suggests that on average, students will feel
more confident of their answers on this exam before submitting the exam than after
submitting it.
(a) True (b) False

Question 50
The out-group homogeneity effect occurs even when people have extensive contact
with members of an out-group.
(a) True (b) False
We reproduce every fifth question from the first two weeks’ quizzes from the Organizational Analysis class below. These quizzes were used as measures in Experiment 1
and Experiment 3. Note that these quizzes were independently created by the instructor in a previous run of the class (before Talkabout was designed), and were used unchanged in the experimental class.

Week 1 Quiz
Question 5
Which of the following are reasons why organizational theories are important (select
all that apply)?
(a) They afford perspectives beyond your own individual experience (b) They allow
you to better understand and interpret complex phenomena (c) They provide generalizable knowledge that can be useful in a variety of familiar and unfamiliar contexts (d)
They can help you be a better manager (e) They explain everything that goes on in
every organization in a way that makes things clear and simple

Question 10
Identify the corresponding class of organizational theory “The organization is thought
to have multiple actors with potentially conflicting goals. These actors often form
emergent and organic coalitions.”
(a) Rational (b) Natural (c) Open

Question 15
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Identify the corresponding class of organizational theory “Organizations are viewed
less as making decisions and more as responding and adapting to their environment.”
(a) Rational (b) Natural (c) Open

Week 2 Quiz
Question 5
Which of the following are necessary in order to make fully or ideally rational decisions (select all that apply)?
(a) Knowledge of all your possible actions or choices. (b) Knowledge of the consequences associated with each possible action or choice. (c) Knowledge of your preferences. In other words, you need a way of ranking possible consequences in terms of
their desirability. (d) More time, information, and attention than most people possess
in most situations.

Question 10
The logic of appropriateness and the logic of consequences are equally concerned with
the expected consequences of a particular action.
(a) True (b) False

Question 15
The second reform effort in the Chicago Public Schools was characterized by an emphasis on accountability, centralization of power, and Republican leadership.
(a) True (b) False
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Appendix 3
Irrational Behavior Agenda
1.

Are you irrational?

Are your parents? Friends? Enemies? Frenemies? What cases can you think of where
the people around you exhibit some of the irrational tendencies that Dan describes in
his lectures?
2.

Subtle Influences.

What subtle influences in the consumer environment might have an effect on your
purchases? What could you do to counteract these influences, or push your behavior in
the desired direction?
3.

Decision Illusions.

What “decision illusions” do you see in the real world? Do any current events come to
mind where decision makers have been influenced by their environments?
4.

Swaying Preferences.

What kinds of preferences do you think might be more stable than others? When can
our decisions be swayed, and in which cases do we have a firm hold on our preferences?
5.

Irrational Work.

How do the findings in behavioral economics relate to your area of study or work? Do
you see irrationality in your workplace?
6.

Cultural Differences.

How might cultural differences come into play with (ir)rational behavior?
7.

Are defaults unavoidable?

When there must be a default option, how can we design defaults so that we encourage
behavior optimally?
Do defaults save lives? Yes? No? Maybe so?
8.

Humans and Economics.

What is the value of adding a human component to the field of economics? What are
the possible advantages and disadvantages?
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9.

Choice Architecture.

What examples of “choice architecture” do you see in your own lives? Which choice
sets or environments would you design differently?
10. Paternalism and Policy.

How much paternalism is too much? How should policymakers strike the right balance between encouraging proactive behavior in their constituents and safeguarding
free will?
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Appendix 5: Rating differences between
staff and peers
Agreement between peer grades and staff grades without
aggregation
Comparing the peer grades (not their medians) with staff grades demonstrates the value of aggregating peer grades (Figure 63). 26.3% of grades were within 5% of staff
grades, and 46.7% within 10%. (Recall that the median agreement was 42.% and
65.5%, respectively)

Grading differences
Where peer graded higher: Figure 62(a) shows an application a student created as
“an interactive website which helps people tracking their eating behavior and overallfeeling, to find and be able to avoid certain foods which causes discomfort or health
related problems.” Peers rated the prototype highly for being “interactive”. Staff, rated
it low, because “while fully functional, the design does not seem appropriate to the
goal. The diary aspect seems to be the main aspect of the app, yet it’s hidden behind a
search bar.”
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(a) Submission where peers grade higher than

(b) Submission with staff grade higher than peers

staff
Figure 62: Student submissions with large differences between staff and peer grades.

Where peers graded lower Figure 62(b) shows an application a student created as an
“exciting platform, bored children can engage (physically) with other children in their
neighborhood.” Staff praised it as “fully interactive, page flow is complete”, while
some peers rated it “unpolished”, and asked the student to “Try to make UI less coloured.”

Sample Rubric
Table V shows a rubric for the “Ready for testing” assignment. All other rubrics are
available as online supplementary materials.

Figure 63: Agreement of un-aggregated peer grades and staff grades. Agreement is much lower than
between median	
  peer grades and staff grades.
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